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Morse flow trees and Legendrian contact homology
in 1–jet spaces

TOBIAS EKHOLM

Let L� J 1.M / be a Legendrian submanifold of the 1–jet space of a Riemannian
n–manifold M . A correspondence is established between rigid flow trees in M

determined by L and boundary punctured rigid pseudo-holomorphic disks in T �M ,
with boundary on the projection of L and asymptotic to the double points of this
projection at punctures, provided n � 2 , or provided n > 2 and the front of L has
only cusp edge singularities. This result, in particular, shows how to compute the
Legendrian contact homology of L in terms of Morse theory.

57R17; 53D40

1 Introduction

Let M be a smooth n–manifold, let J 0.M / D M � R be its 0–jet space and let
J 1.M /D T �M �R be its 1–jet space endowed with the standard contact structure �
which is the kernel of the 1–form dz�p dq , where z is a coordinate in the R–direction
and where p dq is the canonical 1–form on T �M . An n–dimensional submanifold
L � J 1.M / is Legendrian if it is everywhere tangent to � . This paper concerns
Legendrian submanifolds of 1–jet spaces, and in particular their contact homology.
Legendrian contact homology is a part of Symplectic Field Theory (see Eliashberg–
Givental–Hofer [8]). It is a framework for finding isotopy invariants of Legendrian
submanifolds of contact manifolds by “counting” rigid (pseudo-)holomorphic disks.
The analytical foundations of Legendrian contact homology in 1–jet spaces were
established in Ekholm–Etnyre–Sullivan [6], see also [4; 5].

Contact homology has proved very useful, see eg Chekanov [1], Eliashberg [7] and
Ekholm–Etnyre–Sullivan [3], especially for Legendrian submanifolds of dimension
1, where the Riemann mapping theorem can be used to give a combinatorial and
computable description of the theory see Chekanov [1] and Etnyre–Ng–Sabloff [10]. In
the higher dimensional case, finding holomorphic disks involves solving a non-linear
first order partial differential equation. This is an infinite dimensional problem and
it is therefore often difficult to compute the contact homology of a given Legendrian
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submanifold. The main result of this paper Theorem 1.1 reduces the computation of
Legendrian contact homology in 1–jet spaces to a finite dimensional problem in Morse
theory. One of its applications is as a step in showing that Ng’s powerful invariants of
knots in 3–space [16; 17], constructed in a combinatorial fashion by considering the
contact homology of co-normal lifts of knots (which are Legendrian tori in the 1–jet
space of the 2–sphere) indeed agree with the invariants arising from holomorphic disk
counts, see Ekholm–Etnyre–Ng–Sullivan [2]. Other applications (eg to contact surgery
and to Legendrian embeddings) will be described in forthcoming papers.

Similar results, relating Morse theory and holomorphic disks, were obtained in the
(slightly different) setting of Floer homology of Lagrangian intersections. In [12], Floer
showed that holomorphic strips (2–gons) in a cotangent bundle T �M of a Riemannian
manifold M , with one boundary component mapping to the 0–section and the other
to the graph �df of the differential of a function f W M ! R, correspond to gradient
lines of f connecting critical points. In [14] Fukaya and Oh generalized Floer’s result
showing that holomorphic n–gons with boundary components mapping to distinct
graphical Lagrangian submanifolds �df1

; : : : ; �dfn
correspond to gradient flow trees.

The situation under study in this paper is more involved than that in [14] because of
the appearance of non-graphical Lagrangian submanifolds and this is reflected in the
corresponding Morse theory.

In order to state Theorem 1.1, we give brief descriptions of the holomorphic- and Morse
theoretic objects involved. Let L� J 1.M / be a closed Legendrian submanifold. The
image of L under the Lagrangian projection …CW J

1.M /! T �M is an immersed
Lagrangian submanifold. After small perturbation, the only self intersections of …C.L/

are transverse double points. Let J W T .T �M /! T .T �M / be an almost complex
structure tamed by the standard symplectic form ! D d.p dq/ on T �M . (An almost
complex structure J is tamed by ! if !.X;JX / > 0 for all nonzero X 2 T .T �M /.
A Riemannian metric on M induces an almost complex structure tamed by ! , see
Section 4.4.)

If S is a Riemann surface with complex structure j W TS ! TS then a map uW S !

T �M is J –holomorphic if duC J ı du ı j D 0. We study boundary punctured
J –holomorphic disks with boundary mapping to …C.L/, which are asymptotic to
double points at the punctures, and which have restrictions to the boundary which admit
a continuous lift to L. We call such disks J –holomorphic disks with boundary on L.
Two of their key properties are as follows. First, the punctures come equipped with
signs, see Definition 2.1. Second, associated to a J –holomorphic disk is its formal
dimension, see Proposition 3.18, which measures the expected dimension of the space
of nearby J –holomorphic disks. We say that a disk is rigid if it has formal dimension 0

and if it is transversely cut out by its defining differential equation. Legendrian contact
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homology is defined using disks with only one positive puncture and we say that an
almost complex structure J is regular for L, if there are no J –holomorphic disks
with one positive puncture of negative formal dimension and if all such disks of formal
dimension 0 are rigid.

Consider the front projection given by …F W J
1.M /! J 0.M / and the base projection

given by …W J 1.M /!M . After small perturbation of L the map …W L!M is an
immersion outside a codimension 1 submanifold †�L and at points in † outside a
codimension 1 subset †0 �†, … has a standard fold singularity. The corresponding
singularity of …F is a cusp edge. For any point m 2M , the smooth sheets of …F .L/

over m are graphs of a finite number of locally defined functions.

Equip M with a Riemannian metric. A flow tree determined by L is a continuous map
of a tree � to M such that the restriction of the map to any edge of � parameterizes a
part of a gradient flow line of some local function difference, see Definition 2.10. Here
we point out three properties. First, the vertices of a flow tree which map to critical
points of a local function difference are called punctures and come equipped with a
sign, see Definition 2.12. Second, associated to a flow tree is its formal dimension, see
Definition 3.4, which measures the expected dimension of the space of nearby flow
trees. We say that a tree is rigid if its formal dimension is 0 and if it is transversely cut
out, see Proposition 3.14. Third, a vertex of a tree is either simple or a multiple cover
and a tree without vertices which are multiple covers is called simple, see Definition
2.15. All trees with only one positive puncture are simple, see Lemma 2.16, and all
rigid trees of Legendrian submanifolds of dimension � 2 are simple, see Section 5.4.5.
We say that a metric is P –regular for L, where P > 0 is an integer, if the following
holds for flow trees with � P positive punctures: there exist no simple flow trees of
formal dimension < 0, all simple trees of formal dimension 0 are rigid, and the set of
simple rigid flow trees is finite.

For 0 < � � 1, consider the fiber scaling s�W J
1.M / ! J 1.M /, s�.m; v; z/ D

.m; �v; �z/, where m 2M , v 2 T �mM and z 2 R. If L � J 1.M / is a Legendrian
submanifold, let L�D s�.L/. Since s�

�
.dz�p dq/D�.dz�p dq/, L� is a Legendrian

submanifold. In Section 4.2.2 we Legendrian isotope L� by a C 0 –small Legendrian
isotopy supported near the cusp edge of L� to zL� .

Theorem 1.1 Let L� J 1.M / be an n–dimensional Legendrian submanifold and fix
P > 0. (If n> 2, assume that the front of L has only cusp-edge singularities.)

(a) After a small perturbation of L the set � of P –regular metrics for L is open
and dense.
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(b) For any g 2� there exists �0 > 0 and almost complex structures J� , regular
for zL� , 0 < � < �0 , with the following property. The rigid J�–holomorphic
disks with boundary on zL� and with at most one positive puncture are in 1–1
correspondence with the rigid flow trees with one positive puncture determined
by L.

In particular, the contact homology of L can be computed counting rigid flow trees
(defined using any 1–regular metric) instead of holomorphic disks.

Theorem 1.1 (a) is proved in Section 3.2 and (b) in Section 6.4. In fact, Theorem 1.1
(b) follows from (a) in combination with two other results which we state in Section
1.1 and which give more information about the nature of the 1–1 correspondence and
about non-rigid disks. In many cases the extra assumptions on the front singularities
for Legendrian submanifolds of dimension > 2 in Theorem 1.1 can be arranged to
hold: there exists h-principles which guarantee that unless there is a homotopy reason
for front singularities of codimension larger than 1 to exist, they can be removed by
Legendrian isotopy, see Entov [9].

Theorem 1.1 (b) fails for disks with many positive punctures in dimensions higher than
2. This is related to the phenomenon that J –holomorphic disks may converge to a
multiply covered tree. To understand rigid holomorphic disks with several positive
punctures in the higher dimensional setting it is in general not enough to study rigid
trees, also higher dimensional spaces of trees must be considered. We give a brief
discussion of limits of disks with several positive punctures in Section 5.4.5.

1.1 Outline and statements of two theorems

The paper basically constitutes a proof of Theorem 1.1. Since the proof is rather long
and involved we give, in this subsection, a brief sketch of its two main parts. This sketch
simultaneously serves as an outline of the paper. Let L � J 1.M / be a Legendrian
submanifold. We use notation as above.

In Section 2, we define the basic objects: J –holomorphic disks with boundary on L

and flow trees determined by L. In particular, we associate to each flow tree its 1–jet
lift. This is a curve in L with a finite-to-one map to the tree.

In Section 3 we discuss dimension concepts for trees and for disks. We associate
two dimension concepts to a flow tree: its formal and its geometric dimension, see
Definition 3.4 and Definition 3.5, respectively. The formal dimension of a given tree is
intended to measure the dimension of the space of nearby trees with 1–jet lifts which
are homotopic to the 1–jet lift of the given tree, whereas the geometric dimension is
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intended to measure the dimension of the space of nearby trees with the exact same
geometric properties as the given one. We show that the formal dimension is at least as
large as the geometric dimension, see Lemma 3.7, and prove, under mild genericity
conditions on the metric or on L, that the total number of edges of a flow tree can be
bounded in terms of its number of positive punctures and its formal dimension, see
Lemma 3.12. This latter result allows us to prove a transversality result, see Proposition
3.14, which implies Theorem 1.1 (a).

The formal dimension of a holomorphic disk is a function of its punctures and of the
homotopy class (in L) of its restriction to the boundary. We present the dimension
formula for disks in Proposition 3.18 and note that the formal dimension associated to
the boundary condition which arises as the 1–jet lift of a flow tree � agrees with the
formal dimension of � .

In Section 4, we describe how to alter a metric g on M , regular for L, and the
family L� itself in order to gain better control of the behavior of holomorphic disks.
The alteration consists of a Legendrian isotopy taking L� to zL� (mentioned above)
and a further (ambient) isotopy of …C. zL�/ which results in an immersed totally real
submanifold yL��T �M , close to …C.L�/, and converging to it as certain deformation
parameters approach 0. In particular, for sufficiently small deformation parameters
and sufficiently small � > 0 there is a 1–1 correspondence between rigid flow trees
determined by yL� and rigid flow trees determined by L, see Lemma 4.4. (In contrast
to the rigid flow trees of L� which are independent of �, the rigid flow trees of yL�
changes as � changes but converges as �! 0. We call the limiting trees flow trees of
yL0 . Also the limiting flow trees of yL0 are in 1–1 correspondence with flow trees of L.)
Moreover, there exists fiber preserving diffeomorphisms, arbitrarily close to the identity,
ˆ�W T

�M ! T �M covering the identity on M such that ˆ�.…C. zL�//D yL� . If J

is the almost complex structure induced by the metric g then J� in Theorem 1.1 (b)
is given by J� D dˆ�1

�
ı J ı dˆ� . Thus, J�–holomorphic disks with boundary on

…C. zL�/ correspond in a 1–1 fashion (composing with ˆ� ) to J –holomorphic disks
with boundary on yL� . We will work in the latter setting, keeping the almost complex
structure standard and deforming the Lagrangian projection.

In Section 5 we show that any sequence of J –holomorphic disks with boundary on
yL� has a subsequence which converges to a flow tree of yL0 . More precisely, we show
the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2 Let L�J 1.M / be a Legendrian submanifold of dimension n. If n> 2,
assume that the front of L has only cusp-edge singularities. If u� , �! 0 is a sequence
of J –holomorphic disks with one positive puncture, of formal dimension d , and with
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boundary on yL� , then there exists a subsequence �! 0 such that u� converges to a
(possibly broken) flow tree � of yL0 of formal dimension d as �! 0.

Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 5.4 (a similar result holds for disks with many positive
punctures, see Section 5.4.5). We employ a specific conformal model for the source
spaces of J –holomorphic disks, see Lemma 2.2, which in particular allows us to
identify the space of conformal structures on a disk with m punctures on the boundary
with Rm�3 in a natural way. The convergence statement in Theorem 1.2 involves two
things: on the one hand, the coordinates of the conformal structure on the domain of u�
has, when multiplied by �, a limit which is determined by the flow tree (see Remark
5.35), on the other hand, the image of the holomorphic map lies close to the flow tree.
The main step in the proof is to show that after addition of a uniformly finite (as �! 0)
number of punctures in the domains of u� , the derivatives jDu�j satisfy a K�–bound
for some K > 0. To demonstrate the uniform finiteness we employ blow-up arguments
in combination with a total average linking number, see Section 5.4.1.

In Section 6 we construct J –holomorphic disks near rigid flow trees. More precisely
we show the following Theorem.

Theorem 1.3 For every P > 0, there exists �0 > 0 and ı > 0 such that the following
hold for all 0 < � < �0 . If � is a simple rigid flow tree of yL� with p � P positive
punctures then there exists exactly one (up to holomorphic automorphisms of the source)
J –holomorphic disk with boundary on yL� , of formal dimension 0, and with p positive
punctures in a ı–neighborhood of � and this disk is rigid. Moreover, if a sequence of
holomorphic disks u� , �! 0, converges to a simple rigid tree of yL0 then there exists
a simple rigid tree � of yL� such that u� lies in a ı–neighborhood of � .

The proof of Theorem 1.3 is given in Section 6.4. The notion of a ı–neighborhood of a
rigid tree involves on the one hand a neighborhood of conformal structures on domains
naturally associated to a rigid tree and on the other hand a norm in a certain function
space on this domain. A rough sketch of the main steps of the proof is as follows.
We first construct approximately J –holomorphic disks u� with boundary on yL� near
� . To infer the existence of actual holomorphic disks we use Floer’s Picard lemma,
see Lemma 6.17, which in particular requires the existence of a uniformly bounded
inverse of the linearization of the x@J –operator at u� . To establish the existence of
such an inverse is somewhat complicated for the following two reasons. First, the
boundary conditions for the linearized x@J –operator degenerates as �! 0. Second,
the conformal structures on the domains of u� converge to the deepest stratum of the
boundary of the moduli space of conformal structures. (Expressed in another way:
if the domain has m punctures, all components of the corresponding point in Rm�3
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go to 1.) To deal with these problems we introduce a Sobolev space with a weight
function, which grows exponentially as punctures and as certain marked points on the
boundary of the domain are approached. To compensate the drop in Fredholm index
that these weights cause near the limit we augment the Sobolev space by cut-off local
solutions of the x@J –equation. In these augmented function spaces, the kernel of the
linearized x@J –operator is closely related to the tangent space of the space of flow trees.
This allows us to find the inverse of the linearization and thereby to prove existence of
a solution. To prove the last statement we use Theorem 1.2 together with knowledge of
the local form of solutions to the x@J –equation.

In Section 7, we consider a simple example of a 1–parameter family of flow trees
which illustrates many of the properties of rigid flow trees discussed in earlier sections
of the paper.

Remark 1.4 Throughout the paper we will make use of the following standard notation.
If f .x/ and g.x/ are functions then we write f .x/DO.g.x// if there exists a constant
K such that jf .x/j �Kjg.x/j as x! 0, or sometimes, as x!1. Also we write
f .x/ D o.g.x// if lim f .x/

jg.x/j
D 0, where the limit is taken either as x ! 0 or as

x!1.
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2 Definitions of disks and trees

In Section 2.1 we define J –holomorphic disks with boundary on L � J 1.M / and
give specific (flat) models for the source spaces of such disks. In Section 2.2 we define
flow trees and derive some of their elementary properties.

2.1 Holomorphic disks

Let L � J 1.M / D T �M � R be a closed Legendrian submanifold and let z be a
coordinate in the R–direction. We assume that L is sufficiently generic so that the
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Lagrangian projection …CW J
1.M /!T �M restricted to L has only transverse double

points. If c is a double point of …C.L/ then we write …�1
C
.c/\LD fcC; c�g, where

z.cC/> z.c�/. (Note that the Reeb field of the contact form dz�p dq is @z , therefore
there exists a 1–1 correspondence between double points of …C.L/ and Reeb chords
on L and we will use these two notions interchangeably.)

Let DmCk be the unit disk D in the complex plane C with punctures x1; : : : ;xm ,
y1; : : : ;yk on the boundary and let J be an almost complex structure on T �M which
is tamed by the standard symplectic form ! on T �M .

Definition 2.1 A J –holomorphic disk with positive punctures p1; : : : ;pm and nega-
tive punctures q1; : : : ; qk and with boundary on L, is a map uW DmCk ! T �M with
the following properties.

� duCJ ı du ı i D 0 (where i is the complex structure on the complex plane).

� The restriction uj@DmCk has a continuous lift zuW @DmCk !L� J 1.M /.

� lim�!xj u.�/ D pj and lim�!xj˙ zu.�/ D p˙j , where lim�!xjC means that
� approaches xj from the region in @DmCk in the positive direction as seen
from xj and lim�!xj� means it approaches xj from the region in the negative
direction.

� lim�!yj u.�/D qj and lim�!xj˙ zu.�/D q
�

j .

We note that if ˆW �!DmCk is a conformal map and if u is J –holomorphic then
so is u ıˆ.

2.1.1 Conformal models We will consider disks with m�3 punctures (if the original
disk has less than 3 punctures we add marked points on the boundary). For technical
reasons we shall distinguish one of the positive punctures of the disks considered. (In
the case of disks with only one positive puncture this is automatic). Let Cm denote
the space of conformal structures on Dm with one distinguished puncture. Then Cm

is a simplex of dimension m� 3: fixing the position of the distinguished puncture
at 1 2 @D and the two immediately following punctures at i and �1, respectively,
standard coordinates on Cm are given by the positions of the m� 3 punctures in the
lower hemisphere of the circle. From another perspective the complex structure on a
disk with punctures is an endomorphism j W TDm! TDm with j 2 D �1. We will
view the m� 3 dimensional tangent space of TjCm at a complex structure structure
j in the following way. Consider m � 3 vector fields v1; : : : ; vm�3 on D where
vr has support in a small neighborhood of the r th moving puncture, agrees with the
holomorphic vector field z 7! i � z generating a rotation moving this puncture along
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the boundary, and is tangent to the boundary along the boundary. Then it follows
from standard properties of the Riemann–Hilbert problem that if  is any linearized
variation of the complex structure j . (That is,  is an endomorphism of TDm such
that j C j D 0.) Then there exists a (unique) vector field u along D tangent to the
boundary along the boundary and vanishing at all the punctures of Dm and unique
constants �1; : : : ; �m�3 such that

j �  D x@uC
X

j

�j .x@vj /:

We thus think of .x@v1; : : : ; x@vm�3/ as a basis of TjCm .

We construct different coordinates on Cm as follows. Consider Rm�2 with coordinates
a D .a1; : : : ; am�2/. Let t 2 R act on Rm�2 by t.a/ D aC t.1; : : : ; 1/. The orbit
space of this action is Rm�3 . Define �m.a/ as the subset of R� Œ0;m� 1� obtained
by removing m� 2 horizontal slits of width � , 0 < �� 1, starting at .aj ; j /, j D

1; : : : ;m� 2 and going to 1. All slits have the same shape, ending in a half-circle,
see Figure 1.

Figure 1: A standard domain

Endowing �m.a/ with the flat metric we get a conformal structure �.a/ on the m–
punctured disk. Moreover, using the fact that translations are biholomorphic we find
that �.a/D �.t.a// for all a. If I is a boundary component of �m which has both
of its ends at C1, we will call the point with smallest real part along I a boundary
minimum of �m .

Lemma 2.2 The map a 7! �.a/ induces a diffeomorphism Rm�3! Cm .

Proof We prove the lemma by induction. For mD 3 it holds trivially. Assume it holds
for mDn�1. It then follows that the map induced from Rn�3!Cn on the boundary of
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the space of conformal structures has degree 1. Thus it suffices to show that the map is
an immersion for mD n. To this end we argue as follows. Fix the coordinate of the last
boundary minimum. Let � D .�1; : : : ; �m�3/ and let �t�W �m.a/!�m.aC .t�; 0//

be a diffeomorphism which shifts the j th boundary minimum a distance t�j . Then
the linearized variation of the conformal structures induced by this diffeomorphism is
�ix@w� , where the vector field w� is horizontal along the j th bend if �j ¤ 0.

Consider now the representation of the tangent space of conformal variations on the
unit disk with punctures generated by x@vj as discussed above. The map taking a
non-compact end Œ0;�1/� Œ0; 1� to a compact one is z 7! e�z . Thus the pull backs
of the vector fields vj to �m.a/ have support around the punctures and have a Fourier
expansion of the form z 7! c1e��zC

P
n�0 cnen�z near their puncture of support. The

differential of the map Rm�3! Cm can thus be described as follows. Given � there
exists uW �m.a/! C which lies in a Sobolev space with small negative exponential
weights at all punctures and which is tangential to the boundary along the boundary,
and constants �1; : : : ; �m�3 such that

x@w� D x@uC
X

j

�j
x@vj :

The image of the tangent vector � is then .�1; : : : ; �m�3/. To show that this map is
injective we must thus show that

x@w� D x@u

implies � D 0. To see this we note that the Maslov index of the boundary condition
satisfied by w��u is at most �.m�2/C.m�3/. (Each boundary minimum contributes
�1 to the Maslov index of the boundary condition of u and the addition of a locally
constant section along the bend raises the Maslov index by at most 1.) Thus the index of
the x@–problem with boundary condition of w��u and with small negative exponential
weights at all punctures equals 1� .m� 2/C .m� 3/D 0. Since the 1–dimensional
Riemann–Hilbert problem has only kernel or only cokernel we find that w� �uD 0

which implies that � D 0. The lemma follows.

We will often write �m for a representative �m.a/ of the m punctured disk with some
conformal structure as described above, suppressing the conformal structure from the
notation.

Remark 2.3 Occasionally we will discuss distances between different conformal
structures on Dm . When doing that we will use the norm on Cm induced by the
isomorphism in Lemma 2.2 from the standard norm on Rm�3 .
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Remark 2.4 We will call domains of the form �m discussed above standard domains.
Except for boundary minima of a standard domain explained above we will also talk
about vertical line segments. A vertical line segment of a standard domain �m is a line
segment of the form f�g � Œa; b� contained in �m and with .�; a/ and .�; b/ in @�m .

2.2 Flow trees

Before we define flow trees we must describe the local functions induced by a Legen-
drian submanifold L� J 1.M /.

2.2.1 Legendrian submanifolds as multi-valued functions For m 2M we write
J 0

m.M / and J 1
m.M / to denote the fibers over m of the fibrations J 0.M /!M and

J 1.M /!M , respectively. Let L � J 1.M / be a closed Legendrian submanifold.
We say that L is front generic if it satisfies the following conditions.

� The map …W L!M is an immersion outside a codimension 1 submanifold
†�L. (Recall …W J 1.M /!M is the base projection.)

� For points s 2 † n†0 , where †0 is a codimension 1 subset of †, …F W L!

J 0.M / has a standard cusp edge singularity. (Recall …F W J
1.M /! J 0.M /

is the front projection.) That is, there are coordinates uD .u1; : : : ;un/ around
s on L and coordinates x D .x1; : : : ;xn/ around ….s/ 2M such that if z is a
fiber coordinate in J 0.M /, …F .u/D .x.u/; z.u//, where

x1.u/D
1
2
u2

1;

xj .u/D uj ; j D 2; : : : ; n;

z.u/D 1
3
u3

1Cˇ
1
2
u2

1C˛2u2C � � �C˛nun;(2–1)

where j̨ , j D 2; : : : ; n, and ˇ are constants.

� The map …W .† n†0/!M is an immersion. We require that this immersion is
self-transverse.

Note that if L� J 1.M / is any Legendrian submanifold it can be made front generic
after an arbitrarily small Legendrian isotopy. If L � J 1.M / is a Legendrian sub-
manifold such that †0 � † is empty then we say L has simple front singularities.
If the dimension of L is 1 then L can be deformed into a Legendrian submanifold
with simple front singularities by an arbitrarily small deformation. When dim.L/ > 2

we will restrict attention to Legendrian submanifolds with simple front singularities.
Henceforth, we will thus assume that all Legendrian submanifolds of dimension > 2

discussed are front generic and have simple front singularities unless otherwise is
explicitly stated. We will treat the case of Legendrian submanifolds with simple front
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singularities as the main case, and point out the differences in the 2–dimensional case
as needed.

Remark 2.5 When dim.L/D 2, a generic Legendrian submanifold has, except for
cusp-edge singularities, only swallow-tail singularities. The normal form of such
singularities is the following.

x1.u; q/D u

x2.u; q/D q
�

1
3
q2
C

1
2
u
�
;

y1.u; q/D ˛C
1
2
q2
Cˇq;

y2.u; q/D qCˇ;

z.u; q/D 1
4
q4
C

1
2
uq2
Cˇ

�
q
�

1
3
q2
Cu

��
C˛u:

where .x1;x2/ are coordinates on M , .y1;y2/ corresponding coordinates in the
cotangent fibers, z is a coordinate in the R–direction, .u; q/ are coordinates on L, and
where ˛ and ˇ are constants.

If L� J 1.M / is a Legendrian submanifold with simple front singularities then the
projection of the singular set is naturally stratified

….†/D†1 �†2 � � � � �†k :

Here †j is the set of self-intersection points of …W †!M of multiplicity at least
j . Note that k � n and that †k is a closed submanifold of M of codimension n� k .
Moreover, †ıj D†j �†jC1 is a submanifold of M which is non-closed if j < k .

Remark 2.6 In the case that dim.L/D 2 we consider a similar stratification

….†/D†1 � .†2[†
sw
2 /;

where †2 consists of the transverse double points of ….†/ and where †sw
2

consists
of all swallow-tail points.

Let m 2 M �†1 and assume that …�1.m/ \L consists of r points. Then there
exists some neighborhood U �M �†1 such that …�1.U /\L consists of r disjoint
open subsets U1; : : : ;Ur of L such that …W Uj ! U , 1 � j � r , are embeddings.
In particular, …F .Uj / � J 0.U / is the graph of some function fj W U ! R, and
…C.Uj / � T �U is the graph of dfj , 1 � j � r . Thus, associated to each point in
…�1.m/\L is a local function defined in some neighborhood of m in M .

If m 2†s and if there are r points in …�1.m/\ .L�†/ then exactly as above there
are r local functions defined in some neighborhood of m in M . Furthermore, there
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exists a neighborhood V of m in †1 and s disjoint open subsets V1; : : : ;Vs of †�L

such that …�1.V /\†D V1[� � �[Vs and such that …W Vj !M are embeddings. In
particular, if W is a sufficiently small neighborhood of m in M then ….Vj / subdivides
W into two components W

j
C and W j

� , where W j
� is the component into which the

image of any vector in Ker.d…/ � TvVj , v 2 Vj under the second derivative of …
points. Associated to a point in …�1.m/\ Vj are two local functions f 1

j and f 2
j

defined on W
j
C . Note that these functions have natural extensions to the closure of W

j
C ,

that they agree on @W j
C , and that the limit of df 1

j and df 2
j as @W j

C is approached

from points in W
j
C agree. These properties are all straightforward consequences of

the local form in (2–1). For example, for the standard cusp edge in (2–1) the local
functions are

f 1.x/D 1
3
.2x1/

3=2
Cˇx1C˛2x2C � � �C˛nxn;

f 2.x/D�1
3
.2x1/

3=2
Cˇx1C˛2x2C � � �C˛nxn;

defined on x1 > 0 and the common limit of the differentials along fx1 D 0g is

ˇdx1C˛2dx2C � � �C˛ndxn:

If m 2M then points in …�1.m/\ .L�†/ will be called smooth points over m and
points in …�1.m/\† will be called cusp points over m.

Remark 2.7 In the case that dim.L/ D 2 the above description holds outside a
neighborhood of †sw

2
. A neighborhood of a swallow-tail point is depicted in Figure 2.

The local sheet containing the swallow tail point determines three local functions f1 ,
f2 , and f3 in the region marked II and one function f in the region marked I. The
functions f1 and f2 (f2 and f3 ) are newborn functions corresponding to the cusp
edge C1 (C2 ).

2.2.2 Local gradients and lifts In order to discuss gradient flows we need a metric.
Thus, let g be a Riemannian metric on M . For m 2M , we consider the vector fields

r.f1�f2/;

where f1 and f2 are local functions determined by L at m and where r denotes the
g–gradient. These vector fields are defined on the subsets of M around m where both
local functions f1 and f2 are defined. We call them the local gradients at m.

Consider a path  W Œ0; 1�!M . A 1–jet lift of  is an (unordered) pair fz1; z2g of
continuous lifts zj W Œ0; 1�!L� J 1.M /, j D 1; 2 of  such that either z1.t/¤ z2.t/,
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I

I

II

C1

C2

Figure 2: The base projection near a swallow tail point.

or z1.t/D z2.t/ and their common value is a cusp point over  .t/. We write xj D
…C ı z and call xj a cotangent lift of  .

Let  W .��; �/!M be a path with 1–jet lift .z1; z2/, let f1 and f2 be the local
functions specified by the 1–jet lift, and assume that  satisfies the gradient flow
equation

P .t/D�r.f1�f2/. .t//:

Then we say such a path is a flow line of L.

If  is a flow line of L defined on .��; �/ and if limt!˙� zj .t/ …†, j D 1; 2, then
 can be continued as a flow line of L defined on a larger interval. It follows that any
flow line of L has a maximal interval of definition. (Note that this maximal interval
may consist of only one point.)

Lemma 2.8 If the maximal interval of  has a non-compact end .a;1/ or .�1; b/
then

lim
t!˙1

 .t/Dm;

where m is a critical point of some local function difference. If it has a compact end
.a; l � or Œl; b/ then

lim
t!l
zj .t/ 2†; j D 1 or j D 2:

Proof The proof of this lemma is standard. The only point to check is that the flow
time for the flow of two new-born functions near ….†/ to reach ….†/ is finite. To
this end let f1 and f2 be the new-born functions at the cusp edge. Pick coordinates as
in (2–1) and let the metric be gij with inverse gij . Then

r.f1�f2/D gij .x/
@.f1�f2/

@xj
@xi
D

3
2
gi1.x/x

1=2
1
@xi
:
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In particular, the solution curve x.t/ to the gradient equation satisfies

d
dt

p
x1 D�

3
4
g11.x/:

Since g11.x/> ı > 0 for some fixed ı it follows that the flow time to ….†/ is finite.

Let  W .a; b/!M be a flow line of L and let fz1; z2g be its 1–jet lift. We orient the
components of the 1–jet lift as follows.

Definition 2.9 The flow orientation of z1 at p is given by the unique lift of the vector

�r.f1�f2/.….p// 2 T….p/M

to TpL, where f1 is the local function determined by p .

2.2.3 Definition and elementary properties of flow trees We first define the source
spaces of flow trees. A source-tree is a tree � with finitely many edges. Its extra
structure is the following. At each k –valent vertex v , k � 2 the k edges adjacent to v
are cyclically ordered.

Definition 2.10 A flow tree of L� J 1.M / is a continuous map �W �!M , where
� is a source-tree which satisfies the following conditions.

(a) If e is an edge of � then �W e!M is an injective parametrization of a flow
line of L.

(b) Let v be a k –valent vertex with cyclically ordered adjacent edges e1; : : : ; ek .
Let fx�1

j ;
x�2
j g be the cotangent lift corresponding to ej , 1� j � k . We require

that there exists a pairing of lift components such that for every 1� j � k (with
kC 1D 1)

x�2
j .v/D

x�1
jC1.v/D xm 2…C.L/� T �M;

and such that the flow orientation of x�2
j at xm is directed toward xm if and only

if the flow orientation of x�1
jC1

at xm is directed away from xm.

(c) By (b), the cotangent lifts of the edges of � fit together to an oriented curve x�
in …C.L/. We require that this curve is closed.

For simpler notation we will often denote flow trees simply by � , suppressing the
parametrization map � from the notation. We will also write x� and z� for the cotangent-
and the 1–jet lifts of � , respectively. For examples of flow trees, see Section 7.

We next define punctures of a flow tree � . Let v be a k –valent vertex of � with
cyclically ordered edges e1; : : : ; ek . Consider two paired cotangent lifts x�2

j and x�1
jC1
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and the corresponding 1–jet lifts z�2
j and z�1

jC1
at v . If z�2

j .v/¤
z�1
jC1

.v/ then both
must equal Reeb chord endpoints. If this is the case then we say that v contains a
puncture after ej .

Lemma 2.11 Any flow tree � with a vertex v which contains more than one puncture
is a union of flow trees � D �1[ � � � [�m such that every vertex of each �j contains
at most one puncture.

Proof It is enough to show how to split off one flow tree from � at v . Consider the
cyclically ordered vertices e1; : : : ; ek at v . Let f1 and f2 be the local functions such
that f1 � f2 has a critical point at �.v/ D m. We will identify the local functions
with the sheets of the Legendrian submanifold they define (or rather their Lagrangian
projections). Assume that notation is chosen so that x�1

1
maps to f1 and assume for

definiteness that x�1
1

is oriented toward xm D x�1
1
.v/. If x�2

1
maps to f2 then x�2

1
is

oriented away from xm and we can split � at e1 . If not then x�2
1

lies in some other
sheet f3 and is oriented away from x�2

1
.v/ therefore x�1

2
maps to f3 and is oriented

toward x�1
2
.v/. Continuing in this manner we find a smallest r < k such that x�2

r maps
to f1 or f2 and is oriented away from xm. But then we can split off e1; : : : ; er .

In view of Lemma 2.11 we will assume throughout that every vertex of the flow trees
we study contains at most one puncture. Hence, to simplify notation, we will say that
any vertex which contains a puncture is a puncture.

In some of the proofs below it will be useful to have a notion for parts of flow trees.
We define a partial flow tree in the same way as a flow tree except that condition (c)
in Definition 2.10 is weakened. More precisely, a partial flow tree is allowed to have
1–valent vertices v which map to some point on the flow line of the adjacent edge e .
We say that the partial flow tree has a special puncture at v and call the vertical line
segment connecting its 1–jet lift at v a special chord. Note that cutting an edge in a
flow tree subdivides it into two partial flow trees with one special puncture each.

Definition 2.12 Let p be a puncture of a flow tree (a special puncture of a partial flow
tree). Let z�1 and z�2 be the 1–jet lifts which map to the Reeb chord (special chord) at
p , with notation chosen so that z�1 is oriented toward z�1.p/ and z�2 oriented away
from z�2.p/. Then we say that p is a positive (special) puncture if

z.z�1.p// < z.z�2.p//;

and we say it is negative if the opposite inequality holds. (Recall, z is the coordinate
in the R–direction of J 1.M /D T �M �R.)
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Lemma 2.13 Every (partial) flow tree � in M has at least one positive puncture.

Proof To see this, consider the 1–jet lift z� of � . Since L is Legendrian we have
dz�p dq D 0 along L. In particular, we find that

(2–2) �

Z
z�

p dq D�

Z
z�

dz D
X

.z.pC/� z.p�//�
X

.z.qC/� z.q�//;

where the first sum runs over the positive punctures of � , the second over the negative
punctures, and where pC;p� and qC; q� denotes the upper and lower endpoints
of the corresponding Reeb chords (and special chords) on L. On the other hand if
˛W Œ0; 1�!M is a parametrization of a flow line of �r.f1 � f2/ with 1–jet lift z̨
oriented according to the flow orientation then

(2–3) �

Z
z̨

dz D f1.0/�f1.1/C .f2.1/�f2.0//

D .f1.0/�f2.0//� .f1.1/�f2.1// > 0:

It follows that the expression in (2–2) must be positive, and hence the tree has at least
one positive puncture.

Remark 2.14 We will refer to the integral in (2–2) as the symplectic area of � .

Consider a flow tree � with only one positive puncture. The proof of Lemma 2.13
implies that the function difference along an edge in � cannot change sign: if it did,
by cutting, we could produce a partial flow tree with only negative punctures.

We next discuss multiply covered vertices in a flow tree � . Let v be a kp–valent,
k � 2, vertex of � and let ‚� � be the partial flow tree consisting of small pieces
of the edges e1; : : : ; ekp adjacent to v . If there exists a partial flow tree � with a p

valent vertex v0 such that the 1–jet lift z� of ‚ factors through the 1–jet lift z! of �
then we say that the vertex v is multiply covered.

Definition 2.15 A flow tree without multiply covered vertices will be called simple.

Note that our assumption that each vertex contains only one puncture implies that no
vertex which contains a puncture is multiply covered.

Lemma 2.16 Any (partial) flow tree with exactly one positive puncture is simple.
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Proof Assume that � is a tree with a multiply covered vertex v and with only one
positive puncture. Cutting all edges adjacent to v near v we produce a partial flow tree
‚ containing v which covers a tree ‚0 at least twice. The complement of ‚ in � is a
disjoint collection of trees. At least one of the special vertices in ‚0 must be positive by
Lemma 2.13 and this means that at least two special vertices of ‚ is positive. Thus in
at least two trees in the disjoint collection the special puncture near ‚ is negative. An
application of Lemma 2.13 then implies that � has at least two positive punctures.

3 Dimension counts and transversality

In Section 3.1 we introduce some notation related to flow trees, discuss a preliminary
transversality condition, and define the geometric- and the formal dimension of flow
trees. In Section 3.2 we prove a transversality result for flow trees and as a consequence
we obtain a proof of Theorem 1.1 (a). In Section 3.3, we relate the formal dimension
of flow trees to the formal dimension of holomorphic disks.

3.1 Dimension formulas for trees

Let L� J 1.M / be an n–dimensional Legendrian submanifold and fix a metric g on
M .

3.1.1 Notation for trees and a preliminary transversality condition Let � be a
flow tree of L. We subdivide the set of vertices of � as follows.

� P .�/ is the set of positive punctures of � .

� Q.�/ is the set of negative punctures of � .

� R.�/ is the set of vertices of � which are not punctures.

We will make use of several functions of trees and vertices which we introduce next.

� If v is a vertex of � then ı.v/ denotes its valence.

An edge of � is called interior if it connects two vertices v1 and v2 such that ı.v1/> 1

and ı.v2/ > 1.

� If � has at least one vertex v with ı.v/� 2 then �.�/ is the number of interior
edges of � .

� If ı.v/D 1 for all vertices v of � then �.�/D�1.
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Consider the stratification

….†/D†1 �†2 � � � � �†k ; †ıj D†j �†jC1;

see Section 2.2.1.

� If v is a vertex of � then �.v/D � , where v 2†ı� . (We take †ı
0
DM �†1 .)

Note that �.p/ D 0 for any puncture p and that �.r/ > 0 for any r 2 R.�/ with
ı.r/D 1.

Remark 3.1 In the case that dim.L/ D 2 we also define �.v/ D 2 for vertices v
which map to †sw

2
.

Assume that t is a puncture of � and consider the Reeb chord c corresponding to t .
Let c˙ 2L� J 1.M / be the endpoints of c , where z.cC/ > z.c�/ as usual.

� The index I.t/ of t equals the Morse index of the critical point ….c/ of f C�f � ,
where f ˙ is the local function of the sheet of L containing c˙ .

� If t is a special puncture then I.t/D nC1 if t is positive and I.t/D�1 if t is
negative.

For the next two definitions, we will impose preliminary transversality conditions on
L and g . (These will also be used in Section 3.2.)

To this end we first look at the transversality conditions in two purely local situations.
Consider first interactions between a smooth and a cusp sheet. Let m 2….†/�M

and let m1;m2 2…
�1.m/�L. Assume that m1 2† and m2 …†. Let U1 be a small

neighborhood of m1 and let U2 be a small neighborhood of m2 which does not intersect
†. (The local sheet of mj is Sj D…C.Uj /.) Choose coordinates .q; s/ 2 Rn�1 �R

around m 2M such that ….†\U1/ corresponds to the subset Rn�1 D fs D 0g. If
f1 is the local function along Rn�1 determined by S1 and f2 that determined by S2

then r.f1 � f2/ is a section of T �M along Rn�1 . We will require that the subset
W DfqW r.f1�f2/2T .….†\U1//DT Rn�1g is a transversally cut out submanifold
of Rn�1 . Picking a normal � of T Rn�1 we can write any vector field v along Rn�1

as v D vT C v?� , where vT is a vector field parallel to T Rn�1 and v? is a function.
Let v Dr.f1� f2/. The requirement on W is then equivalent to 0 being a regular
value of v? , which clearly can be achieved by small Legendrian isotopy of the sheet
S2 . We will call W the tangency locus of S1 and S2 . Consider second the vector
field vT . We require that this vector field is maximally transverse to W . In particular
there is a stratification W DW1[W2[ � � � [Wn�1 such that vT is transverse to W
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along W1 , vT has a first order tangency with W along the codimension 1 subset W2

of W , vT has a second order tangency along the codimension 2 subset W3 , etc. It is
not hard to see that each order of tangency increases the codimension by 1 and that
this can be achieved by a small Legendrian isotopy of S2 . Furthermore we note that
these conditions are open.

Consider second interactions between two cusp sheets. Let m 2 ….†/ � M and
let m1;m2 2 …

�1.m/ � L. Assume that mj 2 †, j D 1; 2. Let Uj be a small
neighborhood of mj . Again we denote the local sheet of mj by Sj . Choose coordinates
.q; s1; s2/ 2 Rn�2 � R2 around m 2 M such that ….† \ Uj / corresponds to the
subset Rn�1

j D fsj D 0g. If fj is the local function along Rn�2 determined by
Sj then r.f1 � f2/ is a section of T �M along Rn�2 . We require that the subsets
AjDfqW r.f1�f2/2T .….†\Uj //DT Rn�1

j g are transversally cut out submanifolds
of Rn�2 , which meet transversally. To see that this is possible we pick normals �j of
T Rn�1

j and write vector fields v as v D vT C v?
1
�1C v

?
2
�2 , where vT is a vector

field parallel to T Rn�2 and v?j are functions. We also require that there are transverse

stratifications Aj DA
j
1
[ � � � [A

j
n�2

such that vT is transverse to Aj along A
j
1

, vT

has a first order tangency with Aj along the codimension 1 subset A
j
2

of Aj , etc.

Consider next the subset Rn�1
1C
D fs1 D 0; s2 � 0g �….U2/. It is not hard to see (for

example by making the function v?
1

and the vector field vT independent of s for s

very close to 0) that if the above transversality conditions are satisfied then for any of
the two newborn local sheets S 0

2
of S2 near fs2D 0g the tangency locus W of S 0

2
and

S1 is transversally cut out and has A1 as its boundary. Furthermore, the stratification
of W is transverse to the boundary and has the stratification of A1 as its boundary
@W D @A1 . In particular, the deepest tangency stratum Wn�1 is empty in a small
neighborhood of fs2 D 0g. We point out that it is in general not possible to make the
two stratifications corresponding to tangencies between the two newborn sheets of S2

and S1 transverse for s2 close to 0.

With the local requirements described we next globalize the situation. Consider the
stratification

….†/D†1 �†2 � � � � �†k :

We start over †k . Here there are k.k�1/
2

pairs of cusp sheets and m, say, pairs of
smooth and cusp sheets. We require that the transversality conditions above hold for any
pair and that furthermore all distinct stratified tangency loci are mutually stratum-wise
transverse as well as stratum-wise transverse to the stratified self intersection of ….†/.
Using the arguments above it is not hard to see that this can be achieved by a small
Legendrian isotopy. We next extend the construction stratum by stratum (over †j ),
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requiring in each step that the local conditions above hold as well as stratum-wise
transversality between distinct tangency loci and to the self intersection of ….†/, until
we reach †1 .

A Legendrian submanifold which satisfies the local transversality conditions discussed
above, the stratum-wise transversality between tangency loci of distinct pairs of sheets,
and stratum-wise transversality between tangency loci and the self intersections of
….†/ satisfies the preliminary transversality conditions. The argument above shows
that any Legendrian submanifold satisfies these conditions after small Legendrian
isotopy. Also, it is not hard to see that the preliminary transversality condition is an
open condition.

It is a consequence of the preliminary transversality condition that no flow line has
order of contact with ….†/ which is larger than n. (Here the order of contact of a
transverse intersection is 1, the order of contact of an intersection where the distance
between points on the flow line and ….†/ approaches 0 quadratically as the points on
the flow line tends to v is 2, etc.)

Remark 3.2 In the case when dim.L/ D 2 and in the presence of swallow tail
singularities we assume that all flow lines are transverse to the image of the differential
of … at the swallow tail point.

Let v be a vertex of � with �.v/ > 0 and consider a flow line of an edge adjacent to
v . Such a flow line determines a pair of sheets S1 and S2 . If S1 and S2 are smooth
sheets which can be joined, by adding a piece of †, to one cusp sheet then we define
the order of tangency of v with respect to S1 and S2 to be 0. (This corresponds to the
fact that any edge of a flow tree which ends at a 1–valent vertex in ….†/ is transverse
to ….†/.) If v lies in the image of the cusp edge of exactly one of these sheets, S1

say, then let W DW1[ � � � [Wn�1 be the stratification of the tangency locus of S1

and S2 , let W0 D….†\S1/�W , and define the order of tangency of v with respect
to S1 and S2 as the number k such that v 2Wk . If v lies in the image of the cusp
edges of both S1 and S2 then let Aj DA

j
1
[ : : :A

j
n�2

, j D 1; 2, be the two tangency
loci described above, let A

j
0
D….†\S1/\….†\S2/�Aj , and define the order of

tangency of v with respect to S1 and S2 as the sum k1C k2 , where v 2A1
k1
\A2

k2
.

� If v is a vertex with �.v/ > 0 then �.v/ equals the sum, over all distinct pairs
of local sheets S1 and S2 determined by edges adjacent to v , of the order of
tangency of v with respect to S1 and S2 .

� If �.v/D 0 then �.v/D 0.
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Note that if ı.r/D �.r/D 1 then �.r/D 0.

If r 2R.�/ and if x 2† is a cusp point over r which lies in the 1–jet lift of � then
we define z�.x/DC1 ( z�.x/D �1) if the incoming arc of the 1–jet lift at x lies in
the upper (lower) of the newborn sheets of L and the outgoing arc lies in the lower
(upper). In other cases we define z�.x/D 0.

� For r 2R.�/, the Maslov content of r is

�.r/D
X

x

z�.x/;

where the sum runs over all cusp points x in the 1–jet lift of � which lies over
r .

Note that if �.r/D 0 then �.r/D 0 and that if r 2R.�/ is 1–valent then �.r/D 1.

Remark 3.3 In the case that dim.L/D 2 we define �.r/D 0 if r 2R.�/ maps to
†sw

2
.

3.1.2 Geometric– and formal dimension of a tree If X is a finite set then let jX j
denote the number of elements in X . Let � be a (partial) flow tree of L � J 1.M /

where dim.L/D dim.M /D n.

Definition 3.4 The formal dimension of � is

dim.�/D .n� 3/C
X

p2P.�/

.I.p/� .n� 1//�
X

q2Q.�/

.I.q/� 1/C
X

r2R.�/

�.r/

D

X
p2P.�/

I.p/C
X

q2Q.�/

.n� I.q//C
X

r2R.�/

�.r/

�
�
jP .�/jC jQ.�/j � 1

�
nC

�
jP .�/jC jQ.�/j � 3

�
Definition 3.5 The geometric dimension of � is

gdim.�/D
X

fp2P.�/W ı.p/D1g

I.p/C
X

fq2Q.�/W ı.q/D1g

.n� I.q//

C

X
fr2R.�/W ı.r/D1g

.n� .�.r/� 1//�
X

ft2P.�/[Q.�/W ı.t/>1g

ı.t/n

�

X
fr2R.�/W ı.r/>1g

..ı.r/� 1/nC �.r/C �.r//C �.�/.nC 1/:
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The reason for the absence of a �.r/–term in the third sum in the formula for the
geometric dimension is that ı.r/ D 1 implies �.r/ D 0. We next relate the two
dimension concepts. In order to do so we will first present a lemma, the proof of
which utilizes the following observation: † � L is dual to an integer cohomology
class. (We may thus define intersection numbers with †.) To see this we argue as
follows. The normal bundle of † is trivial since along the cusp edge in the front we can
distinguish locally between the upper and the lower sheets (in the z–direction). Using
this trivialization we may discuss intersection numbers of oriented paths, transverse to
† in L, and †: at an intersection point we compare the trivialization of the normal
bundle with the tangent vector of the curve.

Lemma 3.6 If r 2R.�/, then �.r/� �ı.r/� �.r/C 2.

Proof If �.r/D 0 the lemma trivial. If �.r/D 1 and ı.r/D 1 then �.r/D 0 and
�.r/ D 1, and the lemma holds. If �.r/ D 1 and ı.r/ D 2 then �.r/ < 0 only if
the flow line on which r lies is tangent to ….†/ at r (if not then the 1–jet lift does
not meet the orientation conditions at the point in the 1–jet lift over r which lies in a
smooth sheet). Thus �.r/� ��.r/D�ı.r/� �.r/C 2.

Consider the case ı.r/D 3, �.r/D 1 and let ‚ be the patrial flow tree which arises if
all edges adjacent to r are cut off close to r . Note that the cotangent lift of ‚ consists
of 6 arcs. Let a1 and a2 be two arcs which contributes �1 to �.v/ and consider the
arcs b1 and b2 which are the other components of the cotangent lifts of gradient lines
corresponding to a1 and a2 , respectively. Note that the third edge adjacent to r must
be a gradient line between the sheets of b1 and b2 which, since �.r/D 1, contributes
0 to �.r/. Thus, �.r/� �1.

Consider the general case. Again let ‚ denote the partial flow tree around r as above.
Since �.r/ equals the intersection number between the 1–jet lift of ‚ and † it does
not change under sufficiently small perturbation of ‚. It is easy to see that there
exists arbitrarily small perturbations of ‚ into a flow tree ‚0 with vertices only of the
following kinds: special 1–valent vertices, 1–valent vertices with �.r/D 1, 2–valent
vertices with �.r/D 1 and �.r/D 1, and 3–valent vertices with �.r/D 1 or �.r/D 0.
The number of special 1–valent vertices equals ı D ı.r/. Let � denote the number
of non-special 1–valent vertices and let � denote the number of 2–valent vertices.
An elementary argument using the fact that the Euler characteristic of a tree equals
1 shows that the number of 3–valent vertices equals ıC � � 2. By the above, each
non-special 1–valent vertex contributes 1 to �.r/, each 2–valent vertex contributes
�1, and each 3–valent vertex of ‚0 contributes at least �1. Hence �.r/��ı��C2.
Consider a 2–valent vertex as ‚0!‚, since the condition of a flow line being tangent
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to a branch of ….†/ is closed it follows that each 2–valent vertex of ‚ contributes at
least 1 to �.r/ in the limit. Thus, �.r/� � and �.r/� �ı.r/� �.r/C 2.

Lemma 3.7 If � is a (partial) flow tree then

(3–1) gdim.�/� dim.�/:

Equality in (3–1) holds if and only if � has the following properties.

(a) If p 2 P .�/[Q.�/ then it satisfies one of the following three conditions.

(1) ı.p/D 1, or
(2) p 2 P .�/, ı.p/D 2 and I.p/D 0.
(3) p 2Q.�/, ı.p/D 2 and I.p/D n.

(b) If r 2R.�/ then it satisfies one of the following four conditions.

(1) ı.r/D �.r/D 1, or
(2) ı.r/D 2, �.r/D �.r/D 1, and �.r/D�1, or
(3) ı.r/D 3 and �.r/D 0, or
(4) ı.r/D 3, �.r/D �.r/D 1, and �.r/D�1.

Remark 3.8 We give names to the vertices described in Lemma 3.7. The vertices in
(a) will be called 1– and 2–valent punctures, respectively. The vertices in in (b) will
be called (1) end, (2) switch, (3) Y0 –vertex, and (4) Y1 –vertex. See Figures 3 – 5 for
pictures of flow trees near such vertices.

Figure 3: The top row depicts a 1–valent puncture and the bottom row a 2–
valent puncture. The schematic pictures in the left, middle, and right columns
show the flow tree in T �M , J 0.M / , and M , respectively.
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Figure 4: The top row depicts an end and the bottom row a switch. The
schematic pictures in the left, middle, and right columns show the flow tree
in T �M , J 0.M / , and M , respectively. The rightmost arcs in the rightmost
pictures depict ….†/ .

Figure 5: The top row depicts a Y0 –vertex and the bottom row a Y1 –vertex.
The schematic pictures in the left, middle, and right columns show the flow
tree in T �M , J 0.M / , and M , respectively. The vertical arc in the rightmost
lower picture depicts ….†/ .

Proof We prove this in the case that L has simple front singularities. The modifications
needed to include swallow-tail points in the 2–dimensional case are straightforward.
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We use induction on �.�/. If �.�/ D �1 then the only vertices of the tree are two
1–valent vertices and it follows immediately that dim.�/� gdim.�/.

Consider the case �.�/ D 0. In this case � has only one vertex v with ı.v/ � 2.
Consider first the case when v 2 R.�/. If ı.v/ D 2 then �.v/ � 1, �.v/ � 1 for
orientation reasons, and �.v/C �.v/� 0 by Lemma 3.6. Thus

dim.�/� gdim.�/� �.v/� 1C �.v/C �.v/� 0:

Since ı.v/D 2, j�.v/j � 2 and j�.v/j � �.v/. Hence, equality holds if and only if
�.v/D�1 and �.v/D �.v/D 1, as claimed. If ı.v/� 3 then

dim.�/� gdim.�/D �.v/C �.v/C �.v/C
X

fr2R.�/W ı.r/D1g

.�.r/� 1C�.r//

C .jP .�/jC jQ.�/j � 3/

D �.v/C �.v/C �.v/C .ı.v/� 3/C
X

fr2R.�/W ı.r/D1g

.�.r/� 1/;

since �.r/ D 1 for each r 2 R.�/ with ı.r/ D 1, and since ı.v/ D jP .�/j C
jQ.�/j C jR.�/ � fvgj. If �.v/ D 0 then �.v/ D �.v/ D 0 and we conclude that
dim.�/� gdim.�/� 0 with equality if and only if ı.v/D 3 and each r 2R.�/ with
ı.r/D 1 satisfies �.r/D 1. If �.v/� 1 then, by Lemma 3.6, �.v/C �.v/C �.v/C
ı.v/�3� �.v/�1 and again we conclude dim.�/�gdim.�/� 0. In this case equality
holds if and only if �.v/D 1, �.v/D�1, �.v/D 0, and each r 2R.�/ with ı.r/D 1

satisfies �.r/D 1.

Next we consider the case when v 2 P .�/[Q.�/. Write J.v/D I.v/ if v 2 P .�/

and J.v/D n� I.v/ if v 2Q.�/. Then

dim.�/� gdim.�/D J.v/C
X

fr2R.�/W ı.r/D1g

.�.r/� 1C�.r//

C .jP .�/jC jQ.�/j � 3/

D J.v/C
X

fr2R.�/W ı.r/D1g

�.r/C .jP .�/jC jQ.�/j � 3/:

This is non-negative and equals 0 only if the two second terms sum to 0 and the first
one equals 0. That is, if and only if ı.v/ D 2, J.v/ D 0, and each r 2 R.�/ with
ı.r/D 1 satisfies �.r/D 1.

Assume now that the Lemma holds for all partial trees � with �.�/ <N . Consider a
tree � with �.�/DN . Cutting � along one of its interior edges we split it into two
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partial flow trees �1 and �2 , such that �.�j / <N , j D 1; 2. Moreover,

dim.�/D dim.�1/C dim.�2/� .nC 1/;

gdim.�/D gdim.�1/C gdim.�2/� .nC 1/:

This finishes the proof.

3.2 Transversality for trees

Let L� J 1.M / be a Legendrian submanifold with simple front singularities and fix a
metric on M . Assume that the preliminary transversality conditions are met.

Lemma 3.9 There exists �0 > 0 such that if r 2 R.�/ is a vertex of a flow tree �
with ı.r/D 1 and if r is connected by an edge E to a vertex v 2R.�/ with ı.v/D 2

and �.v/ < 0 then the length of E is at least �0 .

Proof Noting that the gradient flow of the two newborn functions at m 2….†/ is
transverse to the branch of ….†/ corresponding to the lift of the vertex r and that
†�L is an embedded submanifold, a short edge E connecting to v with ı.v/D 2

and �.v/ < 0 can be ruled out.

The next lemma limits the density of 2– and certain 3–valent vertices with � < 0 in a
simple flow tree � such that dim.�/D gdim.�/. Recall the restrictions on the vertices
of such flow trees, see Lemma 3.7. Let � be a tree with dim.�/D gdim.�/, and let
�1 � �0 , where �0 is as in Lemma 3.9. Consider a vertex v which is connected by
an edge of length at most �1 to a vertex r 2R.�/ with ı.r/D 1. Note that ı.v/D 3

for any such vertex. We say that such a vertex which is a Y1 –vertex is an �1 –close
Y1 –vertex. Define the distance between two points in � to be the length of the shortest
path in � connecting them and recall that dim.L/D n.

Lemma 3.10 There exists �1 > 0 such that any subset A of � of diameter < �1

contains at most n switches and �1 –close Y1 –vertices.

Proof Let s be a switch. Then the local gradient difference r.f1�f2/, where f1 is
the local function of the cusp sheet and where f2 is the local function of the smooth
sheet, is tangent to the cusp edge at s .

Consider next a sequence of �1 –close Y1 –vertices as �1! 0. Let y be the Y1 –vertex
and let e be the nearby end. Let the newborn functions of the sheet of e be f 0

1
and f 00

1

and the newborn functions of the sheet of y be f 0
2

and f 00
2

. Let f1 and f2 denote the
common limits of the corresponding primed functions along the respective branches
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S1 and S2 of ….†/ and let SC
2

be the image of the local sheet of y under …. The
three edges adjacent to y are flow lines of r.f1�f

0
1
/, r.f 0

1
�f 0

2
/, and r.f 00

2
�f 00

1
/,

respectively. In particular, at y , both r.f 0
1
�f2/ and r.f2�f

00
1
/ must point into SC

2
.

As �1! 0, we conclude that the component of r.f1�f2/ perpendicular to S2 at the
limit y0 of y must equal 0. In other words r.f1�f2/ is tangent to S1 at y0 .

With these local pictures at hand we prove the lemma by contradiction: assume that no
�1 > 0 exists and consider A� � with at least n switches and �1 –close Y1 –vertices
as �1! 0. After passing to a subsequence, A converges to some point p 2….†/.
However, the local study of the limit above shows that, as �1! 0, each switch and
each �1 –close Y1 –vertex gives an independent tangency condition and more than n

such tangency conditions contradict the preliminary transversality condition. (In other
words, as the switches and �1 –close Y1 –vertices collide we find that some stratum of
the intersection of tangency loci and self intersections of ….†/ at p , which must be
empty by the preliminary transversality condition, would contain p .) We conclude that
there exists �1 > 0 with properties as claimed.

Remark 3.11 The bound n in Lemma 3.10 is not optimal. For example, the limit of
an �1 –close Y1 –vertex lies in †2 and in the tangency locus. Also, if there are only
switches in A a local study of the limit shows that there can be no more than n

2
of

them within A.

Lemma 3.12 There exists a constant C > 0 such that any flow tree with at most P

positive punctures and of formal dimension at most D > 0 has no more than C edges
and vertices.

Proof The case of multiply covered trees follows from the case of simple trees by
subdivision (see Section 5.4.5). Let � be a simple flow tree with at most P positive
punctures. The symplectic area of the tree is positive and by (2–2) it equals the sum of
the lengths of the Reeb chords at positive punctures minus the sum of the lengths of
the Reeb chords at its negative punctures. Since there is only a finite number of Reeb
chords all of non-zero length, it follows that the number of negative punctures of the
tree is bounded by k0P for some k0 > 0.

We will use a slight perturbation y� of the flow tree. Take y� to be a tree close to �
with vertices only of the types of a tree for which the geometric and formal dimensions
agree. More precisely, we take y� to be a true flow tree in some neighborhood of ….†/
and near its punctures by perturbing the partial flow trees of � near any puncture or
vertex which is not of the right form. Outside of these regions we construct y� using
gradient-like curves with 1–jet lifts. (That is we relax condition (a) in Definition 2.10
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but keep the other conditions. A gradient-like curve  with respect to the function
f is such that g. P ;�rf / > 0, where g is the metric.) In fact we can choose these
curves to lie very close to gradient flow lines. Since y� is a true flow tree close to
….†/, Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.10 apply also to y� . Note that the number of edges
and vertices of y� is at least as large as the corresponding numbers for � and that as y�
is gradient-like we can still bound its length using the symplectic area.

Pick � > 0 so that Lemma 3.10 holds for �1 D � (in particular, Lemma 3.9 holds with
�0 D �). Subdivide the 1–valent vertices of y� as follows. Let 1l be the set of all
punctures and all 1–valent vertices with adjacent edge of length at least � , and let 1s

be the set of all other 1–valent vertices. The distance in T �M between two points
in …C.L/\T �mM which cannot be connected by a short path inside an open set W

which consists of a small neighborhood in …C.L/ of the Reeb chord projections and
of small neighborhoods of …C.†/ in newborn sheets, is bounded from below. We call
two points which can be connected by a short path inside W a W –pair. Using (2–3)
we estimate the symplectic area contribution from a flow line with paired points in the
cotangent lift which are not W –pairs from below by a constant times its length. Thus
the global bound on the symplectic area implies that the number of elements j1lj in 1l

is bounded by k1P for some k1 > 0.

Let y�0 be the tree obtained by first erasing all edges in 1s from y� and then forgetting
all 2–valent vertices in the resulting tree. Then the number of 3–valent vertices of y�0

is

j1lj � 2� k1P

and its number of edges is

2j1lj � 3� 2k1P:

Note that the fiber difference between any two points in the cotangent lift of a point
p 2 y�0 which is not a W –pair and which lies at distance larger than � from an end
in y�0 is bounded from below. In particular, the total length of that part of the tree is
bounded by the symplectic area which in turn is bounded by k0P . If E is an edge of
y�0 which contains a switch or a �–close Y1 –vertex then let E0 be the part of that edge
for which the cotangent lift is not a W –pair and which lies outside a �–neighborhood
of the ends of y�0 . If L.E0/ is the length of E0 then it follows from Lemma 3.10
that the number of switches and �–close Y1 –vertices in E0 (and therefore in E ) is
bounded by .��1LC 2/n. In particular the total number of switches and �–close
Y1 –vertices of y� is bounded by k2P for some k2 > 0. Since any Y1 –vertex of y� is
either a 3–valent vertex of y�0 or a �–close Y1 –vertex it follows that the total number
N of switches and Y1 –vertices of y� is bounded by k3P for some k3 > 0.
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Since dim.�/D dim.y�/ (the formal dimension is determined by the homotopy class
of the 1–jet lift), since each vertex in 1s contributes 1 to dim.y�/, since each vertex in
1l contributes at least �1, since each switch and Y1 –vertex contributes �1, and since
Y0 –vertices contributes 0, we find

D � dim.�/� .n� 3/Cj1sj � j1lj �N:

Hence j1sj � k4P CDC 3 for some k4 > 0. Finally the number of 3–valent vertices
of y� equals

j1sjC j1lj � 2

and thus the number of Y0 –vertices of y� is bounded by k6.PCDC3/. In conclusion
the total number of vertices (or edges) of y� is bounded by C D k.P CDC 3/ for
some k > 0. The lemma follows.

Remark 3.13 The modifications needed to prove Lemma 3.12 in the 2–dimensional
case in presence of swallow tail singularities are straightforward. Our preliminary
transversality condition implies that that any tree can be changed slightly into a gradient-
like tree which avoids an �–neighborhood of the swallow tail points and which is a
gradient tree near ….†/. The argument in the above proof can then be used to estimate
the number of vertices and edges of this gradient-like tree. Looking at intersections
between the 1–jet lift and † near the swallow tail point, again using the preliminary
transversality condition, it is straightforward to check that the number of vertices added
in going back to the original tree is bounded by 2 times the number of edges with 1–jet
lift passing near the swallow tail points. This number is in turn bounded by twice the
finite number of edges in the approximate tree.

It follows from Lemma 2.8 that if m 2M is a critical point of some difference of
local functions (ie m is the image under … of a Reeb chord of L) then we may talk
about the stable and unstable manifolds of the gradient flow determined by L at m.
The main difference from standard Morse theory is that in the present case stable and
unstable manifolds may end at ….†/, where the corresponding function difference
cease to exist. Also, there might exist manifolds of flow lines which are not related
to any critical points, since flow lines can begin and end at ….†/. The preliminary
transversality conditions imply that these flow lines meet ….†/ in a locally stable
fashion. In particular, the tangency locus is stratified by the order of tangency. Except
for these differences the standard properties of flow-manifolds in Morse theory hold.
For example, a manifold of flow lines emanating from some compact submanifold
and ending at another is in general not compact but it has a natural compactification
consisting of broken flow lines connecting the two. If K �M is a subset contained in
a region where some local function difference f1� f2 of L is defined then we define
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the .f1 � f2/–flow-out as the union of all maximal flow lines of r.f1 � f2/ which
pass through K .

Proposition 3.14 After small perturbation of L� J 1.M / and small perturbation of
a given metric g on M the following hold. Any simple flow tree � with at most one
special vertex, with less than P positive punctures, and of formal dimension at most
D > 0, is transversely cut out and the space of flow trees with the same geometric
properties in a neighborhood of � is a manifold of dimension gdim.�/. Moreover, this
is an open condition on L and g .

Proof We will impose conditions inductively on L and g . Note first that the as-
sumption that …C.L/ has only transverse double points translates into the condition
that all critical points of function differences are non-degenerate. We first impose the
condition that all stable and unstable manifolds of all critical points meet transversely,
that they meet the stratified space …C.†/D†1�†2� � � � �†k transversely, and that
they are transverse to the stratified tangency locus in ….†/ discussed above. We next
consider the intersections of such manifolds. As mentioned above such intersections
have natural compactifications which are stratified. We require that all flow-outs of
such intersections and of †j , j � 2, meet stable- and unstable manifolds, ….†/ and
its stratified subspaces transversely, and also that two such flow outs meet transversely.
The inductive definition now continues in the obvious way: we require transversality
between flow-objects considered in previous steps and flow-outs of their intersections,
and also transversality between intersections of new flow-outs. We call a stratified
subset which arises as the intersection of flow manifolds in this inductive construction
a flow intersection chain.

It follows from Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.12 that in order to prove transversality
properties for flow trees with a bounded number of positive punctures and with bounded
geometric dimension one needs only consider a finite number of transversality condi-
tions on flow intersection chains. It is clear that the intersection of a finite number of
such conditions specifies an open subset of the space of Legendrian submanifolds and
metrics. The fact that the condition is dense can be proved by arguments from ordinary
finite dimensional Morse theory, see eg Smale [20]. Here we only sketch the proof.
Let m 2M be a critical point of a local function difference f1�f2 . Consider a small
ball Br .m/ of radius r > 0 around m and let xWs.m; f1 � f2/ and xWu.m; f1 � f2/

be the intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds of f1�f2 with @Br .m/. If
the index of m equals k then xWs.m; f1�f2/ is an .n� k � 1/–dimensional sphere
and xWu.m; f1� f2/ a .k � 1/–dimensional sphere. Let bW .B 1

2
r .m/�B 1

4
r /! R be

a function with critical point at m. It is easy to see that for any normal vector field n of
xW�.m; f1�f2/ (�2fu; sg) there exists b such that xW�.m; f1�f2C�b/DW�.m/C�n
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up to first order in � , where the right hand side is defined using a suitable exponential
map. Thus varying f1 � f2 near the critical point we span the normal bundle of
its stable and unstable manifolds. It is easy to see from this that manifolds of flow
lines can be made transversely cut out by small perturbation and that their normal
bundles are spanned by variations of the Legendrian submanifolds near its Reeb chords.
Consider next the intersection of two manifolds of flow lines. Note first that we can
make the intersection transverse by small perturbation around all Reeb chords involved
and then that the normal bundle of the transverse intersection is spanned by the sum
of the normal bundles of the intersecting flow manifolds and hence is spanned by
variations of the Legendrian submanifold near its Reeb chords. In order to show that the
intersection of two distinct flow outs in a flow intersection chain, K1 and K2 say, are
transverse we use induction over the strata in combination with the above observations.
An inductive argument shows that the normal bundles of the strata of K1 and K2 are
spanned by variations of the Legendrian submanifold near its critical points, and a
small perturbation of the Legendrian submanifold and the metric over the flow out of
K1 (K2 ) makes the gradient field defining the flow out of K2 (K1 ) a generic section
in TM jK1 with respect to TK1 (of TM jK2 with respect to TK2 ). It follows from
this that we can achieve the transversality properties described above by an arbitrarily
small perturbation. The properties of flow-outs with respect to ….†/ can be achieved
in a similar way. Since the perturbations in each step can be made arbitrarily small they
need not affect the transversality properties achieved in earlier steps of the construction.

With these finitely many transversality conditions satisfied, in order to finish the proof,
we need only check that the formula for the geometric dimension of a tree is correct
for simple flow trees and that the spaces of flow trees locally are manifolds. We check
this by induction on �.�/. We start by showing that the formula holds for arbitrary
partial flow trees with �.�/� 0.

If �.�/ D �1 then � has only two vertices which both have valence 1. If both are
punctures then

gdim.�/D I.p/C .n� I.q//� .nC 1/D I.p/� I.q/� 1:

If p and q are both non-special punctures then gdim.�/ equals the dimension of
the intersection of the unstable manifold at p and the stable manifold at q with 1

subtracted (for the dimension for the flow line itself). Hence the dimension formula
holds in that case. If p (q ) is a special puncture then the manifold of flow lines near p

(q ) has dimension n. This case is analogous to the case when p is a maximum (q is a
minimum) except that there is one more degree of freedom for each special puncture
since it is free to move along its flow line. The dimension formula thus holds also in
this case because of our index conventions for special punctures.
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If we replace q by a vertex in r 2R.�/ above, then

gdim.�/D I.p/C .n� .�.r/� 1//� .nC 1/D I.p/� �.r/;

which equals the dimension of the intersection of the unstable manifold of p with
†ı
�.r/

. The modification needed when p is a special puncture is similar to those
discussed above. We conclude that the proposition holds for all (partial) flow trees �
with �.�/D�1.

We make one more observation regarding special punctures: if s is a special puncture
in a flow tree � (we think of s as a point in the source of the tree) then there is a
natural evaluation map evsW �!M , where � is a small neighborhood in the space
of trees near � : evs.�/ equals the image of s under the map parameterizing � . We
note that for trees � with special puncture s and �.�/D�1 a neighborhood � of �
has the form of a product M 0.s/�M 1.s/, where M 0.s/D evs.�/ and M 1.s/ are
disks. (For trees with �.�/D�1, M 1.s/ is 0–dimensional if the other puncture of �
is non-special, otherwise it is 1–dimensional.)

Consider the case of simple partial flow trees with �.�/D 0. Such trees have exactly
one vertex v with ı.v/ > 1. Assume first that v is a puncture and that all punctures of
� are non-special. Then

gdim.�/D
X

fp2P.�/W ı.p/D1g

I.p/C
X

fq2Q.�/W ı.q/D1g

.n� I.q//

C

X
fr2R.�/W ı.r/D1g

.n� .�.r/� 1//� nı.v/:

Note that this measures the expected dimension of the space of flow lines from all
1–valent vertices to the critical point v and that it is smaller than 0 unless all r 2R.�/

with ı.r/ D 1 has �.r/ D 1, all q 2 Q.�/ with ı.q/ D 1 has I.q/ D 0, and all
p 2P .�/ with ı.p/D 1 has I.p/D n. Also our transversality assumptions guarantee
that there are no such trees unless these conditions are met and that if the conditions are
met then the set of such trees form a 0–manifold. Consider next the case of a partial
flow tree with special punctures. In this case our transversality conditions imply that
the tree is empty unless all conditions above are met at non-special punctures and that
if the conditions are met and if the set of such trees is non-empty then any tree in a
neighborhood is determined by the locations of the special punctures on their respective
flow lines. Thus the dimension count is correct and a neighborhood � of a tree with
special puncture s can again be written as M 0.s/�M 1.s/, where M 0.s/D evs.�/

is a 1–disk and where M 1.s/ is a product of 1–disks with one factor for each special
puncture different from s .
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Assume second that v does not contain a puncture. Then

gdim.�/D
X

fp2P.�/W ı.p/D1g

I.p/C
X

fq2Q.�/W ı.q/D1g

.n� I.q//

C

X
fr2R.�/W ı.r/D1g

.n� .�.r/� 1//� ..ı.v/� 1/nC �.v/C �.v//:

To see that the dimension formula is correct in this case, we start in the case when there
are no special punctures. Note that the dimension dw of the flow manifold emanating
from a 1–valent vertex w is as follows. If p 2P .�/ then dpD I.p/, if q 2Q.�/ then
dq D .n�I.q//, and if r 2R.�/ then dr D .n� .�.r/�1//. A neighborhood of trees
with the same geometric properties as � can be parameterized as follows. If A denotes
the intersection of the flow manifolds intersected with the .n� �.r//–dimensional
manifold †ı

�.r/
and if B denotes the intersection of the strata of the tangency loci of

distinct sheet pairs corresponding to the edges adjacent to v with †ı
�.r/

then the trees
are parameterized by A\B . Our transversality conditions implies that A\B is a
manifold of dimensionX

p

dpC

X
q

dqC

X
r

dr � .ı.v/� 1/n� �.v/� �.v/D gdim.�/:

The case when � is a partial flow tree with special vertices follows by the usual
modification: the extra degrees of freedom come from moving the special vertices
along the flow lines. We conclude that the dimension formula holds for all (partial)
flow trees with �.�/� 0. Moreover, we find again that if s is a special puncture of a
tree � as considered above then a neighborhood � of � in the space of nearby trees
has the form M 0.s/�M 1.s/, where M 0.s/D evs.�/ and M 1.s/ are disks. In this
case, M 0.s/ is obtained as the product of the flow out along the edge ending at s of
(a disk in) the intersection manifold near the vertex v (ie the vertex with ı > 0) times
a small interval in the flow line itself.

Assume inductively that the dimension count is correct for any simple partial tree �
with �.�/ <N and with one special puncture p and that moreover a neighborhood of
such a tree can be written as M 0.p/�M 1.p/, where M 0.p/ and M 1.p/ are disks
with properties as above. Consider a partial flow tree � with �.�/DN and with one
special puncture. Let v be the vertex which is connected to the special puncture s of � .
Assume first that v is not a puncture. Cut all edges connecting v to a vertex with ı > 1

at a point pj and fix a small .n�1/–disk D.pj / at pj which is transverse to the flow
line on which pj lies. We obtain a subdivision � D �0[�1[ � � � [�r where �0 is a
partial tree with �.�0/D 0 and where each �j , j > 0, is a partial flow tree with one
special puncture and �.�j / <N . Note that ı.v/D rC1. Let � 0j be the partial flow tree
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with special puncture corresponding to the cut points pj constrained to lie in D.pj /.
Then a neighborhood �j of trees near � 0j has the form M 0.pj /

0 �M 1.pj / where
a neighborhood of �j has the form M 0.pj / �M 1.pj /, where M k.pj / are disks
and M 0.pj /

0 DM 0.pj /\D.pj /D evpj .�j /. Note also that D.pj / is transverse to
M 0.pj /. If �.v/D � and �.v/D � it is then clear that a neighborhood of the tree �
is given by a product

W � .��; �/�M 1.p1/� � � � �M 1.pr /;

where W is the flow out along the gradient difference determined by the edge of �
ending at s of the intersection of the flow outs of all the M 0.pj /

0 , j D 1; : : : ; r , with
a codimension � subset of †ı� determined by the tangency condition at v and where
.��; �/ is a small interval in the flow line ending at s . Our transversality condition
then implies that this is a manifold of dimension

rX
jD1

M 1.pj /C

rX
jD1

dim.M 0.pj /
0
C 1/� .r � 1/n� � � � C 1

D

rX
jD1

gdim.�j /� �.r/� �.r/� .r � 1/nC 1

D

rX
jD0

gdim.�j /� .r � 1/nC 1C rn� .r C 1/.nC 1/

D

rX
jD0

gdim.�j /� r.nC 1/D gdim.�/:

Here the last equality holds since each edge that was cut contributes 1 to �.�/. We
conclude that the dimension formula holds. Moreover, the evaluation at the special
puncture s of � satisfies evs.W �M 1.p1/� � � ��M 1.pr //�W � .��; �/. We thus
find that the desired product decomposition of a neighborhood holds with M 0.s/�

DW � .��; �/ and M 1.p/ � …r
jD1

M 1.pj /, where DW � W is a disk. The case
when v is a puncture can be treated in a similar way using a computation similar to the
one used for high valence punctures in the case �.�/D 0 above. We conclude that the
dimension formula and product decomposition of a neighborhood hold for all partial
flow trees with one special puncture.

Finally, consider a flow tree � with �.�/ > 0. Cutting � in an edge connecting two
vertices with ı > 1 at a point s , we obtain two partial flow trees �1 and �2 with
special punctures s1 and s2 , respectively. Fix an .n� 1/ disk D.s/ transverse to the
edge and containing s . If �j DM 0.sj /�M 1.sj /, j D 1; 2 are neighborhoods of the
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trees �1 and �2 , respectively, then a neighborhood of � is parameterized by�
M 0.s1/\M 0.s2/\D.s/

�
�M 1.s1/�M 1.s2/:

Thus, the transversality conditions implies that a neighborhood of the tree � is a
manifold of dimension

gdim.�1/C gdim.�2/� n� 1D gdim.�/;

where the last equality follows since �.�/D �.�1/C �.�2/C 1 and since the special
punctures of �1 and �2 contributes nC1 to the respective geometric dimensions. This
finishes the proof.

Remark 3.15 Note that the assumption that the tree is simple is essential in the proof
of Proposition 3.14. For a multiply covered vertex the transversality conditions which
are needed for the dimension formula to hold cannot be achieved by perturbations of
the metric and the Legendrian submanifold since they would involve making a flow
manifold transverse to itself. To achieve transversality in this more general setting one
would have to perturb the gradient equation itself.

Remark 3.16 Note that if � is a rigid tree (ie dim.�/D gdim.�/D 0) and if � 0 is
a partial flow tree obtained by cutting one of the edges of � then also its complement
� 00 is a partial flow tree and

dim.� 0/C dim.� 00/� .nC 1/D 0:

Now dim.� 0/ and dim.� 00/ both have dimension at least 1 by our transversality
conditions. Therefore dim.� 0/ � n. Moreover, if the special puncture of � 0 is s0

then the transversality condition implies that evs0 W �
0 ! M is a local embedding.

That is, �0 DM 0.s0/ and M 1.s0/ is 0–dimensional. (If this was not the case then
evs0.�

0/\ evs00.�
00/D∅ for dimensional reasons, which contradicts the existence of

� .)

Proof of Theorem 1.1 (a) Theorem 1.1 (a) is a consequence of Lemma 3.7 and
Proposition 3.14.

Remark 3.17 It will be convenient in later sections to have a metric such that ….†/
self intersects orthogonally. The proof of Proposition 3.14 carries over to show that
one can achieve the transversality properties for trees as stated there also for large
classes of restricted metrics. For example one could require that the transverse self
intersections of ….†/ are orthogonal in the metric used. In fact, for a generic metric
no rigid flow tree passes through †2 which has codimension 2 in M . Thus, by the
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transversality conditions satisfied by a generic metric, changing the metric so that
….†/ self intersects orthogonally by a change supported only near †2 affects flow
outs only in a small neighborhood of a subset of codimension 2. Hence the space of
rigid flow trees need not be affected by such a change.

3.3 Dimension formula for disks

If � is a flow tree with p positive- and q negative punctures then its 1–jet lift z� is
a collection of oriented curves which can be thought of as a boundary condition for
a holomorphic disk uW DpCq! T �M with boundary on L with positive (negative)
punctures mapping to the Reeb chords corresponding to positive (negative) punctures of
� . The tangent spaces of …C.L/ along z� give boundary conditions for the linearized
x@J –operator. We denote the operator with these boundary conditions x@� . For details
on such operators in the present set up, see [3] and [6]. Here we just mention that the
operator x@� is Fredholm and note that together with the dimension of the space of
conformal structures its index gives the expected dimension of the moduli space M�

of holomorphic disks with boundaries homotopic to z� according to the formula

dim.M�/D Index.x@�/C .pC q� 3/;

see eg [6].

Proposition 3.18 The index of x@� equals

Index.x@�/D nC
X

p2P.�/

.I.p/� n/�
X

q2Q.�/

I.q/C
X

r2R.�/

�.r/:

In particular, the expected dimension of the space of holomorphic disks with boundary
conditions homotopic to z� equals

dim.M�/D n� 3C
X

p2P.�/

.I.p/� .n� 1//�
X

q2Q.�/

.I.q/� 1/C
X

r2R.�/

�.r/;

and thus agrees with dim.�/.

Proof As in [4; 6] the index of x@� equals

nCm.y /;

where y is the path obtained by closing the path  of Lagrangian tangent planes along
z� , rotating the incoming tangent plane to the outgoing one in the negative direction (see
[4; 6] for details) and where m is the Maslov index. The Fredholm index is unchanged
under continuous deformations of the Fredholm operator x@� . In particular, it remains
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constant under the scaling procedure, L!L� , discussed above. The only intersections
of y with the tangent spaces of the fibers happen when z� passes † and during the
close up connecting the tangent spaces at double points. An easy local check, see [3],
shows that for � > 0 small enough the contribution of each positive puncture p is
�.n� I.p// and that of each negative puncture �I.q/. Furthermore, each passage
of † in the positive z–direction contributes 1, and of each passage in the negative
z–direction, �1. The proposition then follows by the definition of �.

4 Metrics and perturbations

In Section 4.1 we describe the key features of deformations zL� and yL� of L��J 1.M /

and of a deformed Riemanian metric g on M . These deformations are introduced in
order to facilitate establishing the relation between flow trees and holomorphic disks.
In Section 4.2 we introduce deformations in a two-step process. In the first step we
Legendrian isotope L� to zL� and we change the metric near ….†/ into a metric
which splits as a product metric in a neighborhood of ….†/. The main difference
between zL� and L� is that the cusps of zL� are “rounded”. In the second step we
deform zL� further so that it respects the product structure introduced near ….†/ in
the first step. This is in general not possible keeping zL� Legendrian. The result of
the second perturbation is therefore an immersed totally real submanifold yL� � T �M

which lies very close to …C. zL�/. The specific features of yL� will be used in Section
5 when proving that holomorphic disks limit to flow trees. In Section 4.3, we introduce
further deformations of yL� near its rigid flow trees. These are designed to guarantee
the existence of a “piecewise” holomorphic disk near each rigid flow tree which will
be used in Section 6 when proving existence of holomorphic disks near rigid flow
trees. The constructions mentioned above are presented for Legendrian submanifolds
with simple front singularities, modifications needed for the 2–dimensional case in
the presence of swallow tail singularities are given in Section 4.3.9. In Section 4.4
we briefly review properties of the almost complex structure on a cotangent bundle
induced by a Riemannian metric on the base manifold.

4.1 Properties of zL� and yL�

The 1–paramater family of Legendrian submanifolds zL�� J 1.M / is a small deforma-
tion of the 1–parameter family L� and the Riemannian metric g is a small deformation
of the original metric h on M . Their key properties are as follows.

� Near the Reeb chords of zL� , g is flat and all sheets of …C. zL�/ have a standard
(affine) form, see Section 4.2.1.
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� The cusp edges of L� are rounded: at the point in …C.†/ the intersection
between …C. zL�/ and the cotangent bundle of an arc perpendicular to ….†/
is a smoothing of a half-circle with two line segments attached (a bend), see
Section 4.2.2.

� The self intersections of ….†/ are perpendicular and the metric near ….†j /,
j D 1; : : : ; k , is the product of a metric along †j and a vector bundle metric in
its normal bundle, see Section 4.2.2.

The 1–parameter family of totally real immersed submanifolds yL� � T �M is C 1 –
close to zL� , shares the properties of zL� above, and has together with g , the following
further properties.

� Over a neighborhood of ….†j /, every sheet of yL� is a product of a graphical
Lagrangian submanifold over ….†j /, lines and possibly a bend perpendicular
to ….†j /, see Section 4.2.3.

� Any sheet of yL� over ….†/ has a standard form near the tangnecy locus, see
Section 4.2.4.

� In a tubular neighborhood of the complement of finitely many pieces of any rigid
flow tree, with diameters which shrink to 0 as �! 0, the metric g is flat and
yL� has a standard (affine) form, see Section 4.3.

� For small enough �, the rigid flow trees of yL� are in 1–1 correspondence with
those of L� , see Lemma 4.4 and Remark 4.7.

4.2 The metric and the map near Reeb chords and cusp edges

Let L� J 1.M / and let h be a 1–regular metric on M .

4.2.1 Legendrian isotopies near Reeb chords If c is a Reeb chord of L then
mD….c/ is a critical point of some difference of local functions f2� f1 of L. We
require that there exists coordinates x D .x1; : : : ;xn/ in some �0 –neighborhood N�0

of m such that

(4–1) .f2�f1/.x/D C C

nX
jD1

�j x2
j ; C > 0

where �j ¤ 0 for all j , and such that the metric g is given by
P

jD1 dx2
j . To see

that this can be achieved by small changes of the metric we argue as follows. Use the
Morse lemma to find coordinates so that (4–1) holds in some neighborhood of m. In
fact, applying the standard proof of the Morse lemma, see Milnor [15, Lemma 2.2],
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with initial coordinates chosen as Riemann normal coordinates around m it is not hard
to see that the change of the metric can be taken C 1 –small.

We next discuss Legendrian isotopies of the family L� supported in J 1.N�0
/, where

N�0
is the neighborhood of m mentioned above. We require that the new family zL�

has the property that all sheets of …C. zL�/, except the sheet corresponding to � �f2 , are
given by (covariantly) constant sections of T �M in this neighborhood. We achieve this
as follows. Let .x;y/ be standard coordinates on T �N�0

and consider the Hamiltonian
flow of the function

H.x;y/D �.f1.x/� df1.0/x/;

where we use the flat coordinates to view x as a tangent vector to M at 0, in some
neighborhood of 0 and act with the time 1–map on all the local sheets of L� over M .
Using a cut-off function this can be realized as a small contact isotopy. Note that it
makes the differential of the lower sheet covariantly constant and that it preserves all
gradients of function differences. With this done we make all sheets over m (except
the one corresponding to �f2 ) covariantly constant near m as follows. In the local
coordinates x around m a sheet of L� corresponding to some local function �f ¤�fj ,
j D1; 2, is given by x 7! .x; �df .x/; �f .x//. We replace it in some neighborhood of 0

by its first order Taylor expansion x 7! .x; �df .0/; �.f .0/Cdf .0/x// and interpolate
to the original Legendrian submanifold. Since all these deformations can be expressed
as isotopies of the front they correspond to Legendrian isotopies.

We will refer to the parameter �0 determining the size of the neighborhood as a
deformation parameter. We denote the Legendrian submanifold obtained by deforming
L� by zL�.�0; 0; 0/.

4.2.2 Legendrian isotopies near cusp edges – rounding cusps Assume that the
metric h on M is such that the self intersections of ….†/ are orthogonal, see Remark
3.17. Consider the stratification †1 �†2 � � � � �†k of ….†/. Note that the normal
bundle of the self-transverse immersion …W † ! M is trivial, see the discussion
preceding Lemma 3.10. Let U.k; �1/ � M be an �1 –neighborhood of †k (�1 is
another deformation parameter). We use the vector bundle N !†k (the geometric
normal bundle of †k in M ) as coordinates on U.k; �1/ in the following way. The
triviality of the normal bundle of … and the orthogonality of the self intersections of
….†/ imply that there exists a field of k (unordered) everywhere linearly independent
sections fv1.q/; : : : ; vk.q/g of N with the property that ….†/\Uk corresponds to

Spanfv2; : : : ; vkg[Spanfv1; v3; : : : ; vkg[ � � � [ Spanfv1; : : : ; vk�1g;

where Span denotes the fiberwise linear span.
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Let b be the restriction of the original metric h to the submanifold †k . Using these
two metrics we get a metric g on U.k; �1/ which can be made arbitrarily close to h

by choosing �1 sufficiently small. Moreover, if m 2 †k then there are coordinates
.q; s/ 2 Rn�k �Rk , s D .s1; : : : ; sk/, around m such that in these coordinates

� †k corresponds to the subset fs D 0g.

� †1 corresponds to the subset [k
jD1
fsj D 0g.

� The metric g is given by

g.q; s/D bij .q/ dqi ˝ dqj C dsj ˝ dsj ;

where the summation convention, sum over repeated indices, is used.

Assume inductively that we have defined the metric g on a neighborhood U.r; �1

2k�r /

of †r , k � r � j , such that for any point in †r �U.rC1; �1

2k�r / we have coordinates
.q; s/ 2 Rn�r �Rr such that

� †r corresponds to the subset fs D 0g.

� †1 corresponds to the subset [r
jD1
fsj D 0g.

� The metric g is given by

g.q; s/D bij .q/ dqi ˝ dqj C dsj ˝ dsj :

Then the above construction can be repeated using a tubular neighborhood U.j �

1; �1

2k�jC1 / of †j�1�U.j ; �1

2k�jC1 / extending the coordinates and the metric defined
in previous steps. We thus have coordinates and a metric g on a K�1 –neighborhood,
where K > 0 is some constant, U of †1 such that on subsets U.j ;K�1/ (around †j )
of U the metric has the special features above and it can be made arbitrarily C 1 –close
to the original metric h by choosing �1 sufficiently small.

With this product metric and these product coordinates introduced we next Legendrian
isotope zL�.�0; 0; 0/ inside U �†1 .

Let m 2 †r and let V be a small neighborhood around m in which the product
coordinates .q; s/ 2 Rn�r �Rr are defined. There are two types of components in
J 1.U /\L: those along which … is an immersion and those along which … has a fold
singularity. We first describe deformations of the former sheets, then the deformations
of the later (which are more involved).

Any smooth sheet of L� is locally parameterized by the 1–jet extension of some
function. In local coordinates .q; s;p; �; z/ on J 1.M /� T �M �R, where .q; s/ 2
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Rn�k �Rk is as above and where 1–forms are written as
P

j pj dqj C
P

k �k dsk , it
appears as follows

.q; s/ 7!
�
q; s1; : : : ; sr ; �dqf; �ds1

f; : : : ; �dsr
f; �f .q; s/

�
:

The initial step of the deformation is a Legendrian isotopy, supported in J 1.U / which
replaces the function �f .q; s/, for small s , jsj � �1 , with its Taylor polynomial of
degree 1 in s . That is by,

�a.q/C

rX
jD1

sj�hj .q/;

where hj .q/D
@f
@sj
.q; 0/ and a.q/D f .q; 0/. The corresponding Legendrian subman-

ifold is then locally parameterized by

(4–2) .q; s/ 7!�
q; s1; : : : ; sk ; �dqaC

X
j

sj �dqhj ; �h1; : : : ; �hr ; �.aC
X

j

sj hj /

�
2 J 1.M /:

Clearly, such an isotopy need not introduce any new Reeb chords. Note also that
this procedure can be extended inductively over the strata of †1 , much like in the
construction of the metric above: we start at the deepest stratum †k and work our way
up to †1 . We call the resulting Legendrian submanifold zL�.�0; �1; 0/.

We next consider a similar construction for sheets which project with folds. Let m2†r

and let U be as above. Consider now a sheet with cusp edge over U . For simplicity
we assume that the cusp edge is given by fs1 D 0g in the standard coordinates and that
the projection of the sheet lies in fs1 � 0g. We write s D .u; ys/ 2 R�Rr�1 , the sheet
then admits a parametrization of the form

.q;u; ys/ 7!
�
q; 1

2
u2; ys; �dqf; � .q;u; ys/; �dysf; �f .q; s/

�
;

where @f
@u
.q; 0; ys/ D 0,  D 1

u
@f
@u
.q;u; ys/, and @3f

@u3 .q; 0; ys/ ¤ 0. We next apply an
isotopy normalizing this, replacing all terms with suitable Taylor polynomials. The
resulting Legendrian submanifold is locally,

.q;u; ys/ 7!

�
q; 1

2
u2; ys; �

�
daC

rX
jD2

sj dhj C
1
2
u2 dˇC 1

3
u3 d˛

�
; �.ˇCu˛/;

�h2; : : : ; �hr ; �.aC

rX
jDr

sj hj C
1
2
u2ˇC 1

3
u3˛/

�
;

where ˛ , ˇ , a, and h2; : : : ; hr are functions of q only. Observe that ˛.q/¤ 0.
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We will Legendrian isotope this sheet in order to “round” its cusps. The deformation
will involve only the terms ˇCu˛ , 1

3
u3 d˛ , and 1

3
u3˛ in the above local coordinate

expression. To explain this isotopy we look at the family z�� of Legendrian space curves

u 7!
�

1
2
u2; �u; �1

3
u3
�

for �ı < u < ı , where .x;y; z/ are coordinates in 3–space and the contact form
is dz � y dx . Let �� D � z�� , where � is the projection to the xy–plane. We will
Legendrian isotope the given curve in a small neighborhood of 0 to a curve with
xy –projection which consists of a half-circle with straight line segments attached. To
see that such an isotopy exists we argue as follows.

Fix �� ı . Consider the curve c� which is the union of the half circle .x1��
p
�/2C

y2 D �2�, x � �
p
�, and the two line segments y D �

p
�, �
p
�� x � l . Note that

the area bounded by the curve c� and a vertical line segment connecting its endpoints
equals 1

2
���2C 2l�

p
� and that it intersects the curve �� at x D �

2
. On the other

hand, the curve �� together with a vertical line segment at x D l bounds an area of

magnitude 2
5
2

3
�l

3
2 . Thus we can find a Hamiltonian isotopy supported in ��<x< 10�

which deforms the curve �� so that it agrees with (a smoothened version of) c� for
0� x � �

2
and so that the first and second derivatives of the image curve are bounded

by K� for some constant K > 0. It follows that we can Legendrian isotope z�� to zc�
with xy –projection as desired. Moreover, zc� can be parameterized as

u 7!
�

1
2
u2; �.u/;  �.u/

�
;

where �.0/D  �.0/D 0, �.u/D �u and  �.u/D �1
3
u3 for juj � 100�.

We define the deformed Legendrian submanifold in local coordinates as

(4–3) .q;u; ys/ 7!

�
q; 1

2
u2; ys; �

�
daC

rX
jD2

sj dhj C
1
2
u2 dˇ

�
C �.u/ d˛; �ˇ

C˛�.u/; �h2; : : : ; �hr ; �

�
aC

rX
jDr

sj hj C
1
2
u2ˇ

�
C �.u/˛

�
;

and again using an inductive procedure starting over †k and ending over †1 we can
achieve this local form along all of †1 . We denote the resulting deformed Legendrian
submanifold zL�.�0; �1; �2/, where �2 D �. Note that the isotopy from z�� to zc� can
be used to produce an isotopy from zL�.�0; �1; 0/ to zL�.�0; �1; �2/. Moreover, if the
parameter �2 D � > 0 is chosen small enough then this isotopy need not introduce any
new Reeb chords (since the distance between any two sheets of …C.L�/ over †1 are
bounded from below by k� for some k > 0).
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Remark 4.1 The parameters �j , j D 0; 1; 2 in zL�.�0; �1; �2/ are the deformation
parameters discussed above. Note that as �j ! 0, the fiber scaling s��1. zL�/ C 0 –
converges to L.

4.2.3 Isotopies near cusp edges – local product structure We deform the Legen-
drian submanifolds zL�.�0; �1; �2/ in order to make them compatible with the product
structure near the singularity set. We use the notation introduced in Section 4.2.2. Fix a
function �W R! R such that �.s/D 0 for jsj< ı and �.s/D s for jsj> 2ı , ı� �1 .

We first describe initial deformations of the smooth sheets over †1 . The Lagrangian
submanifold in (4–2) (the projection of the Legendrian submanifold) is isotoped to the
totally real submanifold yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ given by

(4–4) .q; s/ 7!

�
q; s1; : : : ; sk ; �

�
dqaC

X
j

�.sj / dqhj

�
; �h1; : : : ; �hr

�
2 T �M:

We secondly describe initial deformations of the cusped sheets which are entirely
similar. The Lagrangian submanifold in (4–3) is isotoped to the totally real submanifold
yL0
�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ given by

(4–5) .q; s/ 7!

�
q; 1

2
s2
1 ; ys; �

�
daC

rX
jD2

�.sj / dhj C�.s1/
2 dˇ

�
C �.�.s1//d˛;

�ˇC˛�.s1/; �h2; : : : ; �hr

�
:

Note that it is easy to find local diffeomorphisms F� of T �M defined in a small
neighborhood of the sheet discussed such that F�. yL

0
�
.�0; �1; �2; 0//D zL�.�0; �1; �2/,

and such that (for fixed deformation parameters) dC 1.F�; id/DO.�/.

4.2.4 Further isotopies compensating cusp rounding The perturbations described
in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.3 do not affect flow lines between two sheets much
as long as the corresponding local gradient is transverse to the cusp edge. However,
near the tangency locus, the change in the flow is more substantial. We construct
yL0
�
.�0; �1; �2; �3/ which is a deformation of yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ and which is designed

in order to compensate this change.

Let S0 be a sheet of yL0
�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ intersecting the cusp edge. Consider the tangency

locus along the fold of S0 of the local gradient difference of S0 and another sheet
S1 . We must consider two cases: when S1 is a smooth sheet and when S1 is itself a
cusped sheet.
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Consider first the case when S1 is smooth and let m be a tangency point of S1 and
S0 which lies in †ıj , j � 1. In a neighborhood of m (where �.sj /D 0) we have the
following local coordinate expressions for S1 ,

.q; s/ 7!
�
q; s1; : : : ; sj ; �da0.q/; �h1

1.q/; : : : ; �h1
r .q/

�
;

where q 2†j and sr 2 R, see (4–4), and for S0

.q; s/ 7!
�
q; 1

2
s2
1 ; s2; : : : ; sj�da0.q/; �ˇ0.q/C˛0.q/�.s1/; �h0

2; : : : ; �h0
j

�
;

respectively. In these coordinates the tangency locus is given by fs1 D 0g\ fh1
1
.q/D

ˇ0.q/g. The preliminary transversality condition implies that 0 is a regular value of
h1

1
.q/�ˇ0.q/. Therefore V D fh1

1
.q/D ˇ0.q/g is a smooth .n�j �1/–dimensional

submanifold of †j .

Let ��.q/ be the vertical vector in the .s1; �1/–plane with positive �1 –component
such that the horizontal lines which are part of the curve .1

2
s2
1
; ˛0.q/�.s1//, see

(4–5), are given by displacing the s1 –axis along ˙���.q/. (We use the subscript �
to indicate that this vector depends on the deformation parameter �2 D �. In fact,
��.q/D .0; ˛

0.q/
p
�/.)

Let ˛ be a number larger than ˛0.q/, for all q 2 †1 and all functions ˛0 in local
coordinate expressions as above. (Such a number exists since †1 is compact.) Since
0 is a regular value of h1

1
.q/�ˇ.q/ there exists for sufficiently small � > 0 a collar

neighborhood V � Œ�ı; ı� of V such that h1
1
.v; t/�ˇ0.v; t/ is monotone in t for all v

and such that jh1
1
.v;˙1

2
ı/�ˇ0.v;˙1

2
ı/j�˛

p
�. In fact there exists constants 0<k�<

kC such that k�
p
�� ı � kC

p
�. We assume for definiteness that h1

1
.v; t/�ˇ0.v; t/

is decreasing in t .

Fix a small �>0. (Here �D�3 is another deformation parameter, which will sometimes
be called a speed parameter to distinguish it from the other deformation parameters.
It will be important later on that it is sufficiently small). Let ��W Œ�ı; ı�! Œ�1; 1� be
a function which equals 0 in a neighborhood of ˙ı , which increases from 0 to 1

on Œ�ı;�1
2
ı�, which equals 1 on Œ�1

2
ı;���1��, which decreases from 1 to �1 on

Œ���1�; ��1��, which equals �1 on Œ��1�; 1
2
ı�, and which increases from �1 to 0

on Œ1
2
ı; ı�, see Figure 6. Moreover, we chose this function so that

ˇ̌
d��
dt

ˇ̌
� 10ı�1 for

1
2
ı � jt j � ı and so that

ˇ̌
d��
dt

ˇ̌
� 2���1 .

Also, fix a small � > 0 and let  W Œ��; ��! Œ0; 1� be a function which equals 1 a
neighborhood of jt j D 0, and which equals 0 outside Œ�1

2
�; 1

2
��.
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Figure 6: The function �� .

We redefine the sheet S1 by replacing its local coordinate function h1
1
.q; s/D h1

1
.q/

in V � Œ�ı; ı�� Œ��; ���Rj�1 by the function

yh1
1.v; t; s1; ys/D h1

1.v; t/C���.t/ .s1/��.v; t/:

Consider next the case when S1 is a cusp sheet as well. In this case we repeat the above
construction with the following trivial modification. In the local coordinate expression
of S1 replace one coordinate sr , r ¤ 1, by 1

2
s2
r and the corresponding function hr .q/,

by a cusp function ˇ1.q/C˛1.q/�.sr /.

The main reason for this construction is the following. For js1j �
1
2
� , the region where

the horizontal line �1 D
yh1

1
.q; s/ in the .s1; �1/–plane intersects the half circular arc

in the curve .1
2
s2
1
; ˛0.q/�.s1// lies in a .��1�/–neighborhood of the codimension

one submanifold V � Rj . The corresponding region for yL0
�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ is not as

concentrated. It lies only in a uniformly finite neighborhood of V �Rj .

Note that there exists a fiber preserving diffeomorphism F�W T
�M ! T �M which

takes the new sheet to the old one such that the C 0 –distance from F� to id is O.�/,
and such that the C 1 –distance is O.�/.

Finally, we note that the construction described above is well adapted to the stratification
of †1 and that the deformations defined extend from a deeper stratum to less deep
ones. The local deformations of yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ described thus match up to give a

global deformation. We call the immersed totally real submanifold which is the result
of these perturbations yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2; �3/, where �3 D � .

We also discuss certain genericity conditions related to the preliminary transversality
conditions for L. We assume that with notation as above, various tangency loci
V1;V2; : : : ;Vm corresponding to different sheets over †ıj intersect transversely in †ıj
for each j . Moreover we assume that the flow of any function difference a1�a0W †

ı
j!

R , where a0.q/ and a1.q/ are the local coordinate functions of two sheets over †ıj as
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in (4–4) or (4–5) are maximally transverse to all Vr . This means in particular that no
flow line has order of tangency higher than .n� j � 1/ with any Vr .

4.2.5 Fiber preserving diffeomorphisms Let zL� D zL�.�0; �1; �2/ and let yL0
�
D

yL0
�
.�0; �1; �2; �3/. For small enough deformation parameters, there exists a fiber

preserving diffeomorphism ˆ�W T
�M ! T �M such that ˆ�. yL0�/D

zL� . Moreover,
this map can be chosen so that the C 0 –distance between ˆ� and id is O.�/ and the
C 1 –distance is � , for all sufficiently small � > 0, where �! 0 with the deformation
parameters �j , j D 0; : : : ; 3.

We note that the C 1 –distance cannot in general be assumed to go to 0 as �! 0.
The reason for this is on the one hand the uniformly finite size of the derivative of
the diffeomorphism F� taking yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2; �3/ to yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ in Section 4.2.4.

On the other hand the C 1 –distance for a diffeomorphism taking yL0
�
.�0; �1; �2; 0/ to

zL�.�0; �1; �2/ can neither be assumed to go to 0 with �: although the local pieces
of the diffeomorphism (denoted F� in Section 4.2.3) are of distance O.�/ from the
identity the total diffeomorphism must in general remain a finite distance from the
identity. Namely, it must change on the �–scale over distances of order of magnitude �.
The fact that the diffeomorphism stays an arbitrarily small finite C 1 –distance from the
identity follows from the fact that the C 0 –changes on the �–scale can be controlled by
k� for some k which goes to 0 with the deformation parameters and that the distances
are bounded below by K� for a constant K , where K� is the minimum distance
between two points in …C.L�/\T �mM for m 2….†/. Here K > 0 since there are
no Reeb chords near †.

Below we will always assume that the C 1 –distance � is sufficiently small. One of
the reasons for that is related to certain taming conditions: the immersed totally real
submanifold yL0

�
is Lagrangian with respect to the symplectic form ˆ�

�
! , see Lemma

5.2.

Remark 4.2 The natural fiber preserving diffeomorphism ‰�W T
�M !T �M which

takes L� to zL� is not C 1 –bounded as �! 0. Close to the cusp edge, ‰� takes
an interval of length �

3
2 to an interval of length �. Hence its derivative is at least

��
1
2 !1 as �! 0. Thus, rounding the cusps is in a sense a large deformation. The

reason for introducing it will become clear in later sections, see for example Remark
5.3.

Remark 4.3 As we shall see below the flow trees determined by yL0
�

as �! 0 are
not as easily described as flow trees of L� . The reason for changing the nice manifold
L� to yL0

�
is that it is easier to control holomorphic disks with boundary on yL0

�
than
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the corresponding objects for L� . The difference between trees and disks arises for
the following reason. The (local or global) study of trees for a family of Legendrian
submanifolds converging to the 0–section at rate �! 0 is simplified by fiber scaling
of the family by ��1 . On the other hand, the local study of holomorphic disks with
boundary on the corresponding family is simplified if both the fiber and the base
coordinates are scaled by ��1 (this makes the almost complex structure converge to
the standard complex structure on Cn ).

For example the fiber scaling of the deformation function �� in Section 4.2.4 converges
to a function with a jump-discontinuity at 0 as �! 0, whereas after scaling both
the base- and the fiber coordinate, it converges to a smooth function with derivative
bounded by � as �! 0.

4.2.6 Limits of flow trees Let yL0
�
D yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2; �3/ denote the totally real im-

mersed submanifold which is the result of the deformations of L� as discussed above. In
later sections, we will study flow trees determined by the totally real (non-Lagrangian)
yL0
�

. We employ the same definition (Definition 2.10) as in the ordinary case just
replacing the local gradient differences at a point m 2 M by the metric duals of
differences of the intersections T �mM \ yL0

�
. Note that the flow trees of yL0

�
are not

entirely independent of �, they change with � in a small neighborhood of †1 . However
the flow trees of yL0

�
converges as �! 0. As in Section 1, we call the limits flow trees

of yL0
0

. To describe the limits of flow trees of yL0
�

we fix the deformation parameters
and take �! 0. As flow trees are not affected by fiber scaling, fiber scale yL0

�
by ��1 .

The limit
yL00.�0; �1; �2; �3/D yL

0
0 D lim

�!0
s��1. yL0�/

can be described as follows. Outside a neighborhood of †1 it agrees with the projection
of a small Legendrian deformation of L. Inside the neighborhood its behavior is less
standard. Here yL0

0
is a piecewise smooth submanifold. Local models for it are the

following.

Consider the limit of a smooth sheet S� � yL
0
�

lying over a neighborhood of p 2†ıj .
Let V1; : : : ;Vr be intersecting tangency loci between S and cusp sheets over p . Note
that our genericity assumption implies that these sheets intersects in general position.
In particular, r � maxfj ; n � j g. To describe the local model we introduce local
coordinates q D .q1; : : : ; qn�j / 2 Rn�j on †ıj in a neighborhood of q so that Vm

corresponds to the subset fqm D 0g. Local coordinates on M around p are then
.q; s/ D .q1; : : : ; qn�j ; s1; : : : ; sj / 2 Rn�j �Rj . Assume for simplicity of notation
that the projection of the sheet with which S has a tangency along Vm lies in the
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region fsm � 0g. In local coordinates the re-scaled sheet s��1.S�/ is then given by

.q; s/ 7! .q; s; da.q/; yh1.s1; q/; : : : ; yhr .sr ; q/; hrC1.q/; : : : ; hj .q//;

where
yhm.q1; : : : ; qn�j ; sm/D hm.q/���.qm/ .sm/˛

m.q/�m
� .q/:

The limit is only piecewise smooth since �� converges to a function with jump discon-
tinuity. More precisely, it can be described as follows. Identify the fibers of T �M with
Rn equipped with coordinates .�; �/D .�1; : : : ; �n�j ; �1; : : : ; �j / dual to .q; s/ in the
base. Let �0 D lim�!0 �� be the function with jump discontinuity. (Then �0.t/D 1

for t < 0 and �0.t/D�1 for t > 0 if jt j is sufficiently small, we consider �0.0/ as
undefined.)

We describe the intersection of yL0
0

with a fiber Rn over a point q with qm D 0,
1�m� s � r , and qm ¤ 0, sC 1�m� r . (We choose this particular combination
of coordinates which are zero respectively nonzero in order to keep the notation simple,
other combinations are similar.) The intersection lies in a copy of Rs given by the
equations

� D da.q/;

�m D hm.q/��0.qm/ .sm/˛m.q/�
m
� .q/; sC 1<m� r;

�m D hm.q/; r C 1<m� j ;

and consists of the s–dimensional parallelepiped with corners at the 2s points .�1; : : : ,
�s/ with

�m D hm.q/C˛m.q/ .sm/�
m
� .q/ or,

�m D hm.q/�˛m.q/ .sm/�
m
� .q/:

Note that these local pieces over V1�Rj [� � �[Vr �Rj glue together with the obvious
limits of s��1. yL0�/\T �†j outside this locus to an n–dimensional stratified space the
strata of which are smooth manifolds. We illustrate the limit in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Consider next the limit of a cusp sheet S� � yL
0
�

lying over a neighborhood of p 2†ıj .
Let V2; : : : ;Vr be intersecting tangency loci between S and other cusp sheets over
p . Note that our genericity assumption implies that these sheets intersects in general
position. In particular, r �maxfj ; n� j g. To describe the local model we introduce
local coordinates q D .q1; : : : ; qn�j / 2 Rn�j on †j in a neighborhood of q so that
Vm corresponds to the subset fqm D 0g. Local coordinates on M around p are then
.q; s/ D .q1; : : : ; qn�j ; s1; : : : ; sj / 2 Rn�j � Rj , where the sheet S� itself projects
to fs1 � 0g. Assume for simplicity of notation that the projection of the sheet with
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Figure 7: The lower picture shows the 0–section. The wide line depicts
….†/ and the dot the tangency locus. The thin line is a path through the
tangency locus. The upper picture shows the piecewise smooth limit of a
smooth sheet over the tangency locus, including a lift of the path which is
piecewise smooth and which contains a line segment in the fiber over the
tangency locus.

a

a

b b

x

xa

a

b b

Figure 8: The upper picture shows two branches a and b of of the tangency
locus in ….†2/ which intersect along x . The lower picture indicates the
intersections of yL00 with the fibers of T �M over a , b , and x : line segments
in the fibers over points in a and b , and rectangles in the fiber over points in
x . As x is approached along a or b the fiber line segments limit to boundary
segments of the fiber rectangles.
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which S has a tangency along Vm lies in the region fsm � 0g. In local coordinates the
re-scaled sheet s��1.S�/ is then given by

.q; s/ 7!
�
q; 1

2
s2
1 ; ys; da.q/; y̌.q/C��1˛.q/�.s1/; : : : ; yhr .sr ; q/; hrC1.q/; : : : ; hj .q/

�
;

with yhm as above.

Again the limit is only piecewise smooth and we must also take into account that the
curve .1

2
s2
1
; ��1�.s1// converges to a curve with corners, see Figure 9.

Figure 9: The limit of the re-scaling of yL0
�

near the cusp edge.

More precisely it can be described as follows. Identify the fibers of T �M with Rn

equipped with coordinates .�; �/ D .�1; : : : ; �n�j ; �1; : : : ; �j / dual to .q; s/ in the
base. Let �0 D lim�!0 �� be as above.

We describe the intersection of yL0
0

with a fiber Rn over a point q with qm D 0,
2�m� s � r , and qm¤ 0, sC1�m� r and s1D 0. The intersection lies in a copy
of Rs given by the equations

� D da.q/;

�m D hm.q/��0.qm/ .sm/˛m.q/�
m
� .q/; sC 1<m� r;

�m D hm.q/; r C 1<m� j ;

and consists of the s–dimensional parallelepiped with corners at the 2s points .�1; : : : ,
�s/ with

�1 D ˇ.q/C ��.q/ or �1 D ˇ.q/� ��.q/;

�m D hm.q/C˛m.q/ .sm/�
m
� .q/ or �m D hm.q/�˛m.q/ .sm/�

m
� .q/:

At a similar point where s1¤ 0 the image consists of two parallelepipeds in two copies
of Rs�1 which are defined by the equations for Rs above and one of the two equations

�1 D ˇ.q/C ��.q/ or �1 D ˇ.q/� ��.q/:

Again, these local pieces over fs1D 0g[V2�Rj [� � �[Vr �Rj glue together with the
obvious limits of s��1. yL0�/\T �†j outside this locus to an n–dimensional stratified
space the strata of which are smooth manifolds.
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In conclusion, yL0
0

is a piecewise smooth submanifold of T �M . A local sheet of
yL0

0
projects in a 1–1 fashion to M outside a stratified codimension one subset. The

intersection of the local sheet of yL0
0

with T �p M where p is a point in the codimension
k stratum of the stratified subset is a k –dimensional parallelepiped. We call the union
of parallelepipeds over this stratified subset a vertical subset of yL0

0
and we call the

preimage of the subset itself the discontinuity locus of yL0
0

.

We next define flow trees determined by yL0
0

. First we must define the local gradients.
Initially these are well defined for sheets outside the discontinuity locus. We extend the
definition over the discontinuity locus by associating to a point m in the discontinuity
locus the center of mass in the parallelepiped yL0

0
\ T �mM . The local gradient of a

sheet then has jump-discontinuities at all strata of the discontinuity locus. We then
define local gradient differences and flow lines. Again we note that any flow line admits
a cotangent lift into yL0

0
, where we take the cotangent lift to be defined by the local

gradients except at endpoints of an interval where we define the lift by taking the limit.
The cotangent lift of a flow line is then a pair of curves with jump discontinuities at the
discontinuity locus of a sheet.

To define flow trees determined by yL0
0

we employ Definition 2.10 with the following
modifications. We keep condition (a). We change condition (b) as follows. Instead of
requiring equality of x�2

j .v/ and x�1
jC1

.v/ for �.v/ such that T �
�.v/

M intersects the

vertical subset of yL0
0

, we require that the two cotangent lifts can be joined by a line
segment in T �

�.v/
M \ yL0

0
. We also keep the condition that the flow orientation of one

arc in each pair is toward its boundary point in the fiber and the other one away from it.
We define the cotangent lift of the tree to include these fiber line segments. Condition
(c) then remains unchanged.

Lemma 4.4 Fix a speed parameter �3 > 0. Any sequence of flow trees determined by
yL0

0
.�0; �1; �2/ has, as the deformation parameters �j ! 0, j D 0; 1; 2, a subsequence

which converges to a flow tree of L. Moreover, near any rigid flow tree of L there
exists a unique rigid flow tree of yL0

�
.�0; �1; �2/ for all sufficiently small �j and �.

In particular for small enough deformation parameters there is a 1–1 correspondence
between rigid flow trees of L and rigid flow trees of yL0

0
.

Proof The flow lines of yL0
0

and the flow lines of L agree outside a neighborhood
of ….†/ and the Reeb chords. The size of this neighborhood goes to 0 with the
deformation parameters. Moreover, outside a neighborhood of the Reeb chords, the
length of the local gradient differences is uniformly bounded.

We first consider the situation near a Reeb chord. Since the metric g C 1 –converges to
h and since yL0

0
C 0 –converges to L it follows that the stable and unstable manifolds
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of yL0
0

C 1 –converges to the corresponding objects for L in a neighborhood of each
Reeb chord. Since all local flows of yL0

0
and L agree outside a neighborhood of the

Reeb chords and ….†/ we find that parts of a trees of yL0
0

outside a neighborhood of
….†/ C 1 –converges to parts of trees of L.

Consider the situation near ….†/. Here we must consider two cases separately. First
there are flow lines of yL0

0
between two sheets corresponding to a newborn function

difference inside the region where the deformation is supported. Such flow lines may lie
entirely in the discontinuity locus. However, as the deformation parameters go to 0 the
length of such lines go to 0. For other parts of a flow tree, the preliminary transversality
condition implies that the time it spends in the deformation region goes to 0 as the
deformation parameters go to 0. (In local coordinates, the preliminary transversality
condition translates into the flow lines along †ır of the functions a.q/ in (4–4) and (4–5)
being as transverse as is possible to the tangency locus h.q/Dˇ.q/. Thus, the time that
a flow line spends near any “cut” in yL0

0
goes to 0 with the deformation parameters.)

Thus the length of the part of a tree of yL0
0

where the tree is not C 1 –converging to a
tree of L goes to 0. The first statement follows.

Consider the second statement. To construct rigid flow trees of yL0
�

from those of L we
cut the latter, subdividing them into small partial flow trees in the deformation regions
and larger pieces outside. If the deformation parameters are small enough, the vertices
of such a partial tree have one of the following forms.

(1) Two special punctures on the boundary of the deformation region.

(2) One puncture at a Reeb chord p and one special puncture on the boundary of
the deformation region.

(3) One 3–valent puncture in †1 with �D�1 and three special punctures on the
boundary of the deformation region.

(4) One 2–valent puncture in the tangency locus in †1 and two special punctures
on the boundary of the deformation region.

(5) One 1–valent puncture in †1 and one special puncture on the boundary of the
deformation region.

Note that the space of such local partial trees for both L and yL0
�

have dimensions given
by the formula in Definition 3.4. (One must modify the formula slightly, taking into
account the property that the special punctures are constrained to lie on the boundary
of the deformation region.) It then follows from the transversality of the defining
conditions of the rigid flow trees for L and the fact that outside the deformation region
…C.L�/ and yL0

�
agree that for sufficiently small deformation parameters there is

exactly one rigid flow tree of yL0
�

near any rigid flow tree of L.
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4.3 The metric and the map near rigid flow trees.

It follows from the transversality conditions in Proposition 3.14 that the following
holds. If dim.M / � 3 and if e and e0 are distinct edges of some rigid flow trees
determined by L� J 1.M / then either e and e0 are disjoint or they are both subsets of
the same gradient line. If dim.M /D 2 then we will also have transverse intersection
points between distinct edges of flow trees. In this subsection we will deform yL0

�
D

yL0
�
.�0; �1; �2; �3/ and the metric g constructed in Section 4.2 further. Lemma 4.4,

implies that for small enough deformation parameters all rigid flow trees of yL0
�

lie very
close to flow trees of L. In particular every rigid flow tree � of yL0

�
has the properties

listed in Lemma 3.7 and its edges have the properties discussed above. We use the
notation introduced in Remark 3.8 for the vertices of a rigid flow tree.

4.3.1 The metric and the map near Y0 –vertices Let m 2M be a Y0 –vertex of
some rigid flow tree. Define the metric g to be flat in some neighborhood of m. Note
that this can be done without affecting the gradient flow much: if x 2 Rn are local
coordinates around m take ygij .x/D gij .0/ in some neighborhood of 0.

As in Section 4.2.1, we then isotope yL0
�

so that all the local gradient differences are
(covariantly) constant in some small neighborhood around m.

4.3.2 The metric and the map near Y1 –vertices Let m 2 ….†/ be a Y1 –vertex
of some rigid flow tree. In a small neighborhood of m, we keep the local product
structure of the metric but make it flat in the direction tangential to †1 . Furthermore
we make all sheets except the local sheet which intersect † covariantly constant. The
sheet intersecting † is made constant in the directions parallel to †1 .

4.3.3 The map over flow lines close to punctures Let  be a flow line, some part
of which is part of a rigid flow tree ending at, beginning at, or (in the 2–valent case)
passing a critical point m. Pick point(s) m on  near the critical point (inside the
coordinate region where all sheets are covariantly constant) and make the differential
of the local function difference of which m is a critical point constant there. In local
coordinates: if

.f1�f2/.x/D C C
X

j

�j x2
j

and we flow along the x1 –axis. Isotope the Legendrian slightly so that it looks like

.f1�f2/.x
0
1 C h1; h2; : : : ; hn/D C C �1.x

0
1/

2
C 2�1x0

1h1

for small h, where x0
1

is small.
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4.3.4 The metric and the map near switches and ends Near a switch, the metric
is a product metric: g.q; s/D b.q/C ds2 , see Section 4.2.2. As in Section 4.3.2, we
make the tangential metric b.q/ flat, and make the two †1 –components of the flow
line covariantly constant, as well as the functions ˇ.q/ and ˛.q/. (For simplicity we
assume ˇ.q/ D 0 and ˛.q/ D 1 below.) We also perturb the function h.q/ giving
rise to the tangency so that the tangency locus is locally an affine subspace in the flat
coordinates just discussed. Finally, we impose restrictions on the “jump function” yh.q/.
Let X be the tangency locus in †1 , let k denote jr.a1�a0/j, and consider the speed
parameter � and the radius �

1
2 of the re-scaled half-circle circle in the bend. We take

yh.q/ to be constantly equal to ˙1001
1000

p
� in a ��1� neighborhood of X . Consider next

a holomorphic function sW R� Œ0; k�! C which takes 0 to the extremum of the bend
and has image as shown in Figure 10. (Note that this function converges exponentially
to standard (affine) strip maps as z!˙1.) We define the function yh.q/ by defining
it along gradient lines of r.a1 � a0/: we take yh.�/ to equal the imaginary part of
s.��1� C ik/. Note that this function has the properties required of the functions yh,
in particular, it is constant outside a neighborhood of size c� for some c > 0 of X .

Figure 10: The image of the holomorphic function h , the inner curve is the
bend. The dashed line represents the moving line f� D yh.�/g .

Near an end we make the sheet covariantly constant in the †1 –direction and we make
the functions ˛.q/ and ˇ.q/ constant.

4.3.5 Plateau points and inflection points The following points, where the metric
and the totally real submanifold were prescribed above will be called plateau points.
Fix K > 0.

� Points on the tree at small finite distance from Y0 –vertices and Y1 –vertices, see
Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2.

� Points in the deformation regions at small distance � > 0 from Reeb chords, see
Section 4.3.3.
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� Points at small finite distance (inside the deformation region) from end vertices
and switches, where the difference of the local functions have constant differential,
see Section 4.3.4.

By the construction above, all local functions have (covariantly) constant differentials
in some neighborhood of each plateau point.

Let e be an edge in some rigid flow tree. Then e is a part of a gradient flow line  .
There is a maximal subset of  , consisting of subintervals I of  , such that all points
in this subset lie in some rigid flow tree. Moreover, there are a finite number of plateau
points on  . Choose two distinct points between any two plateau points on  . Call
these points inflection points.

4.3.6 The metric and the map near inflection points Let p be an inflection point
on a gradient flow line of some local function difference f1 � f2 . We use the flow
of the vector field r.f1 � f2/=jr.f1 � f2/j

2 to change the metric in some small
neighborhood of p in M and construct flat coordinates .x1;x2; : : : ;xn/, so that in
these coordinates

.f1�f2/.x/D kpx1C cp;

where kp and cp are constants. (We take the metric to be the standard flat metric in
these coordinates and note that the gradient flows in the original metric and the flat
one agree (geometrically) in a neighborhood of  . Note also that in these coordinates
d.f1 � f2/D kpdx1 is (covariantly) constant. Also, after scaling the flat metric we
are free to choose kp . We choose kp D k , where kdx1 D d.f1� f2/ in the standard
coordinates at the plateau point closest to p along  .

Let q be the inflection point immediately following p along the flow line  oriented by
r.f1� f2/. Fix a sufficiently small ı > 0. We isotope yL0

�
slightly (without changing

gradient lines of rigid flow trees geometrically) so that for 0< x1 < ı

(4–6) .f1�f2/.x/D kpx1C cp �˛x2
1 ;

in the local coordinates x at p , and so that for �ı < y1 < 0,

(4–7) .f1�f2/.y/D kqy1C cq �˛y2
1 ;

in the local coordinates y at q , where ˛ D k2
q�k2

p

cq�cp
. (Note that cq � cp ¤ 0 since we

follow a gradient line and that we can, and will, take f1�f2 so that it depends only on
x1 throughout the neighborhood.) We require this to hold for 0<x1<ı (�ı <y1< 0)
and that the differential of f1 � f2 is constant for x1 < �ı (y1 > ı ). As �! 0 we
can (and will) make this alteration in the region �ı�� x1 < 0.
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4.3.7 Two Morse theory lemmas To continue the construction of the metric we will
use two general lemmas about gradient flows which we present next. Let M be an
n–manifold and let f W M ! R be a smooth function on M . Let g be a metric on M

and let  W Œ0;T �!M be a non-constant solution to the gradient equation

P .t/Drf . .t//:

Assume that there are coordinates x D .x1; : : : ;xn/ around  .0/ such that in these
coordinates

f .x/D c1C�x1 and g.x/D
X

j

dx2
j ;

and coordinates y D .y1; : : : ;yn/ around  .T / such that in these coordinates

f .x/D c2C�y1 and g.y/D
X

j

dy2
j :

Lemma 4.5 There exists a metric h on M which agrees with g in some neigh-
borhoods of  .0/ and  .T / and in the complement of some small neighborhood of
 .Œ0;T �/, and with the following property. There are coordinates .u;u0/ 2 Œ0;T � �
Dn�1.�/ such that

f .u;u0/D �u; h.u;u0/D du2
C .du0/2;

where Dn�1.�/ denotes the .n� 1/–disk of radius � , and where these coordinates
agree with the given coordinates at the ends. Moreover, the Morse flow of f in the
metric h is conjugated via a C 1 –small diffeomorphism supported near  .Œ0;T �/ to the
Morse flow of g .

Proof Let I �Dn�1 be a flow tube around the gradient flow  . Then I � @Dn�1

consists of flow lines and rf is transverse to @I �Dn�1 . We will alter the metric
in the interior of the flow tube and it is obvious that this cannot change the dynamics
much.

We define coordinates as follows. Let E1; : : : ;En�1 be an orthonormal frame of
normal vectors along  , which agrees with standard frames in a neighborhood of the
end points. Let ˇ be the re-parametrization of  which satisfies the equation

P̌ D �
1

g.rf;rf /
rf:

For each u 2 Œc1;
1
�
.c2 � c1/� let N u denote the level surface of f which contains

ˇ.u/. Let Ur be a neighborhood of N u of points of distance at most r from N u .
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Then there exists � > 0 such that the Fermi coordinate map

…u
W U�!N u;

is well defined for each u. (The Fermi coordinate map projects along geodesics
perpendicular to N u .) Define the map

�.u;u0/D…u.expˇ.u/.uj Ej .u//:

It is easy to see that d�.u; 0/D id. Thus � gives local coordinates on some neighbor-
hood of  . Also in these coordinates we have

f .u;u0/D u:

We let h be a suitable scaling of the flat metric in these coordinates .u;u0/ and
interpolate to the given metric outside.

The second lemma is similar, we have the same assumptions as above but change
the local form of f near the ends as follows. Assume that there are coordinates
x D .x1; : : : ;xn/ around  .0/ such that in these coordinates

f .x/D c1C k1x1�˛x2
1 and g.x/D

X
j

dx2
j ;

and coordinates y D .y1; : : : ;yn/ around  .T / such that in these coordinates

f .x/D c2C k2y1�˛y2
1 and g.y/D

X
j

dy2
j ;

where ˛ satisfies

(4–8) c2� c1 D
k2

2
� k2

1

2˛
:

Lemma 4.6 There exists a metric h on M which agrees with g in some neigh-
borhoods of  .0/ and  .T / and in the complement of some small neighborhood of
 .Œ0;T �/, and with the following property. There are coordinates .u;u0/ 2 Œ0;T � �
Dn�1.�/ such that

f .u1;u/D k1u�˛u2; h.u;u0/D du2
C .du0/2;

where these coordinates agree with the coordinates at the ends (after a suitable transla-
tion in the u–direction). Moreover the Morse flow of f in the metric h is conjugated
via a C 1 –small diffeomorphism supported near  .Œ0;T �/ to the Morse flow of g .

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.5.
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4.3.8 Connecting the pieces and edge points We use Lemma 4.5 to connect the flat
metrics at plateau– and inflection points, and Lemma 4.6 to connect the flat metrics
between inflection points. This defines the metric in some small neighborhood of
each (part of) a gradient line which is part of some rigid flow tree. Our transversality
assumptions imply that the flow manifolds of function differences along an edge in a
rigid flow tree (which are not the difference of the flow line of the edge) are transverse
to the gradient of the flow line. Therefore, by making the flow tube in which the metric
is altered sufficiently small, we change all stable and unstable manifolds and all flow
outs of intersections by a small diffeomorphism.

We will consider one further deformation of yL0
�

as follows. Consider a part of a flow
line of f1� f2 between two inflection points or between an inflection– and a plateau
point. We will make both of the differentials of f1 and f2 constant except for a part
of the flow line which shrink with �. More precisely fix a small � > 0 and subdivide
the part of the flow line under consideration in finitely many pieces of length � . Use
the Hamiltonian H.x;y/D �.f .x/� df .0/x/ to make df1 covariantly constant in
a neighborhood of length .1� �/� . Note that under this deformation df2 becomes
constant or linear. As in Section 4.3.6, we see that the interpolation regions may
shrink as �� as �! 0. Moreover, note that such deformations do not affect gradient
differences and hence do not affect flow lines.

For simpler notation below we will use the collective name edge points to denote
plateau points, inflection points, and the points where we interpolate between the pieces
where df1 is constant as above. Also, we write yL� D yL�.�0; �1; �2; �3/ for the totally
real submanifold with special properties near its rigid flow trees obtained by perturbing
yL0
�

as described above.

Remark 4.7 If yL0 D lim�!0 s��1. yL�/ then Lemma 4.4 holds if yL0
�

is replaced by
yL� , �>0 and with the new metric replacing the old. This follows from a straightforward
extension of its proof to incorporate the new deformation regions as well.

For future convenience we note that in coordinates x D .x1; : : : ;xn/, in which the
metric has the form g.x/ D

P
dx2

j , the differentials of the local functions along a
flow line in a region between two edge points has one of the following forms:

df1 D c1 dx1; df2 D c2 dx1;(4–9)

where c1 ¤ c2 are real constants, or

df1 D c1 dx1; df2 D .c2C kx1/ dx1;(4–10)
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where c1 ¤ c2C kx1 . Near critical points of some function difference f1�f2 it has
the form

df1 D

X
cj dxj ; df2 D

X
j

.cj C �j xj / dxj ; �j D˙1:(4–11)

4.3.9 The 2–dimensional case We describe the modifications of the above construc-
tion in the case when dim.L/D 2 and when there are swallow tail points. Consider
the normal form of a swallow tail point in Remark 2.5. After a small perturbation we
may assume that the y2 –coordinates of all sheets near p are distinct. We first isotope
L so that the y1 –coordinates of all sheets near p agree. (Such an isotopy, although
it is not necessarily small can have support in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of p

and need not introduce any new Reeb chords. Moreover, if the support of the isotopy
is sufficiently small, there are no flow trees of formal dimension 0 which pass through
the neighborhood of the swallow tail points. To see this we note that even though the
isotopy is not small, as the region of change approaches 0 the flow lines approach flow
lines of L. But by Proposition 3.14 none of the finitely many rigid flow trees of L

passes through the swallow-tail points.)

In local coordinates the above means that around a swallow-tail point the totally real
submanifold has the following appearance. The swallow tail sheet looks like

x1.u; q/D u x2.u; q/D q
�

1
3
q2
C

1
2
u
�

y1.u; q/D ˛ y2.u; q/D qCˇ;

any other sheet looks like

x1.u; v/D u x2.u; v/D v

y1.u; v/D ˛ y2.u; v/D ;

where all  ¤ ˇ and the constants  corresponding to different smooth sheets are
distinct.

After normalizing the situation near swallow-tail points, the construction proceeds
exactly as described above with the only difference that in this dimension rigid flow
trees may intersect and self-intersect transversely. We treat such intersection and
self-intersection points exactly as the Y0 –vertices were treated in Section 4.3.1.
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4.4 The almost complex structure

Let .M;g/ be a Riemannian n–manifold. The metric g determines the Levi-Civita
connection D on TM . In local coordinates x D .q1; : : : ; qn/ on M with @j D @

@qj
,

D.vi@i/D
�@vk

@qj
C�k

ji vi

�
@k ˝ dqj ;

where �k
ij are the Christofel symbols of D and where we use the summation convention.

Moreover, D induces a connection r on T �M by

ŒrX ˛�.Y /DX.˛.Y //�˛.DX Y /;

where ˛ is a 1–form, X is a tangent vector, and Y is vector fields on M . Then r is
a metric connection with respect to the metric naturally induced on T �M (if g D gij

then the metric on T �M is gij , the inverse of gij ). In local coordinates we have

r.aidqi/D
�@ak

@qj
�� i

jkai

�
dqk ˝ dqj :

The connection r gives a direct sum decomposition T .T �M /D V ˚H , where the
vertical bundle V equals the kernel of d� W T .T �M /! TM , the differential of the
projection � W T �M !M . The fiber H˛ of the horizontal bundle H at ˛ 2 T �M is
defined as the velocity vectors of covariantly constant lifts of curves through �.˛/ with
initial value ˛ . Thus, in local coordinates .q;p/ on T �M , where q D .q1; : : : ; qn/

are coordinates on M , where p D .p1; : : : ;pn/, and where .q;p/ corresponds to the
cotangent vector pj dqj at the point q , if @j D @

@qj
and @j� D @

@pj
we have

V.q;p/ D Span
˚
@j�
	n

jD1
;

H.q;p/ D Span
˚
@j Cpr�

r
js@s�

	n

jD1
:

The natural almost complex structure J on T �M is required to satisfy J.V /DH

and defined as follows on vertical vectors � 2 V˛ . Translate � to the origin in T �
�.˛/

M .
Identify this translate with a tangent vector to M and let J.�/ be the negative of its
horizontal lift. In local coordinates this gives

J.@j�/D gkj
�
�@k C�

r
ks@s�

�
;

J.@j /D gjk@j� �gtspr�
r
ks@t Cpr pm�

r
ks�

m
tl @l� ;

where qD�.˛/ and ˛Dpj dqj . Note that …H ıJ D J ı…V and …V ıJ D J ı…H ,
where …H and …V denotes the projections to H and V , respectively.
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5 From disks to trees

In Section 5.1 we present standard analytical estimates for holomorphic disks with
boundary on yL� . In Section 5.2, the domains in a sequence of holomorphic disks with
boundary on yL� are subdivided into pieces which map close to the singularity strata
†1 � � � � � †k and pieces which map far from them. We construct the subdivision
by adding a uniformly finite (as � ! 0) number of punctures to the domains. In
Section 5.3, we show that pieces of the disks which map far from †1 converge to
flow trees and, moreover, that pieces which map near †j , j � 1, when composed
with a local projection, converge to projected flow trees. In Section 5.4 we study
the pieces of the disk that map close to †j in more detail. Using the result about
convergence to projected flow trees, we associate an average linking number to a
sequence of holomorphic disks and prove that it is finite. This finiteness in combination
with (re-scaled) blow-up arguments allow us to prove Theorem 1.2.

Remark 5.1 In Section 5 and Section 6 we will use the following notation. The
Legendrain submanifold and the immersed totally real submanifold constructed in
Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 will be denoted zL� and yL� , respectively, supressing
the deformation parameters from notation. We will consider J –holomorphic disks
uW �m! T �M with boundary on yL� , where J is the almost complex structure asso-
ciated to the metric constructed. Let ˆ�W T �M ! T �M denote the diffeomorphism
C 1 –close to identity which maps …C. zL�/ to yL� . As in Definition 2.1, we impose the
condition that if uW Dm! T �M is a J –holomorphic disk with boundary on yL� then
the restriction of ˆ�1

�
ıu to the boundary has a continuous lift to zL� � J 1.M /. As

mentioned in Section 1, the complex structure J� D dˆ�1
�
ı J ıˆ� is the one used

in Theorem 1.1. Thus, composition with ˆ�1
�

gives a 1–1 correspondence between
J –holomorphic disks with boundary on yL� and J�–holomorphic disks with boundary
on zL� .

5.1 Area, monotonicity, and bootstrapping

It is a consequence of Stokes theorem that if u is a holomorphic disk with boundary
on the Legendrian submanifold zL� which has at most P positive punctures then

Area.u/� C�;

where the constant C > 0 depends on the length of the Reeb chords of L and on
the constant in the taming condition on ! . We show that a similar estimate holds
for holomorphic disks with boundary on yL� , provided yL� is obtained from zL� by a
sufficiently small perturbation.
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Lemma 5.2 If the deformation parameters of yL� are sufficiently small then there
exists K > 0 such that for any J –holomorphic disk uW �m! T �M with boundary
on yL� and less than P positive punctures

Area.u/�K�:

Proof Since the standard complex structure J on T �M is tamed by the standard
symplectic form ! there exists � > 0 such that any complex structure zJ of distance less
than � from J is tamed by ! . Recall that there exists a fiber preserving diffeomorphism
ˆ�W T

�M !T �M such that ˆ�.…C. zL�//D yL� and such that dC 1.ˆ�; id/ < � , see
Remark 5.1. In particular, the complex structures J� D dˆ�1

�
ıJ ıdˆ� are uniformly

tamed by ! . If u is J –holomorphic then ˆ�1
�
ı u is a J�–holomorphic map with

boundary on L� . It follows that

Area.ˆ�1
� ıu/� C 0

Z
Dm

.ˆ�1
ıu/�! � C 0K0�;

for some constants C 0 > 0 and K0 > 0. But since dC 1.ˆ�; id/ � � we find that
Area.u/�K�.

5.1.1 Consequences of monotonicity Let uW S!T �M be a J –holomorphic map,
where S is some Riemann surface. Let p 2T �M and let B.p; r/ be the ball of radius
r around p . Assume that u.@S/� @B.p; r/ and that u.0/D p then the monotonicity
property for holomorphic curves, see eg Sikorav [19, Proposition 4.3.1], asserts that
there exists a constant C > 0 such that

(5–1) Area.u/� C r2:

The boundary version of ordinary monotonicity is as follows. Let vW S ! T �M

be a holomorphic map, where S is some Riemann surface. Let p 2 T �M and let
B.p; r/ be the ball of radius r around p . Assume that v.@S/� @B.p; r/[L and that
v.0/D p where L is some Lagrangian submanifold. Then the monotonicity property
for J –holomorphic disks asserts that there exists a constant C 0 > 0 such

(5–2) Area.u/� C 0r2:

The estimate (5–2) depends on the comparison between some intrinsic metric on L

and the metric induced by the embedding (outside neighborhoods of the double points).
We will apply boundary monotonicity to yL� , which converges to the 0–section, and
hence no such estimate can hold uniformly. However, if we restrict attention to balls of
radius smaller than ı� for some small fixed ı > 0, such that ı� is small compared to
the minimal radius of the half circles in yL� over † then the estimate holds. (These
radii have the form ˛.q/�

p
�, see Section 4.2.2.) Also, for (5–2) to hold in our case it
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is essential that our totally real submanifold yL� is Lagrangian with respect to some
symplectic form, we take for example .ˆ�1

�
/�! .

Remark 5.3 This application of boundary monotonicity uses the cusp rounding in
an essential way since without it the comparison between the intrinsic metric on L

and the extrinsic metric breaks down. We discuss this briefly. The rescaling by ��1 of
a rounded cusp is a half circle of fixed radius with horizontal half-lines attached and
in this case the intrinsic and extrinsic distances inside a finite radius ball containing
the half circle are comparable. The correspnding rescaling of a non-rounded cusp is
an ellipse with horizontal half-axis of size ��1 and vertical half axis of size 1. The
inrinsic distance between two points in the boundary of a finite radius ball centered at
the point of maximal curvature is finite whereas the extrinsic distance is O.�

1
2 /.

Lemma 5.4 There exists a constant K > 0 such that for a J –holomorphic disk
uW �m! T �M with boundary on yL� and with less than P positive punctures, the
length of u�.@�m/ is smaller than K .

Proof Assume that the length of u.@�m/DL. For sufficiently small ı > 0, we can
find L

�
disjoint balls of radius ı� centered on points of the path. Inequality (5–2) then

implies that the area of the disk is at least

C 0
L

�
ı2�2

D C 0Lı2�:

Together with Lemma 5.2 this implies the lemma.

5.1.2 A subharmonic function Consider the operator x@J u D duC J ı du ı i for
functions uW �m! T �M . In coordinates � C i t in �m , x@J u is determined by J

and x@J .@� /, and x@J uD 0 is equivalent to

@u

@�
CJ

@u

@t
D 0:

Writing u.z/ D .q.z/;p.z// where q.z/ 2 M and p.z/ 2 T �
q.z/

M and using the
projections …V and …H , see Section 4.4, we find that the above equation is equivalent
to the system of equations

@q

@�
C .rtp/

�
D 0;

@q

@t
� .r�p/

�
D 0:

Here we view p.z/ as a section of T �M over q.z/ and we think of the covectors rtp

and r�p as vertical tangent vectors of T �M at p.z/, and ˛� denotes the tangent
vector which corresponds to the cotangent vector ˛ via the given metric.
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Lemma 5.5 Let uD .q;p/W �m! T �M be a holomorphic disk with boundary on
yL� . Then the function z 7! jp�.z/j

2 is subharmonic. In particular it achieves its
maximum on the boundary and thus there exists a constant K > 0 such that

jp�.z/j �K�:

Proof This is straightforward.

5.1.3 Bootstrap estimates Consider the singularity set †� yL� and the stratification

….†/D†1 �†2 � � � � �†k

of its image. Note that there exists d > 0 such that the distance between any two points
p; q 2†\…�1.†2/ with p¤ q and with ….p/D….q/ is larger than d . Let S �†

have diameter less than d . For small ı > 0 (smaller than the size of the neighborhood
of † in which yL� is compatible with the local product structure), let U.….S/; ı/ be
the restriction to S of a ı–tubular neighborhood in the product neighborhood, see
Section 4.2.4, of the branch of ….†/ containing S . Let V .S; ı/� yL� be the connected
component of …�1.U.….S/; ı// containing S .

By definition of the product metric there exists a projection � W T �U.….S/; ı/!T �S .
(In the the local coordinates .q;p; s; �/ of Section 4.2.4, �j .q;p; s; �/D .q;p/.) If u

is a map with image in T �U.….S/; ı/, then let uT D�ıu. Since the complex structure
is split near ….S/ and since yL� is a product in a neighborhood of S the following holds.
If u is J –holomorphic then uT is JT –holomorphic, where JT is the almost complex
structure corresponding to the induced metric on S . Also, if u maps the boundary to the
branch of yL� containing S , then uT maps the boundary to the submanifold of T �S the
general form of which in local coordinates .q;p/D .q0;p0; s; �/ 2 R2.n�j�1/ �R2j

on T �S is

.q0;p0; s; �/ 7!�
q0; s; da.q0/; �yh1.q0; s1/; : : : ; �yhr .q0; sr /; �hj�r .q0/; : : : ; �hj .q0/

�
;

see Section 4.2.4. For r >0, define Dr Df�Ci t W �2Ct2< r2g and Er DDr\ft �0g.

Lemma 5.6 The following interior estimate holds: there exists C > 0 such that if
uW D2! T �M is a J –holomorphic map then

sup
D1

jDuj � CkDukL2;D2
:

(By the taming condition kDuk2
L2;D2

� C Area.u.D2//.)
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The following boundary estimates hold: for all sufficiently large K > 0 and for all
sufficiently small ı > 0 there exists C > 0 with the following properties.

(a) If uW .E2; @E2/! .T �M; yL�/ is J –holomorphic and such that u.@E2/ lies
outside a K�–neighborhood of †� yL� then

sup
E1

jDuj � CkDukL2;E2
;

(b) If uW .E2; @E2/!.T �M;V .S; ı// is a J –holomorphic map such that u.@E2/�

T �.U.….S/; ı//, then

sup
E1

jDuT
j � CkDuT

kL2;E2
:

Proof This follows from a standard bootstrap argument, see eg Floer [11], Oh [18] or
Ekholm–Etnyre–Sullivan [3]. Note that the condition on the image in (b) guarantees
that the diffeomorphisms .T �M; yL�/! .Cn;Rn/, used to translate to the standard
situation are uniformly bounded.

Let uW �m ! T �M be a J –holomorphic disk with boundary on yL� . For a point
p 2�m which lies at distance at least r > 0 from @�m , let Br .p/��m be an r –ball
around p . For q 2 @�m let Ar .q/ denote the subset of points in �m which can be
connected to q by a path in �m of length at most r . Note that if r > 0 is small enough
then Ar .q/ is a topological half disk.

Lemma 5.7 If the speed parameter �3 > 0, see Section 4.2.4, ı > 0, and � > 0 are
sufficiently small, and if K > 0 is sufficiently large. Then there exists a constant
C D C.�/ > 0 such that the following estimates hold for all sufficiently small � > 0.

(a) Let p 2�m be any point of distance at least 4� from @�m . Then

sup
B�.p/

jDuj � C�:

(b) Let p 2 @�m . If u.A4�.p/\@�m/ lies outside a K�–neighborhood of †� yL�
then

sup
A�.p/

jDuj � C�:

(c) If u.A4� \ @�m/� V .S; ı/ and u.A4�/� T �U.….S/; ı/ then

sup
A�.p/

jDuT
j � C�:
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Proof Case (a) follows from a simpler version of the argument we give for (b) and
case (c) is proved in exactly the same way as case (b) just suppressing one of the
coordinates. We therefore consider case (b).

Note that any half-disk A4�.p/��m can be mapped to E� by a biholomorphic map
with uniformly bounded derivatives. (In fact we can take the inclusion map except near
boundary minima.) It is then a consequence of Lemma 5.6 that there exists a constant
K0 such that the weaker estimate jDu.z/j�K0�

1
2 , z 2A2� holds. For simpler notation,

we think of u as defined on the half-disk E of radius 1 corresponding to B2� where
the coordinates are chosen so that

(5–3) jDu.z/j �K�
1
2 :

Equation (5–3) implies that u.z/ � B.�.u.0//;K0�
1
2 / � T �M for some K0 > 0,

where B.x; r/ denotes the r –ball around x . Let .Cn;Rn/ be a standard coordinate
system in T �M around �.u.0// such that the standard complex structure J0 on Cn

corresponds to the complex structure J.�.u.0///. Then for any q 2 B.0;K0�
1
2 / we

have jJ.q/�J0j DO.�
1
2 /.

Let the sheet of yL� in which u.0/ lies be the graph ��˛ of the 1–form �˛ . We claim
that for all sufficiently small � > 0, there exist a diffeomorphism ‚ of Cn which
maps ��˛ to the 0–section, such that d‚CJ0 ıd‚ıJ D 0 along ��˛ , and such that
dC 1.‚; id/� �, for an arbitrarily small �> 0. To see this we construct the inverse ‰ of
‚. Let zD xC iy be standard coordinates on Cn where the 0–section Rn corresponds
to y D 0. Define  .x/D .x; �˛.x//. Then let ‰.x;y/D .x/Cy �J. .x//@ 

@x
for

very small y and extend the map to the rest of the chart. It is then clear that ‰ is
.J;J0/–holomorphic along the 0–section and that it can be chosen to lie no further than
� from the identity in C 1 –distance. (In fact the C 1 –distance is O.�/ except for sheets
near the tangency locus in ….†/, see Section 4.2.4, where �! 0 with the C 1 –distance
between ˆ� and id which in turn goes to 0 with the speed parameter �3 .) Note that
‚ ıu is J‚–holomorphic where J‚ D d‚ ıJ ı d‚�1 and that jJ‚ �J0j DO.�/.

Consider the scaling by ��1 , z 7! ��1z , of the chart Cn . Let yuD ��1‚� ıu and note
that yu is yJ –holomorphic, where yJ .x;y/D J‚.�x; �y/ so that still j yJ �J0j DO.�/.
Moreover, by Lemma 5.5 the imaginary part of yu is bounded. Since ‚ is .J;J0/–
holomorphic on ��˛ it follows that yu is J0 –holomorphic on @E . Thus, doubling yu
over Rn we obtain a map zuW D ! Cn , where D is the unit disk, which is C 1 and
which satisfies the differential equation

d zuC zJ .�/ ı d zu ı i D 0;
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where zJ .�/D yJ .yu.�// for � 2E and zJ .�/D yJ .yu.��/�/ with a� denoting the complex
conjugate of a.

Let F W Cn! Cn be the map

F.z1; : : : ; zn/D .e
iz1 ; : : : ; eizn/

and let f D F ı zu. Then jf j is uniformly bounded and the derivatives of F are
uniformly bounded in a neighborhood of the image of zu (since the imaginary part of yu
and therefore of zu is bounded). Moreover, f satisfies the equation

df CJF .z/ ı df ı i D 0;

where JF .z/DdF ı zJ .z/ıdF�1 . Since F is J0 –holomorphic we have jJF .z/�J0j�

jdF jj zJ .z/�J0jjdF�1j DO.�/. We conclude (writing x@J0
D x@ and @J0

D @) that

(5–4) x@f C q.z/@f D 0;

where q.z/D .J0CJF .z//
�1.J0�

yJF .z//DO.�/.

We next use an argument similar to the proof of Sikorav [19, Proposition 2.3.6]: let
ˇW D! R be a cut-off function which equals 1 on the disk of radius 1

2
and equals 0

outside the disk of radius 3
4

, and let f1 D f̌ . Then

x@f1C q@f1 D g1;

where g1 D .@@ˇC @ˇq/f . In particular, jg1j �Kjf j. We conclude that

jx@f1j �K0�j@f1jCK1jf1j

which, provided � is sufficiently small, in turn implies that

j@f1j
2
Cjx@f1j

2
�K00.j@f1j

2
� jx@f1j

2/CK01jf1j
2:

Now
R

D.j@f1j
2� jx@f1j

2/dAD
R

D f
�

1
! D 0 by exactness of ! . Therefore

kDf k2
L2 �K sup

D

jf j2 �K0

since f is bounded. Note that

kDyukL2 �KkDf kL2 ;

since the derivatives of F are uniformly bounded on a neighborhood of the image of
zu. It follows that kDyukL2 D O.1/ and therefore by scaling that kDuk2

L2 D O.�2/.
The lemma now follows from Lemma 5.6. As mentioned, case (a) is is simpler: no
doubling and no diffeomorphism ‚ is needed.
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Remark 5.8 The bootstrapping argument in Lemma 5.6 can also be used to bound
higher derivatives of u. Consequently, the estimates in Lemma 5.7 holds for higher
derivatives of u as well.

5.2 Domain subdivision

We describe a procedure for adding punctures in the domain of a J –holomorphic disk
with boundary on yL� in such a way that the new domain can be subdivided into parts
which are mapped into neighborhoods of the strata of the image of the singularity set
† of yL� provided � > 0 is sufficiently small. As usual, �m will denote a standard
domain with m punctures. Consider the stratification

….†/D†1 � � � � �†k :

For r > 0 and 1� s � k , let U.s; r/ denote an r –neighborhood of †s in M . If A is
sufficiently large and r sufficiently small then the projection �j W T

�.U.j ; r/�U.j C

1;Ar//!T �†ıj which in local coordinates, see Section 4.2.3 is �j .q;p; s; �/D .q;p/

is well defined, see Figure 11. (Here A depends on the dimension and j , we will not
need the detailed information.) If u maps into T �.U.j ; r/�U.j C 1;Ar// we will
write �j ıuD uTj .

U.2;Ar/

U.1; r/

Figure 11: Neighborhoods of strata.

Let uW �m!T �M be a J –holomorphic disk with boundary on yL� and less than P >

0 positive punctures. Fix a small ı > 0 such that uj@�m is transverse to @.T �U.1; cı//
for c 2 f1; 2; 3g. Let I � R be a boundary component of �m . Define

bc
1 < bc

2 < � � �< bc
n.c/; c D 1; 2; 3; 4

to be the points in I such that u.bc
j / 2 @.T

�U.1; cı//. For 2 � c � 4, puncture the
disk �m at every bc

j such that there exists bc�1
k

with bc
j < bc�1

k
< bc

jC1
. We obtain
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in this way a new domain �r D�mCm1
with a holomorphic map (which we continue

to denote u) uW �r ! T �M .

Lemma 5.9 There exists a constant C D C.ı/ > 0 such that the number m1 of added
punctures satisfies m1 � C .

Proof Note that to each puncture corresponds a segment in u.@�m/ connecting
@.T �U.1; cı// to @.T �U.1; .c�1/ı//, cD 2; 3; 4. Since the lengths of such segments
are bounded from below, the lemma follows from Lemma 5.4.

The boundary components I of �r are of three different types.

out: u.I/� T �.M �U.1; 3ı//,

0: u.I/� T �.U.1; 4ı/�U.1; ı//, and

in: u.I/� T �U.1; 2ı/.

For 1
4
> d > 0 and I a boundary component of �r , let Nd .I/ be a d –neighborhood

of I in �r and let �d D�r �
S

I�@�r
Nd .I/. Fix a small � > 0.

Lemma 5.10 There exists a constant C such that if � > 0 is sufficiently small and if
‚� D�� [

S
I2out[0 N�.I/, then

sup
z2‚�

jDu.z/j � C�:

Proof This is immediate from Lemma 5.7.

Let D0 ��r be the subset containing all vertical line segments in �r which connects
a point in a boundary component of type in to some other boundary point of �r . Note
that @D0� @�r is a collection of vertical line segments.

Lemma 5.11 For any 0 < a < 1 and for sufficiently small � > 0 the distance from
any point p 2 I , where I is a boundary segment of type out, to D0 is larger than ��a .
In particular if l is a vertical line segment in @D0�@�r and if q 2 @l then q is either a
boundary minimum on a boundary segment of type in or it lies in a boundary segment
of type 0.

Proof We argue by contradiction. Assume that there exists p 2 I where I is a
boundary component of type out with properties as stated. Then there exists a path in
��[N�.I/��r of length smaller than ��aC5r (r DmCm1 �mCC see Lemma
5.9) connecting p to a point midway between two horizontal boundary segments of
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length 1 at least one of which, E say, is of type in. Since jDuj D O.�/ along the
path and since u.p/ 2 T �.M �U.1; 3ı// we find that for � > 0 small enough and
for a horizontal segment A of length 1 parallel to E , u.A/ � T �.M �U.1; 5

2
ı//.

By definition u.E/ � T �U.1; 2ı/. The region R between E and A is of the form
Œ0; 1�� Œ0; b�, 1

2
� b� r

2
and every path t 7!u.�Ci t/ has length at least 1

2
ı . ThereforeZ

R

ˇ̌̌̌
@u

@t

ˇ̌̌̌2
dA�

1

4rı
:

Thus, the L2 –norm of jDuj is bounded from below by a constant which contradicts
Lemma 5.2 and the taming condition for � sufficiently small.

Let Fd be the region consisting of all points of distance � d from D0 and where we
chose log.��1/ � d � 2 log.��1/ in such a way that @Fd � @�r and @F 1

2
d � @�r

consists of vertical line segments disjoint from all boundary minima. Define D0
1
D Fd

and D0 D �r � .F 1
2

d /. Note that if p 2 @D0 \ @�r then p lies in a boundary
component of type 0 or out, that if q 2 @D0

1
\ @�r then q lies in a boundary segment

of type 0 or in and that Lemma 5.10 implies supz2D0
jDu.z/j �K�.

Lemma 5.12 For sufficiently small �, u.D0
1
/� T �U.1; 9

2
ı/ and u.D0/� T �.M �

U.1; 1
2
ı//.

Proof Any point q 2D0 can be joined by a path  �D0 of length at most 5r to a
point p 2 @D0\@�r . Since p 2 T �.M �U.1; ı// and since jDuj �K� along  the
first statement follows. The boundary of D0

1
consist of (parts of) boundary segments of

type 0 and in and vertical lines l �D0 which ends at boundary components of type
0. The estimate in D0 and the definition of the subdivision of the boundary then imply
that u.@D1/� T �U.1; 17

4
ı/. Thus, the second statement follows from a monotonicity

argument: if u�.D
0
1
/ does not stay inside T �U.1; 9

2
ı/ its area contribution is bounded

from below, see (5–1).

We continue this construction in k � 1 steps, where †k is the deepest stratum of the
stratification of †1 . The next step is the following. Consider D0

1
above and consider

neighborhoods U.2; cı2/ such that uj@D0
1
\ @�r is transverse to @.T �U.2; cı2//,

c D 1; 2; 3; 4, where ı2 � 16ı D 16ı1 is small but sufficiently large in order for the
projection �1 mapping into T �†ı

1
to be well defined on T �.U.1; 5ı1/�U.2; 3

4
ı2//,

see Figure 11. Let I be a component of @D0
1
\ @�r and let

bc
1 < bc

2 < � � �< bc
m.c/; c D 1; 2; 3; 4
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be the points such that u.bc
j / 2 @.T

�U.2; cı1//. We puncture I exactly as described
above and the argument in Lemma 5.9 again gives a uniform bound on the number of
new punctures. As above, the punctures give rise to a new domain which we continue
to call �r with boundary components corresponding to the previous @D0

1
of three

types in, out, and 0. Consider a 1
2

–neighborhood of a boundary segment of type out
or 0. Note that jDuj DO.�/ along the inner boundary component of this region (the
one which does not intersect the boundary of �r ) and that the outer boundary of the
region stays inside the region T �.U.1; 9

2
ı1/�U.2; ı2//. Hence the energy argument

in the proof of Lemma 5.11 implies that the inner boundary component stays inside
T �.U.1; 19

4
ı1/�U.2; 7

8
ı2// and a monotonicity argument then shows that the entire

region maps into T �.U.1; 5ı1/�U.2; 3
4
ı2// where �1 is defined. Lemma 5.7 then

shows that

(5–5) jDuT1.z/j DO.�/;

for z in a neighborhood of the boundary components of types out and 0. We then take
Fd with d as before to be a neighborhood of the region which is the union of all vertical
line segments emanating from in–segments. We take D0

2
D Fd and D1 DD0

1
�F 1

2
d .

The arguments of the proofs of Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.12 carry over to show that
the new subdivision has the properties of the subdivision in the previous step.

To finish the inductive construction, we assume that we have constructed a subdivision
of the domain �r D D0 [D1 [ � � � [D0s where r � mCKs for some integer K

depending only on the area of the disk and the finite neighborhood sizes ı1; ı2; : : : ; ıs ,
with the following properties.

� @Dj �@�r , 1� j < s and D0s�@�m consists of vertical line segments disjoint
from boundary minima.

� u�.Dj /� T �
�
U.j ; 9

2
ıj /�U.j C 1; 3

4
ıjC1/

�
,

� jDuTj j DO.�/ on Dj , and

� u.D0s/� T �U.s; 5
2
ıs/.

We continue by constructing Ds and D0
sC1

. The construction is completely parallel
to the construction of D0

2
above so we only sketch the argument. First, consider

intersections with @.T �U.sC1; cısC1//, cD 1; 2; 3; 4 and add punctures. The number
of punctures is bounded in exactly the same way as in Lemma 5.9. The new boundary
segments come in three types in, out, and 0. Again it follows from Lemma 5.7 that

(5–6) jDuTs .z/j �K�;
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for z in a neighborhood of the newborn boundary segments of type 0. We then take
D0

sC1
as a neighborhood of the region which is the union of all vertical line segments

emanating from in–segments. The arguments of the proofs of Lemma 5.11 and Lemma
5.12 carry over to show that the new subdivision has the properties of the subdivision in
the previous step. After the .k � 1/th step, where †k is the deepest stratum of ….†/,
we take Dk DD0

k
and we have obtained a domain �r with finitely many punctures

and a subdivision of this domain with properties as listed above.

5.2.1 Domain subdivision for sequences of disks Consider an infinite sequence of
J –holomorphic disks u�W �m!T �M , �! 0, such that u� has boundary on yL� and
such that the Reeb chords at positive and negative punctures of the disks in the sequence
remain constant. We apply the subdivision procedure described above to the maps in
the sequence. (In general the transversality conditions used in the subdivision are not
met for all u� if ı1; : : : ; ık are fixed. We deal with this by letting ıj be functions
of � which varies in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a fixed ıj . This way the
transversality conditions can be assumed to hold for all u� in the sequence.)

We obtain a sequence of domains �r.�/ with subdivisions �r.�/DD0.�/[� � �[Dk.�/.
Here u� takes each Dj .�/ into T �.U.j ; a/�U.j C 1; b// where the projection �j

mapping to T �†ıj is defined and jDu
Tj

�
j D O.�/ on Dj .�/. By construction, the

number of punctures r.�/ is uniformly bounded. Hence by passing to a subsequence
we may assume that r D r.�/ is constant. Furthermore, since Dj .�/ is defined as a
(neighborhood of) a collection of vertical line segments of �r emanating from boundary
components of �r of a certain type we may assume by passing to a further subsequence
that also the topology of each component of each Dj .�/ remains constant. We will
assume without further mentioning of passing to subsequences that the sequences
considered below have these properties.

5.3 Convergence to gradient equation and projected flow trees

Consider a sequence u�W �
�
r ! T �M of J –holomorphic disks with boundary on yL�

and with associated subdivisions ��r DD0.�/[D1.�/[ � � � [Dk.�/ as described in
Section 5.2.1. For 1� j � k , let Wj .�/ be a neighborhood of the boundary minima
of Dj .�/ such that @Wj .�/ is a union of arcs in @Dj .�/ and of vertical line segments
and such that each component of Wj .�/ contains at least one boundary minimum.
Then Dj .�/ �Wj .�/ is a finite collection of strip regions. Let l � f0g � Œ0; 1� be
a vertical segment l � Dj .�/ �Wj .�/ with @l � @Dj .�/. Let Œ�c; c� � Œ0; 1� �

Dj .�/ be a neighborhood of l � f0g � Œ0; 1�. With .�; t/ 2 Œ�c; c�� Œ0; 1�, we write
u

Tj

�
.�; t/D .q�.�; t/;p�.�; t//2T �†ıj (using the convention that †ı

0
DM �†1 ). Let
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�b� W †
ı
j ! T �†ıj , � D 0; 1 denote the section of the sheet which contain u

Tj

�
.0; �/.

For a connected component W �Wj .�/, we define the width of W as the maximum
distance from a vertical line segment in the boundary of W to a boundary minimum
inside W .

Lemma 5.13 For 0� j �k and all sufficiently small �> 0, there exist neighborhoods
Wj .�/ as described above with each connected component of width at most 2 log.��1/

such that along any vertical line segment l �Dj .�/�Wj .�/

1

�
rtp�.0; t/�

�
b1.q�.0; 0//� b0.q�.0; 0//

�
DO.�/;

1

�
r�p�.0; t/DO.�/:

Proof We prove this for D0.�/. The proof for Dj .�/, j � 0 is completely analogous,
just replace u� in the proof below by u

Tj

�
and yL� by its projection to T �†ıj .

Let ‚c D Œ�c; c�� Œ0; 1��Dj .�/ denote a neighborhood of l . Note that the condition
on the width of the components of Wj .�/ allows us to choose c D log.��1/, so let
c D log.��1/. The derivative bound jDuj D O.�/, see Lemma 5.10, implies that
u�.‚c/ is contained in a ball of radius O.� log.��1//

Consider the geodesic disk Dr around �.u�.0; 0// with normal coordinates and radius
r such that u�.‚c/ � T �DR� . Let g0 be the flat metric on Dr and let J0 be the
corresponding (standard) complex structure and let J be that induced from T �M .
We think of T �Dr � Cn (in standard coordinates qC ip on Cn , fqC ipW jqj � rg).
Consider the scaling of Cn by ��1 note that the map yu D ��1uW ‚c ! Cn is J�
holomorphic where J�.q;p/D J.�q; �p/ and that

(5–7) jJ��J0jC 1 DO.�/:

The two sheets of yL� over Dr are given by q 7! .q; �b� .q//, where b� W Dr ! T �

are sections j D 0; 1. After scaling these become q 7! .q; b� .�q//. Let L� be
the Lagrangian subspaces fxC iyW y D b� .0/g and note that there exists a function
f W ‚c! Cn such that f .0; 0/D 0

(5–8) sup
‚c

jDkf j DO.�/; k D 1; 2; 3

and with the following properties

yu.� C 0i/Cf .� C 0i/ 2L0;(5–9)

yu.� C i/Cf .� C i/ 2L1;(5–10)
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and yuC f is J0 –holomorphic to first order on the boundary. Let u1 D yuC f and
consider the standard solution u0W R� Œ0; 1�! Cn to the x@J0

–equation which satisfies
the boundary conditions of u1 : u0.� C i t/D Œb1.0/� b1.0/�.� C i t/.

If v D u1�u0W ‚c! Cn then v.@‚c/� Rn , v is holomorphic to first order on the
boundary, and v.0; 0/D 0. Moreover, (5–7) and (5–8) imply that sup‚c

jDkx@J0
vj D

O.�/, k D 0; 1; 2.

Consider the x@D x@J0
–operator with Rn boundary conditions, with a negative expo-

nential weight � D�3< 0 at both ends

x@W H3;�

�
R� Œ0; 1�;Cn

IRn; 02

�
!H2;�

�
Cn
I 01

�
:

Here H3;�

�
R� Œ0; 1�;CnIRn; 02

�
denotes the space of Cn –valued functions w on

the strip with three derivatives in L2 with respect to the negative exponential weight
at both ends, such that the restriction of x@w to the boundary and the restriction of
its derivatives to the boundary vanishes and H2;�

�
CnI 01

�
denotes the space of Cn –

valued functions with 2 derivatives in the weighted Sobolev space and which vanish
to first order along the boundary. To be more specific we take the weight function to
equal e for j� j � 1 and e� j� j for j� j � 1. As in [3], we use the vanishing on the
boundary to double the functions and still remain in a Sobolev space with 3–derivatives
in L2 . The calculations given in the proof of [3, Proposition 5.3] then shows that x@
is a Fredholm operator of index n and kernel spanned by the constant functions. In
particular there is a constant C such that for any function in the closed codimension n

subspace W �H3;�

�
R� Œ0; 1�;CnIRn; 02

�
of functions w with w.0/D 0,

(5–11) kwk3;� � Ckx@wk2;� :

Let ˇW ‚c ! C be a cut off function which is real valued and holomorphic to first
order on the boundary, which equals 1 on Œ�.c � 2/; .c � 2/� � Œ0; 1�, and equals 0

outside Œ�.c � 1/; .c � 1/�� Œ0; 1�. Then

(5–12) kx@.ˇv/k22;� �

kx@vjŒ�1; 1�� Œ0; 1�k22C 2K0

Z 1
1

�2e�2 j� j d� C 2K1jcj
2

Z 1
c�1

e�2 j� j d�

DO.�2/C
K0jcj2

2
e�2.c�1/

DO.�2/CK00.log.��1//2�6
DO.�2/:

The first integral estimates the terms in x@.ˇv/ where all derivative falls on v and the
second estimates the terms where some derivative fall on ˇ . Note that by the derivative
bound jDkuj D O.�/, k D 1; 2, see Remark 5.8, we get jDkvj bounded and hence
jDk�1vj DO.jcj/.
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Thus (5–11) implies kˇvk3;� DO.�/. Since the Sobolev .2; 3/–norm controls the
supremum norm of the derivative we have

(5–13) jDkvj DO.�/; k D 0; 1:

In particular, writing yu.�; t/D .yq�.�; t/; yp�.�; t// we find

rt yp�.0; t/D
@ yp�

@t
.0; t/C�.yq�.0; t//

�
@yq�

@t
; yp�

�
;

r� yp� D
@ yp�

@�
.0; t/C�.yq�.0; t//

�
@yq�

@�
; yp�

�
;

writing u0.� C i t/D .q0.�; t/;p0.�; t// we have @q0

@t
D 0D @p0

@�
and @p0

@t
D Œb1.0/�

b0.0/�. Together with (5–8), (5–13) and yuD ��1u this implies

��1
rtp�.0; t/D .b1.0/� b0.0//CO.�/;

��1
r�p� DO.�/:

The lemma follows.

Remark 5.14 Lemma 5.13 shows that the holomorphic disk are C 1 –close to a map
associated to a gradient flow. It is not hard to show that also higher derivatives are
close, one just needs to control more derivatives in (5–8), see Remark 5.8, and use the
estimate (5–11) for Sobolev spaces with more derivatives.

Remark 5.15 A result similar to Lemma 5.13, with less detailed convergence infor-
mation, appears as [14, Proposition 9.8]. The proof presented there does however
contain some misstatements. In particular, the estimate jrspj � jrpjj@q

@s
j appearing

in that proof is not true as can be checked by applying the construction given there
to the holomorphic map � C is 7! e��.�Cis/ , � C is 2 Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1� with boundary
components mapping to R and e�i�R, where qC ip are coordinates on C.

5.3.1 Projected flow trees We next make a more detailed study of the parts of
the disks in a sequence which map close ….†/. That is we restrict attention to
Dj .�/ � �r , j � 1. Let Wj .�/ be neighborhoods as in Lemma 5.13 and let ‚ �
Dj .�/�Wj .�/ be a strip region. Since jDuTj j DO.�/ in ‚ it follows that if l �‚

is any vertical line segment then �.uTj .l// is contained in a O.�/–ball around a
point. Note that there exists d > 0 such that over any d –ball in †ıj the projection

�j . yL�\U.j ; a/�U.j C 1; b// consists of a number of distinct sheets. We say that
‚ is special if it contains a vertical line segment l such that uTj .@l/ lies in the same
sheet. Otherwise we say that ‚ is non-special.
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Lemma 5.16 Let ‚ � Dj .�/ be a special strip region and let � > 0. Then, after
passing to a subsequence, there exists a point p 2†ıj such that u

Tj

�
.‚/ is contained in

an �–ball around p .

Proof After passing to a subsequence we may assume that �j .u�.l// converges to
p 2†ıj . Assume that for all small � > 0 �j .u�/ leaves an �–ball around p . Consider
the preimage of the 1

2
�–ball around p . Note that for � large enough we can find a

strip region Œ�c; c�� Œ0; 1� containing this preimage. Note next that the projection of
yL� is an exact Lagrangian submanifold. Letting a denote the generating function of
the sheet in which the endpoints lie we have,

Area.u
Tj

�
/�K

Z
@Œ�c;c��Œ0;1�

p dq

D�

Z
f�cg�Œ0;1�

p dqC

Z
fcg�Œ0;1�

p dq

C a.uTj .�c; 1//� a.uTj .c; 1//� a.uTj .�c; 0//C a.uTj .c; 0//:

Since Du
Tj

�
D O.�/ and jpj D O.�/ the first two terms are O.�2/. Moreover,

since aD �ya for some smooth function ya the derivative bound also implies that the
remaining terms are O.�2/. Thus Area.u

Tj

�
.Œ�c; c�� Œ0; 1�//DO.�2/ and therefore,

by monotonicity (5–2) u
Tj

�
cannot leave a K�–ball around u

Tj

�
.l/. This contradicts

the strip region mapping to points at distance 1
2
� from p for � small enough.

We next turn our attention to non-special strip regions. The sheets of �j
yL� determines

local gradients in †ıj . We define flow lines of these local gradient differences as usual
and call them projected flow lines. A connected finite union of projected flow lines
joined at zeros of the gradient differences will be called a broken projected flow line.

Lemma 5.17 Let ‚.�/ � Dj .�/ be a non-special strip region and let � > 0. Then,
after passing to a subsequence, there exists a possibly broken projected flow line 
such that u

Tj

�
.‚.�// is contained in an �–neighborhood of  .

Proof We consider two cases. Assume first that ‚ D Œ�c�; c��� Œ0; 1� is such that
�c� �K for some K . Write u

Tj

�
D .q�;p�/. Since u

Tj

�
is J –holomorphic we have

@q�

@�
C .rtp�/

�
D 0;

@q�

@t
� .r�p�/

�
D 0:
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Consider the map .q�;p�/.��1�; ��1t/, .�; t/ 2 Œ��c�; �c�� � Œ0; ��. Lemma 5.13
together with the above equations then imply

@q�

@�
�Y DO.�/;(5–14)

@q�

@t
DO.�/;(5–15)

where �Y is the local gradient difference determined by the (distinct) local sheets to
which u

Tj

�
maps the boundary. The statement now follows easily: after passing to a

subsequence for which both the re-scaled lengths ��1c� and the points �.u
Tj

�
.�c�; 0//

converge it follows by standard ODE-results from (5–14) that the image of the strip
region in this case lies in a small neighborhood of a flow line.

We next consider the case when �c� is unbounded. First we note that the length L

of the part of ‚ which map outside an �–neighborhood of the points where the local
gradient difference vanishes must satisfy �L<K for some K . If not then we could use
the argument above to show that the length of u

Tj

�
.@‚/ is unbounded. This however

contradicts Lemma 5.4. To finish the proof we write ‚D‚0[‚00 where ‚00 is the
preimage of �–neighborhoods of the points where the local gradient difference vanishes.
If we know that the number of components of ‚00 is bounded then the lemma follows
using the above argument on each component of ‚0 since the rest of the image is
contained in small balls around the vanishing points. However, it follows from the local
form of a non-degenerate gradient zero that the length of any flow line in the exterior of
an �–neighborhood of two vanishing points (possibly non-distinct) has length bounded
from below and therefore the number of components is finite.

Consider the local gradients of the projection of yL� to T �†ıj . A projected flow tree is
a partial flow tree defined as usual with respect to these local gradients. We also allow
degenerate projected flow trees which are just points.

Lemma 5.18 For any � > 0, after passing to a subsequence, there exists for 1� j � k ,
a finite collection �1

j ; : : : �
sj
j of projected flow trees such that for all sufficiently small

�, any connected component of u
Tj

�
.Dj .�// lies in an �–neighborhood of some �sr

j .

Proof After Lemma 5.16 and Lemma 5.17 we need only note that the finitely many
components of Wj .�/ each have diameter O.log.��1// therefore the derivative esti-
mate implies that the image under u

Tj

�
of such a component lies in an O.� log.��1//–

ball around some point.
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Remark 5.19 As a consequence of Lemma 5.13 and the choice of the overlaps between
Dj .�/ and Ds.�/, s � j we find that the limiting (projected) flow trees of uTj , j < s

give endpoint conditions for the projected flow trees of uTs .

5.4 Total average linking number and blow-up

In order to limit the amount of derivative blow up on the �–scale we will define the
total average linking number of a holomorphic disk with boundary on yL� and prove
that it is uniformly bounded. The definition is presented in Section 5.4.1 (and is rather
long and technical). It depends on a lemma which we consider next.

Let u�W �
�
r ! T �M be a sequence of holomorphic maps as in Lemma 5.18. Assume

that ı1 < � � � < ık in the construction of the subdivision of the domain of u� into
Dj .�/, j D 0; : : : ; k are sufficiently small so that the local coordinate description
.q; s/D .q; s1; : : : ; sj / of a neighborhood of †ıj , see Section 4.2.3, is valid for jsi j �

100ık . Assume that Lemma 5.18 holds with �0� ı1 and fix � with 0 < �0� ��

ı1 . For p 2 †ıj , define V .j ; �Ip/ as the set of all .q; s/ 2 †ıj �Rn�j in standard
local coordinates on M around p such that q 2 B.pI �/, the �–ball around p , and
jsj � 10ıj . Also define zV .j ; 2�Ip/ as the subset of all .q; s/ such that q 2 B.pI 2�/,
jsj � 10.ıj C �/.

Let p 2 †j �U.j C 1; 7
8
ıjC1/ be any point in a projected flow tree � in †ıj as in

Lemma 5.18 (ie some component of u
Tj

�
.Dj .�// converges to � ). Let �r .p/ denote

the connected component of the projected flow tree � which lies in B.pI r/ and let
A�.pI r/�Dj .�/ be a connected component of the preimage of an �0 –neighborhood
of �r under u

Tj

�
.

Lemma 5.20 There exists M > 0 and C > 0 such that for all sufficiently small � > 0

there exists a connected subset E�.pI �/ � �
�
r with E�.pI �/ � A�.pI �/ such that

E�.pI �/ is bounded by at most C vertical segments � f�g � Œ0; 1� of ��r withZ 1

0

ˇ̌̌̌
@u�

@t

ˇ̌̌̌2
dt �M�2;

and such that u�.E�.pI �//� zV .j ; 2�Ip/.

Proof Assume first that p 2†1�U.2; 7
8
ı2/. Note that there exists �0 , slightly larger

than � , such that the component of the projected flow tree containing p intersects
B.pI �0/ and B.pI 2�0/ transversely in its edges. The boundary of the projected
tree ��0.p/ consists of two types of points: 1–valent vertices inside B.pI �0/ and
intersection points with @B.pI �0/. The first type of points correspond to an asymptotic
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condition from a tree in †ı
0

(ie a point where the disk u� enters U.1; ı1/). In particular,
it follows from Lemma 5.10 that jDu�j DO.�/ in this region and we find a vertical
segment of the desired type. For the second kind of boundary point q consider the
connected component of the tree �2�0.p/���0.p/ which contains q . Note that other
boundary points of this tree lie either on @B.pI 2�0/ or at vertices inside B.pI 2�0/�

B.pI �0/. (Note that �0� ı1 �
1
8
ı2 so that the flow tree is still defined in this region.)

At the inside vertices we find vertical segments as above. For the other vertices, Lemma
5.18 and Lemma 5.13 imply that the preimage of the neighborhood of any tree of length
at least �0 contains a collection of strip regions R of total length at least �0.c�/�1 , for
some c > 0. Moreover, the number of strip regions is bounded by a constant since the
topology of Dj .�/ is fixed. We have

K�� Area.u�/�K0kDu�kL2 �K0
Z Z

R

ˇ̌̌̌
@u�

@t

ˇ̌̌̌2
d� ^ dt:

It follows that the total length of the regions where
R ˇ̌
@u�
@t

ˇ̌2
dt �M�2 is bounded by

K
K 0M

��1 . Thus, choosing M > 0 large enough, the statement follows.

The general case follows in a similar way using induction. If p 2†j�U.jC1; 1
2
ıjC1/

then the partial tree ��0.p/ has the same type of boundary components as before.
Boundary points which are not vertices but intersections with @B.pI �0/ connected to
@B.pI 2�0/ are treated exactly as above. The boundary points which are true vertices
of ��0.p/ come from asymptotic conditions of projected flow trees in †ır , r < j by
construction of the decomposition Dj .�/. However, there are �–neighborhoods of the
parts of the flow tree which gives the asymptotics. Using these neighborhoods and the
inductive assumption it is easy to produce E�.pI �/.

5.4.1 Definition of total average linking number Let u�W �
�
r ! T �M , �! 0 be

a sequence of holomorphic disks. The finite collection of finite length projected flow
trees of Lemma 5.18 constitute a compact set. Let � > 0 be small and consider a finite
cover of the projected flow trees by subsets V .j ; �Ip/ as above. More precisely, we
first cover the projected trees in †k with �–balls. Then we cover the projected flow
trees in †k�1�U.k; 1

2
ık/ in a similar way. Continuing the construction we cover, in

the last step the projected flow trees in †1�U.2; 1
2
ı2/. By compactness, the number

of V .j ; �Ip/–neighborhoods may be chosen finite.

Let u� and E�.pI �/ be as in in Lemma 5.20. We will define an average linking
number for the restriction of u�W E�.pI �/! V .j ;pI 2�/ as follows. Inside the region
where the special coordinates .q; s/ 2 †ıj � Rj around †ıj are defined, yL� splits,
respecting the local product structure T �†ıj �Cn�j , as a fibration over a Lagrangian
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submanifold in T �†ıj and line-curves and bend-curves in each orthogonal C–direction.
As in Section 4.2.3 we will write the Lagrangian submanifold as a graph of a 1–form

q 7!
�
q; �da.q/

�
2 T �†ıj :

We will denote the product of the line- and bend-curves in the orthogonal C–directions
as follows,

q 7! yl1.q; s1/�yl2.q; s2/� � � � � ylj .q; sr /� Cj ; .s1; : : : ; sj / 2 Rj ; q 2†ıj :

In the notation of Section 4.2.4 there are three different forms for ylr . If the sheet
under consideration is a cusp sheet then exactly one of the ylr is a bend-curve and has
the form sr 7!

�
1
2
s2
r ; ˇ.q/C ˛.q/�.sr /

�
2 R2 D C. If the sheet is smooth then it

contains no bend curve. Other components are line-curves which have either the form
sr 7!

�
sr ; �h.q/

�
or, close to the tangency locus, sr 7!

�
sr ; yh�.q; sr /

�
.

Assume that � > 0 is small and consider the r th complex plane factor C � Cj per-
pendicular to T �†ıj in the fiber over the point p 2†ıj . We will denote the map u�

composed with the projection to this copy of C, u
?r

�
. Note that by definition of the

complex structure on T �M , u
?r

�
is holomorphic with respect to the standard complex

structure on C.

Consider the line and bend curves, yl0
r .q/; : : : ;

ylm
r .q/ of all the sheets over p . Note

that exactly one of these is a bend-curve, we take it to be yl0
r .q/, and that all others

are line-curves. Let ls
r .q/D �

�1yls
r .q/. Since � > 0 is small there exists a rectangle

Rd � C of width 1 and height d > c
p
�2 (where �2 is the deformation parameter

mentioned in Section 4.2.2) for some c > 0 (independent of � > 0 provided it is
sufficiently small) such that the distance form any bend-curve l0

r .q/ to Rd is at least
2d , for q varying in an �–neighborhood of p .

Lemma 5.21 For almost every � 2Rd the curve ��1u
?r

�
.@E�.pI �//� C is disjoint

from � .

Proof By Lemma 5.20 the images of the vertical boundary components of E�.pI �/

under ��1u
?r

�
are finite length curves. Hence they meet Rd in a subset of measure 0.

Since no bend meets Rd the boundary components mapping to the sheet with bend
never intersects Rd . Finally, by Lemma 5.7 the derivatives of the re-scaled map of
other boundary components are uniformly bounded. Hence also these curves meet Rd

in a subset of measure 0.

Thus for almost every � 2Rd the linking number lk
�
��1u

?r

�
.@E�.pI �//; � �1

�
is

well defined. (Here we think of � �1 as a 0–cycle in the one point compactification
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of C. This linking number is also known as the winding number with respect to � ).
We define the average linking number of u� as

xlk.u?� /D
jX

rD1

1

Area.Rd /

Z
Rd

lk
�
��1u

?r

�
.@E�.pI �//; � �1

�
dA:

We define the total average linking number of a member of a sequence of holomorphic
maps u�W �r .�/!T �M , with respect to a fixed �–cover of the projected flow tree as
described above, to be the sum of the average linking numbers of u�jE�.pI �/, where
E�.pI �/ are as in Lemma 5.20, with respect to the chosen �–cover of the projected
trees to which u

Tj

�
limits. Note that this is a sum with a finite number of terms (by

finiteness of the cover).

Lemma 5.22 There exists a constant C such that for sufficiently small � > 0, the
average linking number of u

?r

�
jE�.pI �/ in any C–direction is bounded by C . In

particular, the total average linking number of u� is uniformly bounded for fixed � > 0

small enough.

Proof For simpler notation, let ��1u
?r

�
D v , let E�.pI �/ D X and also let  D

��1u?
�
.@E�.pI �//. Also, let z D xC iy be standard coordinates on C and assume

that the bend l0.p/ has its minimum at 0 (ie ˇ.q/D 0). To compute

lk
�
; � �1

�
;

let � D � C i� and consider the vertical line l� D fx C iyW x D �g subdivided into
two parts lC

�
D fxC iyW x D �;y > �g and l�

�
D fxC iyW x D �;y < �g. Note that

lk
�
; � �1

�
equals the algebraic sum of intersections of  and lC

�
. Consider first the

parts of  which are the images under v of the components of @X which map to the
bends. Since every such component is homotopic, in the complement of � , to a curve
which lies in a constant bend it follows that the contribution to lk

�
; ��1

�
from such

a component is 0 or ˙1.

To estimate the contribution from other components note that the algebraic number of
intersections with lC

�
is estimated from above by the number of pairs of intersection

points .a; b/, a 2  \ l˙
�

and b 2  \ l
�

�
such that there is no intersection point

c 2  \ l� between a and b .

We next subdivide X . First we remove log.��1/–neighborhoods of the vertical bound-
ary components and of the boundary minima in X . The remaining parts of X are strip
regions and by Lemma 5.18 the restriction of u

Tj

�
to such a region converges to a flow

line at rate O.�/.
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Consider first such a strip region the length of which grows faster than ��1 . As in the
proof of Lemma 5.18 we see that the image under uTj of such a region is confined to a
small neighborhood of a point where the local gradient difference vanishes. Since such
points lie far from the tangency locus we see that there can be no pairs .a; b/ in such a
region since no ls.q/ passes y D �.

Consider next a strip region of length O.��1/. Fix ı > 0 such that ı equals half of
the support of the cut-off function  , see Section 4.2.4. We subdivide the pairs .a; b/
into long pairs and short pairs. A long pair is a pair connected by an arc intersecting
fjxj D ��1ıg. In particular, such an arc has length bounded from below and by Lemma
5.4 the number of such pairs is bounded. Consider next the short arcs. Note that
between any two points in a short arc h.q/� � must change sign and since we are in
the region fjxj � ��1ıg, u

Tj

�
must map the point of sign change into the region near

the tangency locus. Let �.�/ denote the number of solutions to h.q/� �D 0 along
the short arcs. Then the contribution to the average linking number can be estimated
by the integral

1

Area.Rd /

Z
Rd

�.�/dA:

On the other hand this integral measures the length of the part of the curve h.q.�//

which lies inside fjyj � dg. Consider the corresponding integral for the cotangent
lift of the flow line to which u

Tj

�
converges. Note that since flow lines are maximally

transverse to the level surfaces of h near the tangency locus there exists �0 so that
for any flow line of length at most �0 there are no more than j intersections with a
level surface of h (compare the proof of Lemma 3.10). Thus for the flow tree the
corresponding integral is bounded. On the other hand the length of the curve can be
written as Z

I 0

ˇ̌̌̌
dh.q.�//

d�

ˇ̌̌̌
d�;

where I 0 is the part of the finite length interval corresponding to the re-scaled domain
in the proof of Lemma 5.13 which map into the region fjyj � dg. As the curve ��1u

Tj

�

on this domain C 1 –converges at an O.�/–rate to the cotangent lift we find that the
contribution also from this part is bounded.

Finally, we consider the contribution of the remaining pieces. We bound it using
the projected length as above. The vertical segments have bounded length hence
also their projections have bounded length and they give a finite contribution. We
subdivide the remaining pieces into a length K > 0 piece near the vertical segment and
a complementary piece. Using the argument in Lemma 5.13 we conclude that on the
complementary piece we can bound the C 1 –distance between the cotangent lift of a
gradient tree and the map ��1uTj by K0 . (The last term in equation (5–12) is bounded
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by a constant when c DK .) Since the re-scaled length of the domain of definition of
this curve is O.� log.��1// we find that the length of the projection and therefore the
linking contribution goes to 0.

Any remaining piece I of the boundary have finite length � 10K . The derivative of
h.q/ is bounded by �3�

�1 , where �3 is the speed parameter, and the derivative of q.�/

is O.�/. Thus Z
I

ˇ̌̌̌
dh.q.�//

d�

ˇ̌̌̌
d� DO.1/:

The lemma follows.

Remark 5.23 Note that the linking number lk
�
��1u

?r

�
.@E�.pI �//; �

�
can also be

computed by counting the number of points in .��1u
?r

�
/�1.�/ with signs. As ��1u

?r

�

is holomorphic, all signs are positive.

5.4.2 Blow up analysis Consider a sequence of disks u�W �
�
r !T �M with subdivi-

sion fDj .�/g
k
jD0

. We will show that by adding a finite number of punctures to ��r and
considering the maps u� as defined on the new domains, we obtain maps which satisfies
an O.�/–derivative bound everywhere for all sufficiently small � > 0. The first step
in this process is to understand the geometry at points in ��r where such a derivative
bound does not hold for the original maps u� . To this end let M.�/D sup��r jDu�j

and assume that �ŒM.�/��1! 0 as �! 0. By the asymptotics of u� near its punctures
it follows that there exists points p� 2�r .�/ such that jDu�.p�/j DM.�/. Moreover,
Lemma 5.10 implies that p� 2Dj .�/, j > 0.

Lemma 5.24 There exists �0>0 such that for all �<�0 there exists exactly one point
in a �

M.�/
–neighborhood of p� which maps to †� yL� . Moreover, u�jB.p�;

�
M.�/

/

contributes 1 to the total average linking number of u� .

Proof By (5–6), the image of u
Tj

�
restricted to B.p�;

�
M.�/

/ approaches a point
q 2 †ıj . Consider local coordinates C in one of the directions orthogonal to T �†ıj
near q and consider the sequence of maps

zu� D �
�1u?

�
p�C

�

M.�/
z

�
;

defined for all z 2 C such that p� C
�

M.�/
z 2 B.p�; 1/ \�

�
r . We use a standard

blow-up argument, see eg [19], and so we only sketch the details. Note that the domain
of these maps approach either C if p� stays away from the boundary or the upper
half plane if p� goes to the boundary sufficiently fast. Since the derivative of zu� is
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uniformly bounded, we conclude that some subsequence converges to a non-constant
holomorphic map with derivative 1 at 0. Moreover, by Lemma 5.5, the imaginary part
of zu� is uniformly bounded. If follows that zu� converges to a non-constant map with
boundary on the re-scaling of C\ yL� and with bounded imaginary part. Thus, the
domain of the limit map must be the upper half-plane and the limit map itself must be a
map in the 1–parameter family of maps taking the upper half plane to the bend, which
are asymptotic to a linear map at infinity, and which have derivative of magnitude 1

at 0. In particular, for all � small enough ��1u?
�

covers the region Rd exactly once.
The statement about the total average linking number follows.

Corollary 5.25 After adding a uniformly finite number r 0 of punctures to ��r there
exists K > 0 such that the maps u�W �

�
rCr 0 ! T �M satisfies

jDu�j �K�:

Proof If p� is as above, note that after adding a puncture at the point near p� which
maps to †, the derivative satisfies the bound in a neighborhood of the puncture. We
may now repeat the argument for a new maximizing sequence p0

�
on the new domains.

Lemma 5.24 implies that the total average liking number contribution of each blow
up sequence is 1. The bound in Lemma 5.22 then implies that we obtain the desired
estimate by adding a finite number of punctures.

5.4.3 Reconstructing the domain Note that the domain ��r has three kinds of
punctures: Reeb chord punctures, blow-up punctures, and intersection punctures (ie
the punctures added in Section 5.2.1). We next show how to change them into only
two types (in a sense removing unnecessary intersection punctures).

For two integers m and n, let �m;n be a standard domain �m with n marked points on
the boundary. If �mCn is a standard domain then note that there exists a unique �m;n

that admits a conformal map to �mCn taking the marked points of �mCn to punctures
of �mCn . Moreover, in a neighborhood of any puncture, this map has the form z 7!

zC
P

n�0 cnen�z and in a neighborhood of a marked point z 7! 1
�

log zC
P

n�0 cnzn ,
where cn are real constants.

Let the intersection punctures of ��r be p1; : : : ;ps . Choose any k of these. Then
there is a unique holomorphic map ˛W ��

r�k;k
!��r .

Lemma 5.26 There exists k , with 0�k� s such that u�ı˛W �
�
r�k
!T �M satisfies

jDu� ı˛j DO.�/;

and such that near any puncture of ��
r�k

the map looks like a blow-up puncture or a
Reeb chord puncture.
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Proof Start by removing all intersection punctures. If the O.�/ derivative bound
holds we are done. Thus, assume it does not hold. Cutting out any �–neighborhood
of the marked points we claim that the conformal map ˛W ��

r�k;k
! ��r satisfies

jD˛j DO.1/ on the complement of the cut out neighborhoods. To see this we view the
map as a map into C with bounded imaginary part. Assuming that no such bound for
˛ holds, we find a sequence of points where the derivative is maximal. Using similar
(but simpler) blow-up arguments as above we derive a contradiction.

It follows from this claim that any blow up sequence p� of the type considered in
Lemma 5.24 on the domain ��

r�k;k
must converge to a marked point in ��

r�k;k
.

Repeating the argument given in the proof of Lemma 5.24 we conclude that in a
neighborhood of such a marked point the maps looks like a blow-up puncture. We
then repeat the argument with ��

r�kC1;k�1
not making the intersection puncture

corresponding to the limit of the blow up sequence a marked point. This way, we find
the desired domain in a finite number of steps.

We call the new domains ��t and its two types of punctures Reeb chord punctures and
blow-up punctures.

Corollary 5.27 Let p be a blow-up puncture of u�W �
�
t ! T �M and let Œ0;1/�

Œ0; 1� � ��t be its neighborhood. Then there exists �0 > 0 such that for all � > 0

large enough u�.Œ�0;1/� Œ0; 1�/ lies inside a K�–neighborhood of † and the region
u�.Œ�0 � 10; �0�� Œ0; 1�/ lies outside of a K

2
� neighborhood of †. Moreover, there

exists a> 0 such that

Area.u�jŒ�0;1/� Œ0; 1�/� a�2;

for all sufficiently small � > 0.

Proof Since the map limits to a standard map from the upper half-plane to the bend
we conclude that there is �0 2 Œ0;1� such that for all � > �0 , Œ�0;1/� Œ0; 1� maps
to the part of the bend at distance K� from †j . The second statement follows from
the asymptotics of the limit map and the third follows since the standard map which
covers the half disk bounded by the half-circle in the bend.

Remark 5.28 Since the diffeomorphism taking …C. zL�/ to yL� is C 0 O.�/–close to
id and C 1 �–close, it follows from Corollary 5.27 that an area bound similar to the
area bound for u� holds also for ˆ�1

�
ıu� .

Let W0.�/ be a log.��1/–neighborhood of all boundary minima of ��t and let W1.�/

be the union of the neighborhoods of all blow-up punctures as in Corollary 5.27.
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Lemma 5.29 Let u�W �
�
t !T �M be a sequence of holomorphic disks with boundary

on yL� , with only one positive puncture, and let l ���t �
�
W0.�/[W1.�/

�
be a vertical

line segment such that fp1;p2g D @l � @�
�
t then p1 and p2 map to different sheets

of yL� .

Proof Note that l lies in a strip region of ��t and that by definition of W0.�/

and W1.�/ we can find a strip region ‚� � Œ� log.��1/; log.��1/� � Œ0; 1� � ��t
containing l�f0g�Œ0; 1�. Passing to a subsequence we may assume that ….u�..0; 0///
converges to m as � ! 0 and by the derivative estimate jDu�j D O.�/ on ��t ,
u�.‚�/ � T �B.m�;K� log.��1// for some K > 0 and all sufficiently small �,
where m�!m as �! 0 and where B.p; r/ is an r –ball around p . We assume that
p1 and p2 map to the same sheet and derive a contradiction.

Consider the ��1 –scaling ��1u� of u�j‚� in local coordinates around m. Note that
this map has uniformly bounded derivative and takes the boundary to the scaling of yL� .
We can thus extract a subsequence which converges to a standard holomorphic map from
R� Œ0; 1� with boundary on the limit of the scaling of yL� and with bounded imaginary
part by Lemma 5.5. However, the scaling approaches a totally real submanifold which
is a product of a totally real submanifold ƒ�Cn�1 which is C 1 –close (the distance is
controlled by the speed parameter �3 ) to an affine Lagrangian subspace parallel to the
0–section, and a bend in the orthogonal C–direction. Hence the n�1 first components
of the limit map must be constants and the other component is either a standard map to
the bend or constant. It then follows by scaling that for any b > 0 there exists vertical
line segments l 0 �‚� with endpoints p0

1
and p0

2
, such that

ˇ̌R
l 0 p dq

ˇ̌
� b�2 and such

that the length of u�.l
0/ is smaller than b�. We conclude from this and the fact that

ˆ�1
�

is C 0 O.�/–close and C 1 �–close to id thatˇ̌̌̌Z
l 0
.ˆ�1
� ıu�/

�p dq

ˇ̌̌̌
Cjf .ˆ�1

� .u�.p
0
1///�f .ˆ

�1
� .u�.p

0
2///j �Kb�2;

for some K depending only on ˆ� , where f is the local function generating zL� .

Note next that l 0 subdivides ��t in two components: one component containing the
positive puncture and another component which we call the non-positive component.
The punctures of the non-positive component are either negative punctures or blow-up
punctures and there exists at least one such puncture. Since the area contribution at each
negative puncture can be bounded from below by c� for some constant c > 0 we find
that the area of the image of the non-positive component of l 0 under ˆ�1

�
ıu� is bounded

from below by a�2 , see Remark 5.28. However, by exactness of zL� , the integral
of p dq along ˆ�1

�
ıu� restricted to the boundary of the non-positive component is
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bounded above by Kb�2 . Taking b > 0 small enough we get a contradiction. Thus,
p1 and p2 map to different sheets.

Let p be a blow up puncture and let Œ0;1/ � Œ0; 1� be a neighborhood of it where
f0g � Œ0; 1� lies at finite distance from the nearest boundary minimum. Let T be the
minimum of log.��1/ and the � –coordinate of the first point of Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�, where
u� leaves a small ı–neighborhood of †. Here we take ı > ık where ık is the largest
distance used to subdivide �m.�/. In particular, all the cut-off functions  .s/, see
Section 4.2.4 have derivative with support in jsj< ı .

Lemma 5.30 The restriction of u� to ŒT;1/� Œ0; 1� converges to a flow line.

Remark 5.31 The argument of Lemma 5.13 gives a weaker result in this case since the
diffeomorphism ˆ� near the tangency locus satisfies a weaker bound. More precisely,
in (5–7) and (5–8) the O.�/–bound is replaced with an O.�3/–bound, where �3 is the
speed parameter.

Proof Let S be the local sheet of yL� into which the blow up puncture maps. The
projection �T W T

�M!T �.….S\†// maps S to the graph of a 1–form on ….S\†/.
Moreover, since the metric on M is locally a product metric around ….S \†/ the
map �T ıu� is JT –holomorphic where JT is the complex structure associated to the
restriction of the metric on M to ….S \†/. The local projections just described fit
together to give a map which we still denote �T ıu� , where �T ıu�W ŒT;1/� Œ0; 1�!

T �† and where �T ı u� takes @.ŒT;1/ � Œ0; 1�/ to the graph yƒ� of a 1–form.
Furthermore, the map �T ıu� is JT –holomorphic where JT is the complex structure
associated to the metric on † induced from pulling back the metric on M along local
branches. As for yL� itself it is not hard to see that there exists a fiber preserving
diffeomorphism ‰�W T

�†! T �†, which is at C 0 –distance O.�/ and C 1 –distance
� from the identity, and which takes yƒ� to an exact Lagrangian submanifold zƒ� . Thus
arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.29 we find that

R
fT g�Œ0;1�.�T ıu�/

�p dq D o.�2/

and that the area of ‰�ı�T ıu� is o.�2/. Thus the same is true for the area of �T ıu�
and it follows from the monotonicity property of JT –holomorphic disks, see (5–1) and
(5–2), that the image of �T ıu� lies in an o.�/–ball around some point p� 2….†/

which must lie in ….S \†/.

Locally we have T �M DT �.….S\†//�C and the intersection yL�\f.q;p/g�C is a
bend curve yl.q/ which depends on q . Note that the variation of yl.q/ is C 0 –bounded by
O.�/ and C 1 –bounded by O.�3/, where �3 is the speed parameter. Let u?

�
denote the

composition of u� with the projection to C. Using the variation bounds in combination
with the fact that image of �T ı u� lies in an o.�/–neighborhood of a point and
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Corollary 5.27 which controls u?
�

in a neighborhood of 1 it is straightforward to see
that the argument in Lemma 5.13 applies to show that u?

�
converges to a flow line.

This finishes the proof since flow lines of the gradient difference of the two newborn
sheets of yL� corresponding to S are constant in the directions of ….S \†/ in the
neighborhood we consider.

We enlarge W1.�/ including in it also the neighborhoods ŒT;1/� Œ0; 1� of all blow-
up punctures with properties as in Lemma 5.30. We next remove neighborhoods
also of points mapping close to the tangency locus in †1 . Consider a strip region
‚� ��

�
t � .W0.�/[W1.�// and let l be a vertical line segment in ‚� . By Lemma

5.29 we know that the two points in @l map to two distinct sheets S0 and S1 of yL� .
We consider the case when one or both of these are cusp sheets. Assume that l maps
into the .��1�/–neighborhood of the tangency locus of these two sheets, where �D �3

is the speed parameter, see Section 4.2.4. Then u�.l/ lies in U.j ; ıj / for some j and
Lemma 5.18 implies that the projection uTj converges to a projected flow line at rate
O.�/. We make two observations. First, projected flow lines are maximally transverse
to the tangency loci in †ıj and thus the order of tangency between the projected flow
line and the tangency locus is bounded. (For a uniform treatment of all tangency loci
we use the upper bound n� 2, nD dim.L/, but the actual bound in †ıj is n� j � 1.)
Second, the points where the projected gradient difference vanishes lie outside the
tangency locus therefore the length of any projected gradient in a neighborhood of the
tangency locus is bounded from below by c� for some c > 0. It follows from these
two observations that the time a projected flow line spends in a .��1�/–neighborhood
of the tangency locus can be bounded by C�

1
n�2 for some constant C > 0 and all

sufficiently small � > 0.

Remark 5.32 If we know a priori that the intersection between the tangency locus
and the projected flow line is transverse then the estimate on the flow time can be
strengthened to O.�/.

Assume next that ‚�D Œ�c�; c��� Œ0; 1� with l Df0g� Œ0; 1� where c�� �
�.1� 1

2.n�2/
/ .

Then it follows from projected flow tree convergence that there are vertical segments l�

and lC at distance at most C��.1�
1

2.n�2/
/ which map outside a .2��1�/–neighborhood

of the tangency locus. Let

bk
1 < bk

2 < � � �< bk
m; k D 1; 2;

be the points in Œ�c�; c���f0g such that u
Tj

�
.bk

j / lies in the boundary of the .k��1�/–
neighborhood of the tangency locus. Mark each b2

j such that there exists b1
m with
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b2
j < b1

m < b2
jC1

. Call the union of all regions bounded by vertical segments at marked
points and containing points mapping to the .��1�/–neighborhood W2.�/. Note that
each component in W2.�/ has diameter bounded by C��.1�

1
2.n�2/

/ .

Lemma 5.33 The number of components of W2.�/ is uniformly finite.

Proof We first note that there exists �1 > 0 such that for small � > 0 any projected
flow line segment of length < �1 can contain at most n consecutive intersections with
a .2��1�/– and a .��1�/–neighborhood of the tangency locus. (If no such �1 exists
it is easy to construct a flow line with too high order of contact with the tangency locus
by taking the limit as �1! 0, see Lemma 3.10.) Since the total length of all limiting
projected flow lines is finite as is the number of strip regions the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.34 For any K > 0, u�
�
��t �

�
W0.�/[W1.�/[W2.�/

��
lies outside a

K� neighborhood of † for all sufficiently small �.

Proof By definition of Wj .�/, any point in ��t � .W0.�/ [W1.�/ [W2.�// lies
in the middle of a strip region ‚� which has length at least log.��1/ and which
maps outside a .��1�/–neighborhood of the tangency locus. Since the endpoints of a
vertical strip maps to different sheets S1 and S2 of yL� the composition of u� with the
projection to the orthogonal complement of T �.….†\Sj //, j D 1; 2, takes at most
one boundary component to a bend and at least one to a line. Since we are not in the
tangency locus the line does not intersect the bend. Noting that ��1u?

�
has bounded

derivative, we extract a subsequence which converges to a holomorphic map from
R� Œ0; 1� with boundary on the re-scaling of the bend and the line and with bounded
imaginary part. Since there are no such maps passing the extremum of the bend, the
extremum of the bend is not part of the limit. Therefore the image of ‚� lies outside a
K�–neighborhood of †.

5.4.4 Flow tree convergence We next associate a source tree to ��t : all components
of Wj .�/, j D 0; 2 are vertices and the mid-lines of remaining strip regions are edges.
We denote this tree z� . There is a natural map � W ��t ! z� . Let ��W z� !M be a
parametrization of a flow tree � . We say that the sequence u�W �

�
t !T �M converges

to the flow tree � if the C 0 –distance between the maps u� and ���� goes to 0 for
some parametrization ��W z�! � (see also Remark 5.35).

Proof of Theorem 1.2 in the case of simple front singularities Let u�W �m !

T �M be a sequence of J –holomorphic disks with boundary on yL� . As described
above we construct ��t and we note that our finiteness results imply that we may, after
passing to a subsequence, assume that t is constant.
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The finitely many subsets of ��t which correspond to vertices in the tree z� have

diameter bounded by M��.1�
1

2.n�2/
/ for some M > 0. The O.�/–derivative bound

for jDu�j thus implies that the images of each connected component in such a set
converges to a point at a O.�

1
2.n�2/ /–rate. Moreover, on the complement of these

vertex regions (this complement is a finite collection of strip regions), the map takes
the boundaries of each strip to different sheets of yL� . As in the proof of Lemma
5.18 we study two cases for the remaining strip regions depending on their lengths L.
We separate the strip regions into short, for which LDO.��1/, and long, for which
L�!1 as �! 0. As in the proof of Lemma 5.18 we note that the long strips must
map close to Reeb chords and that their number is finite by the finite length condition.
The limit of each such piece is thus a broken flow line. The short regions converge at
rate O.�/ to flow lines, as follows from Lemma 5.13.

Since the dimension of a tree and a disk is determined by the homotopy class of its
boundary data the theorem follows from Definition 3.4 and Proposition 3.18.

Remark 5.35 It follows from our analysis that the Rt�3 –coordinates of the conformal
structure on the domains ��t of the maps u� in a sequence converging to a tree goes
to infinity at least as fast as ��1 as �! 0. More precisely, if the the limiting tree
� is unbroken then it determines the coordinates of the conformal structure on ��t
up to O.��.1�

1
2.n�2/

// in the following sense. The flow time lengths of the edges of
� determines a c 2 Rt�3 such that the coordinates of the conformal structure on ��t
equals ��1cCO.��.1�

1
2.n�2/

//.

Also, if we know a priori (for example for dimension reasons) that the limit tree � is
rigid. Then it follows from Remark 5.32 that the diameter of the regions W2.�/ can be
taken as small as log.��1/, so in this case the tree determines the coordinates of the
conformal structures on ��t to within O.log.��1//, ie the coordinates in Rt�3 of the
conformal structure on ��t are ��1cCO.log.��1//.

If the limit tree � D �1 [ � � � [ �s is broken then the coordinates of the conformal
structure on ��t are not determined in the same way by the tree. In this case they
depend also on rate at which the long edges grow.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 in the 2–dimensional case The proof is a modification of the
proof just given so we only sketch it pointing out the main differences. We have

….†/D†1 �†2 �†
sw
2 :

Note that all results in Section 5.1 still hold. We modify the results in Section 5.2 slightly
by including also a neighborhood U sw.2; ı2/ of the swallow tail points. We add punc-
tures to the disk as in Section 5.2.1 taking also intersections with @.T �U sw.2; cı2//,
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c D 1; 2; 3; 4, into account and obtain the corresponding subdivision ��r DD0.�/[

D1.�/[D2.�/[Dsw
2
.�/. As in Lemma 5.18 we prove that u

T1

�
lies near a projected

flow tree. In U sw.2; ı2/, we consider the projection �swW T �M ! T �Y , where Y is
a line segment in the direction of the swallow tail. We apply the argument in Lemma
5.18 to show that �sw ı u converges to a projected flow tree at rate O.�/. However,
by definition of yL� all local projected gradient differences vanishes around Y and
hence the restriction of the map �sw ı u� to any one of the components of Dsw

2
.�/

converges to a constant at rate O.�2/ by the argument in Lemma 5.29. In particular, if
U� is a component of Dsw

2
.�/ then u�.U�/ lies in an O.�2/–neighborhood of a copy

of C perpendicular to T �Y in T �p M for some p 2 U sw.2; ı2/. Thus the limit of the
map can be understood by 1–dimensional complex analysis or by the 1–dimensional
version of Theorem 1.2. In either case it follows that the limit is a flow tree in the
limiting complex line. In particular, we find vertical line segments subdividing Dsw

2
.�/

into finitely many components of two kinds: those with image inside an 1
2
ı2 –ball

around the swallow tail and those with image outside a 1
4
ı2 –ball. Moreover, there are

log.��1/–strip neighborhoods of the vertical line segments where the O.�/ derivative
estimate holds. With this established we may use the total average linking number and
Lemma 5.24 exactly as above in the complement of the inside region. We then apply
the reasoning in Lemma 5.26 to decide which punctures to keep and which to throw
away. The proof can then be finished in much the same way as above.

Remark 5.36 The main difference between the 2–dimensional case with swallow tail
points and the case of simple front singularities is that in the former case we lose some
control of the conformal structure on the source for holomorphic disks with images
near the swallow tail points. However, if we know a priori that the limit tree is rigid
then it follows that it stays a finite distance away from the swallow tail points and all
results from the case of simple front singularities hold.

5.4.5 Many positive punctures Theorem 1.2 shows that any sequence of rigid holo-
morphic disks u�W �m! T �M with boundary on yL� and only one positive puncture
converges to a flow tree of formal dimension 0. The counterpart of this result for disks
with many positive punctures holds as well. The only point in the proof of Theorem
1.2 where the assumption on only one positive puncture was used was in Lemma 5.29.
In the case that the disk has many positive punctures the corresponding result is not
true. This has the consequence that in order to prove flow tree convergence one must
also deal with strip regions with boundaries which map to the same sheet of yL� . The
existence of such regions are connected with “boundary bubbling”. We depict the
situation in Figure 12. The argument in Lemma 5.29 can be used to show that the
image of such a strip region converges to a point. If W3.�/ denotes the union of all
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such strip regions then flow tree convergence on ��t � .[
3
jD0

Wj .�// follows from the
same arguments as above. Thus also disks with many positive punctures converge to
flow trees. (As in the case of broken flow trees the appearance of “boundary bubbling”
also affects the control of the coordinates of the conformal structures.)

Figure 12: A boundary bubble forming.

There are also more profound difficulties associated to disks with many positive punc-
tures: when there are more than one positive puncture, one cannot rule out the possibility
that the limiting tree is multiply covered. In fact, using the construction in Section 6
we can produce disks near any rigid flow tree and composing any such disk with a
multiple cover we get disks which limit to multiply covered trees.

The dimension of multiply covered trees (disks) depend in a crucial way on the di-
mension of the Legendrian submanifold. Consider the formal dimension of a multiply
covered tree. Note that by cutting the tree at one of its multiple vertices and choosing
edges there we construct out of the multiply covered tree, trees with fewer multiple
vertices, and eventually many simple trees. We consider the formal dimension. Let �
be the multiple tree broken up into p trees �1; : : : ; �p . We have

dim.�/D
pX

jD1

dim.�j /� .p� 1/.n� 3/:

Repeating this argument we find that the same formula holds true when all the trees
�j are simple. Our genericity assumptions shows that dim.�j /� 0 and it follows in
particular that if n� 2, then in order for dim.�/ to equal 0, p D 1. That is � itself
must be simple. Note however, that in the higher dimensional case it may well be
that dim.�j / > 0 and still dim.�/D 0. In particular, it follows that in order to study
rigid disks with many positive punctures in dimensions higher than 3 we must study
also flow trees of high formal dimension. Moreover, in order to count such disks one
should study their obstruction bundles. The author decided not to pursue the study of
obstruction bundles in this context any further.
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6 From trees to disks

In Section 6.1 we discuss local solutions of the x@J –equation and its linearization near
parts of a rigid flow tree. In Section 6.2 we use the local solutions to associate an almost
holomorphic map to a rigid flow tree. In Section 6.3 we describe a neighborhood of this
map in a suitable space of maps and conformal structures on the domain. In Section
6.4 we study the x@J –equation and its linearization in these function spaces. This leads
to a proof Theorem 1.3. We use notation as specified in Remark 5.1.

6.1 Local solutions

In Section 4.3 we constructed specific local forms of yL� near its rigid flow trees. These
specific forms allow us to write down explicit solutions to the x@J –equation around
any vertex of a rigid flow tree, see Remark 3.8, and around any edge of it, outside an
O.�/–neighborhood of the edge points. We will also prove results about the linearized
x@J –operator acting on function spaces which are direct sums of, on the one hand, a
Sobolev space on a standard domain with 2 or 3 punctures and positive exponential
weights at the ends, and, on the other, a finite dimensional space of cut-off solutions to
the x@–equation. (It is spaces of this form we use in Section 6.2.)

Remark 6.1 Many of the lemmas presented in this subsection concern Fredholm
operators. That the operators studied have the Fredholm property follows in all cases
from [3, Proposition 6.8]. The Fredholm index is easily computed using the argument
in [3, Proposition 6.13]. We will not repeat this information in the proofs below.

6.1.1 Edges Consider a flow line segment � of length l > 0 which connects two
edge points on a rigid flow tree � . There are two local forms for yL� in a neighborhood
of the cotangent lift of � , see (4–9) and (4–10). We will consider a slightly larger
piece � 0 � � of the flow line which includes the edge points and small finite parts of
the neighboring flow line segments which are attached at the other end of the edge
points bounding � . By construction of the metric on M , it is flat in a neighborhood
of � 0 . It will be convenient to use complex coordinates .z1; : : : ; zn/ on T �M . Here
zj D xj C iyj , where .x1; : : : ;xn/ are the local flat coordinates on M and where
elements in the fiber T �x M are represented as

P
yj dxj . Note that the complex

structure J induced by the metric corresponds to the standard complex structure i on
Cn in these coordinates.

The local form of the two sheets of yL� along the cotangent lift of � 0 is

df1 D �c1.x1/dx1; df2 D �c2.x1/dx1;
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Here the function c1.x/ has one of the following forms outside an O.�/–neighborhood
of the edge points

df1 D �c1dx1; df2 D �c2dx1;

or
df1 D �c1dx1; df2 D �.c2C kx1/dx1:

Consider the scaling by ��1 of these two sheets in the Cn –coordinates. Note that the
sheets can be continued to a twice as big region in such a way that the functions c1.x/

and c2.x/ become constant outside a compact set and that they converge to constant
functions everywhere. Fix a disk Dp �L in one of the sheets of L passing through
the midpoint of � and orthogonal to its cotangent lift at this point. It follows from
the Riemann mapping theorem that there exists an Dp –family of holomorphic maps
zs�W R� Œ0; 1�! C satisfying these boundary conditions and mapping 0 to Dp .

Define s�W ŒT1;T2�� Œ0; 1�! T �M by

s�.� C i t/D �zs�;

where s� is chosen so that s�.0; 0/ maps to the intersection point of the tree and Dp

and where Tj , j D 1; 2, is chosen so that the distance to the nearest edge point is
O.�/. Then x@J s� D 0 and the argument in Lemma 5.13 shows that Tj increases at
rate ��1 as �! 0. We call s� as defined above a local solution at an edge and we
call the disk Dp a marking disk.

We next turn our attention to the linearized x@–equation. Along the cotangent lift of
an edge of a rigid flow tree, the boundary condition for the linearized x@–equation in
the special coordinates of Section 4.3, approaches constant Rn boundary conditions at
rate O.�/. We will consider such boundary conditions for the x@–equation on the strip
R� Œ0; 1�.

If V � Rn is a subspace let V ? denote its orthogonal complement. Fix a small ı > 0

and fix subspaces F.�1/ and F.C1/ of Rn . Let eW R�Œ0; 1�!GL.n/ be a function
such that in some neighborhood of f˙1g� Œ0; 1�

e.� C i t/jF.˙1/D e�ıj� j id; e.� C i t/jF.˙1/? D eıj� j id :

Let H2;ı

�
F.�1/;F.C1/

�
denote the weighted Sobolev space of functions uW R�

Œ0; 1�! Cn such that

u.� C 0i/ 2 Rn; u.� C i/ 2 Rn; x@uj@.R� Œ0; 1�/D 0 and keuk2 <1;

where k�kk denotes the Sobolev k –norm. Let H1;ı

�
F.�1/;F.C1/

�
be the weighted

Sobolev space of functions u such that

uj@.R� Œ0; 1�/D 0 and keuk1 <1:
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(Note that the boundary conditions for both x@u and u 2H1;ı

�
F.�1/;F.1/

�
should

be understood in terms of the trace. For future reference we call these conditions
auxiliary boundary conditions.)

Lemma 6.2 The operator

x@W H2;ı

�
F.�1/;F.C1/

�
!H1;ı

�
F.�1/;F.C1/

�
is Fredholm. Its index satisfies

Index.x@/D dim.F.�1//C dim.F.C1//� n:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.�1/\F.C1/

�
;

and it is spanned by constant functions with values in F.�1/\F.C1/.

Proof After doubling the functions over RC i , elementary Fourier analysis allows us
to write down the local L2 solutions to the equation explicitly, see [4, Lemma 5.2]:

v.�/D
X
k2Z

ckeik�� ; � D � C i t; ck 2 Rn:

Hence, for any subspace A � Rn , where the weights at both infinities are neg-
ative, constant functions with values in this subspace give solutions which lie in
H2;ı

�
F.�1/;F.1/

�
. Moreover, if ˛ 2 .Rn/� is a linear functional such that at least

one of F.�1/ and F.1/ is not a subspace of Ker.˛/ and if v2H2;ı

�
F.�1/;F.1/

�
is a solution (which must be a constant vector) then ˛ ı v equals 0.

We will apply Lemma 6.2 to prove a result for the direct sum function spaces mentioned
above. Consider the following finite dimensional space of functions on R� Œ0; 1� with
Rn boundary conditions. Let F.˙1/ � Rn be subspaces. Fix functions ˇ˙W R �

Œ0; 1�! C such that for some fixed M > 1, ˇC D 1 on ŒM;1/� Œ0; 1�, ˇC D 0 on
.�1;M �1�� Œ0; 1�, and such that ˇC is real valued and holomorphic on @.R� Œ0; 1�/.
Define Fsol.1/ to be the linear space spanned by the functions ˇCc , c 2 F.1/. We
define ˇ� similarly with support in a neighborhood of �1 and take Fsol.�1/ as the
space spanned by ˇ�c , c 2 F.�1/. Write Fsol D Fsol.�1/˚Fsol.1/ and endow
this space with the supremum norm.

We consider the x@–operator

x@W H2;ı˚Fsol!H1;ı;
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where Hk;ı DHk;ı.f0g; f0g/ in the notation of Lemma 6.2. Note that any function
v 2H2;ı˚Fsol has well defined limits v.˙1/D limz!˙1 v.z/. Let ev˙1W H2;ı˚

Fsol! Rn be the map ev˙1.v/D v.˙1/.

If A � .Rn/� then we let the vanishing condition A at 1 be the following linear
constraint for functions v 2H2;ı˚Fsol :

˛
�
ev1.v/

�
D 0 for all ˛ 2A:

Note that these constraints specify a closed subspace HA of H2;ı˚Fsol . (A vanishing
condition at �1 is defined in an analogous way.)

Also, if Q� Rn is a subspace, we write AyQ�Q� Rn for the subspace of v 2Q

such that
˛.v/D 0; all ˛ 2A:

Lemma 6.3 The operator

x@W H2;ı˚Fsol!H1;ı

is Fredholm of index
Index.x@/D dim.Fsol/� n:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.�1//\F.1/

�
:

The restrictions ev˙1 jKer.x@/ are isomorphisms onto F.�1/\F.1/. Moreover, if
HA �H2;ı˚Fsol is the subspace determined by a vanishing condition A at 1 or at
�1 such that

Ay.F.�1/\F.C1//D f0g;

then there exists a constant CA such that

kwk � CAk
x@wkH1;ı

; w 2HA:

Proof The operator under study is obtained from a Fredholm operator by adding a
finite dimensional space to the source. Hence it is Fredholm and the index is as claimed.
Moreover, the statement about the kernel is an easy consequence of the formula in
the proof of Lemma 6.2 for solutions. We turn to the last statement. The boundary
conditions are split so we may consider one direction at the time. Let ˛ 2 .Rn/� and
consider ˛.v/, where v 2 HA . The assumption on the vanishing condition ensures
that ˛.v/ lies in a weighted Sobolev space with a small positive exponential weight at
one end and a small positive or negative exponential weight at the other. In case the
weights are positive at both ends the estimate is immediate. Thus the lemma follows
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once we prove it in the 1–dimensional case with a vanishing condition at only one end.
To show this we argue by contradiction.

Assume that the estimate does not hold. Then there exists a sequence of functions vj
with

(6–1) kx@vjk D 1; kx@vjkH1;ı
! 0:

The un-decorated norm k � k refers to the norm in the direct sum H2;ı˚Fsol . Write
vj D yvj C �j , where �j is the component along the added cut-off solution. Then by
definition of the norm in the direct sum

kvjk D kyvjkH2;ı
Ck�jkFsol :

Let k � kk;ı;�ı , k D 1; 2 denote the weighted Sobolev k –norm with a negative weight
e�ıj� j on the end where the cut-off solution is supported and a positive weight eıj� j on
the other end. For definiteness we assume the weight is negative at positive infinity.
Equation (6–1) implies

kx@.yvj C �j /k1;ı;�ı! 0:

We conclude from the elliptic estimate in this weighted norm, see [4, Proposition 5.5],
that

(6–2) kyvj C �jk2;ı;�ı! 0:

We show that �j ! 0. Assume not then there exists an infinite sequence of yvj C �j

such that j�j j> � > 0 for all j . Fix T0 > 0 such that

�2

4ı
.1� e�2ı/e2ıT0 > 100:

We conclude from (6–2) that

kyvj C �j jŒT0;T0C 1�� Œ0; 1�k2;ı;�ı! 0:

The triangle inequality then implies that for all sufficiently large j

kyvj jŒT0;T0C1��Œ0; 1�k22;ı;�ı>
1
2
k�j jŒT0;T0C1��Œ0; 1�k22;ı;�ı�

�2

4ı
.1�e�2ı/e�2ıT0 :

A simple calculation using the fact that the minimum of the weight function of the
norm k � kH2;ı

on ŒT0;T0C 1�� Œ0; 1� equals eıT0 then shows that

kyvjk
2
H2;ı
�
�2

4ı
.1� e�2ı/e2ıT0 > 100:
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This contradicts kvjk D 1. It follows that

(6–3) �j ! 0:

Thus

kx@yvjkH1;ı
! 0

and we conclude

(6–4) kyvjkH2;ı
! 0

from the usual elliptic estimate. However, (6–3) and (6–4) contradicts kvjk D 1. The
estimate follows.

6.1.2 1–valent punctures Consider a 1–valent puncture. We define local solutions
along flow line segments near 1–valent punctures. The local normal form of yL� near
a puncture is, see (4–11),

df1 D

X
j

�cj dxj ;

df2 D

X
j

�.cj C �j xj /dxj ;

where �j ¤ 0. If the flow line of the rigid tree � is tangent to the x1 –direction then
we define s�W Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�! T �M (in local coordinates as above) as

zj .� C i t/D

(
�ic1C c�ei�� � e���.�Cit/; if j D 1;

cj otherwise,

if �1 > 0, and

zj .� C i t/D

(
�ic1C c�e���.�Cit/; if j D 1;

cj otherwise,

if �1 < 0. Here �� is the complex angle between �df1 and �df2 and c� is chosen
so that the distance from s�.0C i t/ to the edge point closest to the puncture is O.�/.
Note that x@J s� D 0 and that s� takes the boundary to yL� . We call s� a local solution
at a 1–valent puncture.

The results needed for the linearized x@–equation near 1–valent punctures follow from
Lemma 6.3.
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6.1.3 Ends By construction of yL� , in a neighborhood of an end of a rigid flow
tree, there are coordinates C�Cn�1 on T �M with the standard complex structure
corresponding to J , in which yL� is a product of an affine Lagrangian subspace ƒ� �
Cn�1 and a curve � consisting of a half-circle of radius O.�/ and the boundary of a
strip of finite length and of width O.�/ attached to it (� is smoothened at the junctions),
see Section 4.2.2. We construct a holomorphic map ys�W Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�! T �M with
boundary in the arc in the first coordinate plane as follows. The map

z 7! r�
2ie��z

1� ie��z

maps the half-strip Œ0;1/ � Œ0; 1� to the half of the disk with radius r� and center
�r�C0i , which lies to the right of the vertical line through its center. Also, it maps 1
to the origin. We find a holomorphic map from Œ0; a��� Œ0; 1� into the finite strip region
between the lines continuing the half circle, starting in an O.�/–neighborhood of the
nearest edge point and extended slightly beyond the junction points of the half-circle
and the lines. Using these two maps and their inverses we construct, by patching the
pieces via transition functions, a holomorphic map ys� on the domain Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�
with the required boundary conditions. (Standard quasi-conformal estimates show that
the order of magnitude of a� satisfies a� D O.��1/.) We take s� D .ys�; c/, where
c 2ƒ� is the coordinate of the cotangent lift of the end. We call s� a local solution at
an end.

Consider next the linearized boundary condition along a local solution as above. More
precisely, consider the strip R� Œ0; 1� with boundary conditions which rotates a 1–
dimensional subspace W � Rn , inside W ˝ C, an angle �

2
along Œ0;1/ � f0g in

the positive direction and �
2

in the negative direction along Œ0;1/�f1g, and which
keeps W ? fixed. More specifically, for our applications we consider the following split
Lagrangian boundary condition in .C˝W /�.C˝W ?/. The first component equals the
tangent lines of the map Œ0;1/�Œ0; 1�!C˝W �C, � 7! 2ie���

1�ie���
, � 2 Œ0;1/�Œ0; 1�,

and continues constantly equal to W along the boundary of .�1; 0� � Œ0; 1�. The
boundary condition in the second component are constantly equal to W ?�C˝W ?�

Rn�1 � Cn�1 .

Let F.�1/�Rn be a subspace and let eW R� Œ0; 1�!GL.n/ be a function such that
in a neighborhood of �1

e.� C i t/jF.�1/? D eıj� j id; e.� C i t/jF.�1/D e�ıj� j id;

and such that in a neighborhood of 1

e.� C i t/jW D eıj� j id; e.� C i t/jW ? D e�ıj� j id :
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Define Hk;ı

�
F.�1/;W

�
, k D 1; 2 as the Sobolev space of functions u, weighted

by e, which satisfy the boundary conditions (for k D 2) and which satisfies auxiliary
boundary conditions analogous to those in Section 6.1.1.

Lemma 6.4 The operator

x@W H2;ı

�
F.�1/;W

�
!H1;ı

�
F.�1/;W

�
is Fredholm and

Index.x@/D dim.F.�1//D dim.Ker.x@//:

Proof As in [3, Proposition 5.13], since the boundary conditions are parallel at the
puncture, we may compactify the problem to a problem on the unit disk D in the
complex plane with punctures at �1 and 1. The change of coordinates from the
non-compact version of the disk to the compact one near punctures can (up to bounded
bi-holomorphic map) be taken as z 7! e��z with inverse w 7! � 1

�
log.w/. Thus, the

pull-backs of holomorphic functions which do not vanish at 1 live in a Sobolev space
with small negative exponential weight but not in a Sobolev space with small positive
weight. However, the pull backs of solutions which do vanish at 1 lie in the Sobolev
spaces with small positive weight.

Consider first the problem where F.�1/D Rn and F.1/DW ? . Then the kernel is
n–dimensional, spanned by constant functions in Rn�1 and real linear combinations of
two linearly independent solutions to the Maslov index 1–problem in W ˝C which
vanish at z D 1. (For the standard uniform � –rotation the two solutions are given
by z 7! i.z � 1/ and z 7! zC 1.) We next change F.�1/ by adding directions to
F.�1/? . Each new direction in F.1/? should be regarded as a vanishing condition
at �1 in the compactified problem. The lemma follows.

As in Section 6.1.1, we give corresponding results for positively weighted spaces
augmented by cut-off solutions. We use notation as there. Consider boundary conditions
as above and let Hk;ı DHk;ı.f0g; f0g/, k D 1; 2. Let Fsol.�1/ be a space of cut-off
constant solutions supported in a neighborhood of �1 taking values in F.�1/� Rn

and let Fsol.1/ to be the corresponding space of cut off constant solutions with support
in a neighborhood of 1 and values in W ? . Let Fsol D Fsol.�1/˚Fsol.1/.

Lemma 6.5 The operator

x@W H2;ı˚Fsol!H1;ı

is Fredholm of index
Index.x@/D dim.Fsol.�1//:
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Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.�1/

�
:

The restriction ev�1 jKer.x@/ is an isomorphism onto F.�1/. Moreover, if HA is the
subspace determined by a vanishing condition A at �1 such that

AyF.�1/D f0g

then there exists a constant CA such that

kwk � CAk
x@wkH1;ı

; w 2HA:

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.3. (Here Lemma 6.4 plays the
role of Lemma 6.2 in the proof of Lemma 6.3.)

6.1.4 Switches Consider the ��1 re-scaling of a finite neighborhood of a switch
vertex and continue the re-scaling of yL� constantly to infinity. Note that by the choice
of function yh.q/, see Section 4.3.4, the function zsW R� Œ0; 1�! Cn D Cn�1 �C,

zs.z/D ..a1� a0/z; s.z//;

is holomorphic and has its boundary on the continuation of the scaling of yL� . Let
s�W ŒT1;T2� � Œ0; 1�! T �M equal �zs , where Tj is chosen so that the distance of
s�.Tj C i t/ to the nearest edge points is O.� log.��1//. (The existence of such Tj

follows from the exponential convergence of s to standard solutions near infinity and
from the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.2 which establishes flow line convergence
at rate O.� log.��1//.)

We also consider the uniqueness of the function zs (coordinates and notation for
these near the switch are as in Section 4.3.4). Note that there is an obvious .n� 1/–
parameter family of functions such as zs arising from translations along X and from
pre-composition with translations of R� Œ0; 1�. We claim that if u is any holomorphic
map with boundary mapping to the continuation of the re-scaling of yL� which is
asymptotic to a standard map at infinity then u is an element in this family.

First it is elementary to see that the Cn�1 –components sT and uT of zs and u,
respectively, only differs by translation along X after precomposing with the right
translation. Therefore the functions u? and s? , taking values in the copy of C

perpendicular to Cn�1 , have the same y –coordinate along one boundary component,
since it is determined by yhısT D yhıuT . Thus u?�s? maps one boundary component
to R and has bounded imaginary part and bounded derivative. Consider the double
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f of u? � s? . Note that the real part r of f is periodic and can be expanded in a
Fourier series. Form the fact that it is harmonic and that its mean value is 0 we find

r.z/D
X
n¤0

cnen�� cos.n� t/:

It is then easy to see that the C 0 –bound implies that all cn D 0. Therefore the solution
is unique. We conclude that the (local) moduli space of solutions is isomorphic to X

(ie the tangency locus: any solution admits an obvious translation by a vector in X .)

Finally, we pick two marking disks, Dp and Dq in yL� , orthogonal to the cotangent lift
of the flow line of the rigid tree, one on each side of the switch vertex at finite distance
from it, and we consider the preimages of these as marked points in ŒT1;T2�� Œ0; 1�.

We next turn to the linearized problem. Consider the strip R� Œ0; 1� with boundary
conditions which rotates a 1–dimensional subspace W �Rn , in W ˝C, an angle ��
along Œ�M;M �� f0g in the negative direction and except for that, is constantly equal
to Rn . Let F.1/� Rn be a subspace. Let eW R� Œ0; 1�!GL.n/ be a function such
that in a neighborhood of 1

e.� C i t/jF.1/? D eıj� j id; e.� C i t/jF.1/D e�ıj� j id;

and such that in a neighborhood of �1,

e.� C i t/D e�ıj� j id :

Define Hk;ı

�
F.1/;W

�
, k D 1; 2 as the Sobolev space of functions v , weighted by e,

which satisfy the boundary conditions (for k D 2) and which satisfy auxiliary boundary
conditions analogous to the auxiliary boundary conditions in Section 6.1.1.

Lemma 6.6 The operator

x@W H2;ı

�
F.1/;W

�
!H1;ı

�
F.1/;W

�
is Fredholm. Its index satisfies

Index.x@/D dim.F.1//� 1:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.1/\W ?

�
;

and is spanned by the constant functions with values in F.1/\W ? .
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Proof As in the proof of Lemma 6.4 we compactify the problem to a problem on
D with punctures at �1 and 1. The 1–dimensional problem corresponding to the
W ˝C–component has Maslov index �1. If there is no vanishing condition at �1

(or 1) then the x@–operator with such a boundary condition is an isomorphism. If
F.1/ � W ? then there is a vanishing condition at �1 and the x@–operator has 1–
dimensional cokernel. The lemma follows from these observations and Lemma 6.2
applied to the orthogonal complement of W .

Consider boundary condition as above and let Hk;ı DHk;ı.f0g; f0g/. Let Fsol.˙1/

be a space of cut-off constant solutions supported in a neighborhood of ˙1 with values
in F.1/� Rn and F.�1/D Rn , respectively. Write Fsol D Fsol.�1/˚Fsol.1/.

We specify vanishing conditions as in Section 6.1.1 by A at 1 or at �1, where
A� .Rn/� .

Lemma 6.7 The operator

x@W H2;ı˚Fsol!H1;ı

is Fredholm of index
Index.x@/D dim.Fsol/� n� 1:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.1/\W ?

�
:

The restriction ev˙1 jKer.x@/ is an isomorphism onto F.1/\W ? . Moreover, if HA

is the subspace determined by a vanishing condition A at ˙1 such that

Ay.F.1/\W ?/D f0g:

then there exists a constant CA such that

kwk � CAk
x@wkH1;ı

; w 2HA:

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.3. (Here Lemma 6.6 plays the
role of Lemma 6.2 in the proof of Lemma 6.3.)

6.1.5 Y0 –vertices Consider a Y0 –vertex of a rigid flow tree. By construction of yL�
the three sheets involved in the Y0 –vertex are locally (covariantly) constant. In flat
coordinates as above on M

dfj D � j̨ ; j D 1; 2; 3;
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where j̨ 2 .R
n/� is a covector. Using the flat metric we translate between covectors

and vectors. Let vj 2 Rn be the vector corresponding to j̨ . Assume that coordinates
are chosen so that the Y0 –vertex lies at the origin, where flow lines of v1 � v3 and
v3� v2 meet and bifurcate into a flow line of v1� v2 .

Consider a 3–punctured disk D3 as a strip R� Œ0; 2� with a slit around the half line
Œ0;1/�f1g removed. Denote its punctures p1 , p2 , p3 . Map D3 biholomorpically
to a strip R � Œ0; 1� with maps U2 and U3 , where U2.p1/ D �1, U2.p3/ D i ,
U2.p2/D1, and where U3.p1/D�1, U3.p2/D 0, and U3.p3/D1. Consider
the maps aj W R � Œ0; 1� ! Cn , a2.z/ D .v3 � v2/z C iv2 and a3.z/ D .v1 � v3/z .
Define

zs� D �.a2 ıU2C a3 ıU3/:

We take s� to be the restriction of zs� to D0
3
� D3 such that the image of each end

of D0
3

under s� lies at distance O.� log.��1// from an �–sphere around 0, for some
fixed small � > 0 (smaller than the distance to the nearest edge point). Note that the
length of the ends of D0

3
then scale as ��1 , that x@J s� D 0, and that s� maps the

boundary of D3 to yL� . To simplify notation below we will consider the three points
of intersection of � and the �–sphere discussed above as edge points of � .

We next discuss the uniqueness of the map zs1 . Consider a holomorphic map gW D3!

Cn which is asymptotic to zs1 at infinity in the sense that the C 0 –distance between the
maps goes to zero as we go out the ends. Then the difference zs1�g is a holomorphic
map D3! Cn taking the boundary to Rn . Also, it is easy to see from the explicit
solutions of the x@–equation with Rn –boundary conditions that the C 0 –convergence
actually implies exponential convergence near punctures. In particular, the map s1�g

gives a holomorphic map of the closed unit disk which takes the boundary to Rn . Such
a map must be constant by the maximum principle. We conclude that s1 is unique up
to translation by a vector in Rn .

Much as above, we pick three marking disks Dpj , j D 1; 2; 3 inside the �–sphere
in yL� , orthogonal to the cotangent lift of the tree, one for each edge adjacent to the
vertex at finite distance from the vertex, and we mark the points in the boundary of D0

3

mapping to these disks.

We turn our attention to the linearized x@–problem near the solution discussed above.
Thus we consider a 3–punctured disk with constant Rn boundary conditions. We think
of the 3–punctured disk as a standard domain and denote its punctures pj , j D 1; 2; 3.
Choose subspaces F.pj /� Rn , j D 2; 3, and let F.p1/D Rn . Let eW �3!GL.n/

be a function such that in a neighborhood of pj � f1g� Œ0; 1�

e.� C i t/jF.pj /
?
D eıj� j id; e.� C i t/jF.pj /D e�ıj� j id :
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Define the Sobolev spaces Hk;ı

�
F.p2/;F.p3/

�
, k D 1; 2 as the Sobolev spaces,

weighted by e, of functions which satisfy boundary conditions, and auxiliary boundary
conditions analogous to the auxiliary boundary conditions in Section 6.1.1.

Lemma 6.8 The operator

x@W H2;ı.F.p2/;F.p3//!H1;ı.F.p2/;F.p3//

is Fredholm. Its index satisfies

Index.x@/D dim.F.p2//C dim.F.p3//� n:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim.F.p2/\F.p3//;

and is spanned by constant functions with values in F.p2/\F.p3/.

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 6.4 we compactify the problem and consider the
corresponding problem on the unit disk D with three punctures. If F.pj / D Rn ,
j D 1; 2; 3 then the compactified problem has n–dimensional kernel spanned by
constant functions. Each time a direction is added to some F.pj /

? the kernel dimension
is reduced by one (unless the kernel is already trivial). This finishes the proof.

We consider similar problems for positively weighted spaces augmented with cut-off
solutions. There will be one further complication in the present set-up which arises
from variations of conformal structures. We first deal with the cut-off solutions: let
Fsol.pj / be spaces of cut-off constant solutions with values in subspaces F.pj /� Rn ,
j D 1; 2; 3, we assume that dim.F.p2//C dim.F.p3// � 2n� 1, see Remark 3.16,
and let Fsol D j̊ Fsol.pj /. Let Hk;ı DHk;ı.f0g; f0g/.

We consider also input from conformal variations. Let v2 and v3 be vectors in F.p2/

and F.p3/ respectively and consider the vector v2C v3 in F.p1/ as above. (Note
that if f is the vector field @� along �3 , used to vary the conformal structure on a
larger domain containing a part of �3 as in Section 2.1.1, and if s1 is the standard
solution with asymptotics v2 , v3 , and v2 C v3 then @s1 � f is asymptotic to these
vectors at p1 , p2 , and p3 , respectively.) Let Fcon be the 1–dimensional space spanned
by v2.p2/C v3.p3/C .v2C v3/.p1/, where the w.pj / denotes the cut-off solution
at pj with value w . We specify a vanishing condition at a puncture pj as in Section
6.1.1 by a subspace A� .Rn/� . We write HA for the closed subspace satisfying the
vanishing conditions, we write Rhwi for the subspace generated by the vector w , and
we write ACB for the smallest subspace containing the subspaces A and B .
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Lemma 6.9 The operator

x@W H2;ı˚Fsol˚Fcon!H1;ı

is Fredholm of index

Index.x@/D dim.F.p2//C dim.F.p3//� nC 1:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.p2/\F.p3//C 1:

The restriction evp1
jKer.x@/ maps onto F.p2/\F.p3/CRhv1C v2i. Moreover, let

A be a vanishing condition at p1 such that

Ay.F.p2/\F.p3/CRhv1C v2i/D 0:

Then there exists a constant CA such that

kwk � CAk
x@wkH1;ı

; w 2HA:

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.3. (Here Lemma 6.8 plays the
role of Lemma 6.2 in the proof of Lemma 6.3. The new conformal variation can be
dealt with using finite dimensional linear algebra.)

6.1.6 Y1 –vertices Near a Y1 –vertex the three sheets of yL� decompose as a product
in local coordinates C � Cn�1 . In the first factor the three sheets look like a bend
surrounded by two straight lines, one above and one below. In Cn�1 yL� looks just like
near a Y0 –vertex. In this case we define s� , the local solution at a Y1 –vertex, as the
product of the obvious map, see Figure 13, in the first coordinate and the Y0 –solution
discussed in Section 6.1.5 in Cn�1 .

Figure 13: The image of the obvious map in the first coordinate.

Again we cut off the domain so that the end-segments lie at distance O.� log.��1//

from a small �–sphere around the vertex and we consider the three intersections of �
with this sphere as edge points.
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As in Section 6.1.5 we see that s1 is unique up to translation by a constant vector in
Rn�1 (ie a vector parallel to the image of the cusp edge under …), and as there we
also add one marking disk and marked point for each edge adjacent to the Y1 –vertex.

We next consider the corresponding linearized problem on a 3–punctured standard
domain �3 with boundary conditions as follows. Let W � Rn be a 1–dimensional
subspace. Along one edge in @D3 the boundary condition rotates an angle �� in
C˝W and the orthogonal complement W ? � Rn remains fixed. Along other edges
the boundary condition is constantly Rn . Let the punctures be p1;p2;p3 . Choose
subspaces F.pj / � Rn , j D 2; 3, and let F.p1/ D Rn . Let eW D3 ! GL.n/ be a
function such that in neighborhoods of pj � f˙1g� Œ0; 1�

e.� C i t/jF.pj /
?
D eıj� j id; e.� C i t/jF.pj /D e�ıj� j id :

Define the Sobolev spaces Hk;ı.F.p2/;F.p3/;W /, k D 1; 2 as the Sobolev spaces,
weighted by e, of functions which satisfies boundary conditions as stated (for k D 2)
and auxiliary boundary conditions analogous to the auxiliary boundary conditions in
6.1.1.

Lemma 6.10 The operator

x@W H2;ı.F.p2/;F.p3/;W /!H1;ı.F.p2/;F.p3/;W /

is Fredholm. Its index satisfies

Index.x@/D dim
�
F.p2/

�
C dim

�
F.p3/

�
� n� 1:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.p1/\F.p2/\W ?

�
;

and is spanned by constant vectors in this subspace.

Proof The boundary condition is split. As in the proof of Lemma 6.6 we note that
the W ˝C–component of any solution must vanish. The lemma then follows from
Lemma 6.8 applied to W ?˝C.

Let Hk;ı DHk;ı.f0g; f0g;W /. Let Fsol.pj / be spaces of cut-off constant solutions
taking values in F.pj /� Rn , and let Fcon be a one dimensional space of conformal
variations spanned by w.p1/Cw.p2/Cw.p3/C v2.p2/C v3.p3/C .v2C v3/.p1/,
where w 2W and where v2 2 F.p2/\W ? and v3 2 F.p3/\W ? .
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Lemma 6.11 The operator

x@W H2;ı˚Fsol˚Fcon!H1;ı

is Fredholm of index

Index.x@/D dim.F.p2//C dim.F.p3//� n:

Its kernel has dimension

dim.Ker.x@//D dim
�
F.p2/\F.p3/\W ?/C 1:

The restriction evp1
jKer.x@/ maps onto F.p2/ \ F.p3/ \W ? C Rhv2 C v3 C wi.

Moreover if A is a vanishing condition at p1 such that

Ay
�
.F.p1/\F.p2/\W ?/CRhv2C v3Cwi

�
D 0

and if HA is the subspace determined by A then there exists a constant CA such that

kwk � CAk
x@wkH1;ı

; w 2HA:

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.9.

6.1.7 2–valent punctures Consider next a 2–valent puncture. Assume that the
nearby flow lines are tangent to the x1 –direction. We consider the intersection of the
three sheets of yL� with the .x1;y1/–plane. It consists of three line-segments: l0 and
l1 parallel to the x1 –axis and l2 intersecting l0 and l1 at a small angle. The three
lines containing l0 , l1 , and l2 , respectively, form a triangle with one corner at infinity.
(The angles are ˛0 � � , ˛1 D 0, and ˛2 � 0 for small �.) Consider a 3–punctured
disk D3 with punctures at 1, i , and �1 as a strip R� Œ0; 2� with a slit around the half
line Œ0;1/�f1g removed. We define ys�W D3! C mapping into the triangle using the
Schwarz–Christoffel formula

z 7!A

Z z

0

.� � 1/�
˛0
� .�C 1/

˛2
� d�;

where A is a suitable constant. Here the 2–valent puncture corresponds to the puncture
1 2 D3 . We define s� , the local solution at a 2–valent puncture, by restricting to a
subset of the strip with a slit obtained by cutting off neighborhoods of the other two
punctures. We cut so that the distance from the image of the cuts to the edge points
closest to the puncture is O.�/. Note that s� is the unique holomorphic map from
the 3–punctured disk which maps 1 to the point described, which is asymptotic to a
standard map at infinity, and which maps the third puncture to the intersection point.
This uniqueness holds also in the limit which is a map of the strip with boundary
conditions Rn and a parallel copy thereof mapping to the point which is the limit of the
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double point of the two intersecting Lagrangian sheets and with the limiting asymptotic
conditions at ˙1.

We next consider the linearized problem. First we specify subspaces F.p2/� Rn and
F.p3/� Rn with dim.F.p2/\F.p3//� 1, we take F.p1/D 0, and let Fsol be the
space of cut off solutions at pj with values in F.pj /. We need again to take conformal
variations into account. We let v 2 F.p2/\F.p3/ be a vector and let Fcon be the
1–dimensional space spanned by the function v.p2/C v.p3/ with notation as above.
Let Fsol be the direct sum of cut-off constant solutions at p2 and p3 with arbitrary
values in Rn .

Lemma 6.12 The operator

x@W H2;ı˚Fsol˚Fcon!H1;ı

is Fredholm of index 1. Its kernel has dimension 1 and the restriction evpj jKer.x@/
maps onto Rhvi. Moreover, let A be a vanishing condition at p2 or p3 such that

AyRhvi D 0:

Then there exists a constant CA such that

kwk � CAk
x@wkH1;ı

; w 2HA:

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3. (Here Lemma 6.8 plays the
role of Lemma 6.2 in the proof of Lemma 6.3)

6.2 Approximately holomorphic maps

In this section we associate to each rigid tree � of yL� a standard domain �.0;0/p;m .�; �/,
with p punctures, m marked points on the boundary and a map u

.0;0/

�
W �

.0;0/
p;m .�; �/!

T �M with boundary on yL� which is holomorphic on most of its domain. The
conformal structure on a domain such as �.0;0/p;m .�/ is determined by the map to
Rp�3 described in Lemma 2.2 and by the location of the m marked points. We will
use a slightly different set of parameters to parameterize the conformal structures
near �.0;0/p;m .�; �/: we use p� 2 variations at the boundary minima (similar to those
used in Section 2.1.1) and m� 1 variations which moves the marked points. In this
way the conformal structures are parameterized by two parameters .�;  / 2 Rp�2 �

Rm�1 . We then extend the family of maps u
.0;0/

�
W �

.0;0/
p;m .�; �/! T �M to a family

of maps u
.�; /

�
W �

.�; /
p;m .�; �/ ! T �M , where .�;  / 2 Rp�2 � Rm�1 varies in an

�
�

neighborhood of .0; 0/ in the space of conformal structures for a small � > 0.
With these maps defined we describe two bundles of function spaces over the space of
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conformal structures. One of these bundles will be used to parameterize a neighborhood
of the maps u

.�; /

�
in the space of maps �.�; /p;m .�; �/! T �M and also as the source

space of the x@J –operator. The other bundle will be the target space of x@J . Finally, we
discuss this bundle x@J –operator and its linearization.

6.2.1 The domain of a rigid tree Let � be a rigid flow tree of yL��T �M . In order
to define �.0;0/p;m .�; �/, we will associate pieces of this domain to various pieces of the
tree. The following notation will be used: if �3 is a standard domain with punctures
pj , j D 1; 2; 3 then �3.T1;T2;T3/ denotes the subset of the domain obtained by
cutting �3 along a vertical line segment in the neighborhood of pj at distance Tj

from the boundary minimum of �3 . Let P�2 denote a strip with marked point at .0; 0/
and let P�2.T1;T2/ be the subset of P�2 obtained by cutting at vertical segments in
neighborhoods of �1 and C1 at distances T1 and T2 respectively from the marked
point. We will allow the domains �3 and P�2 to have width between 1 and K for
some K and the location of the slit in �3 is allowed to vary between 2 and K � 1.
The exact shapes of the regions will not matter much in our analytical estimates and so
will not be discussed in any detail. The pieces are the following.

� For each 1–valent puncture or end, pick a domain of the form P�2.0;1/.

� For each 2–valent puncture q pick a domain of the form �3.1;T2;T3/, where
T2 and T3 are chosen so that the local solution at q takes the vertical segments
where �3 was cut to a O.� log.��1//–neighborhood of the nearest edge point.

� For each 3–valent vertex v . Pick a domain �3.T1;T2;T3/ such that the lo-
cal solution at v maps the vertical segments at the cuts to an O.� log.��1/–
neighborhood of the nearest edge point.

� For each switch v pick a domain of the form P�2.T1;T2/ such that the restric-
tion of the local solution at v takes the vertical boundary line segment to an
O.� log.��1//–neighborhood of the nearest edge point.

� For each edge point pick a domain of the form P�2.a; a/ so that the flow line
passing through this point connects the two neighboring regions where the
boundary conditions are standard in flow time 2 a

w
, where w is the width of

P�2.a; a/.

� For each finite part of an edge e between two edge points pick a domain
P�2.T1;T2/ such that the restriction of the standard solution takes the vertical
end points to an O.�/–neighborhood of the nearest edge point.

Remark 6.13 All distances labeled Tj above will be called flow length parameters.
Note that there exists l0 > 0 such that l0�

�1 < Tj < l�1
0
��1 where Tj is any flow
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length parameter. On the other hand by definition of yL� near its rigid flow trees, the
parameters labeled a above satisfies a0 < a < a�1

0
for some a0 > 0. We call the

neighborhoods P�2.a; a/ edge point regions.

We next glue the pieces above together to a standard domain. This involves specifying
the shapes of the domains. To organize this we first orient the source tree of � in the
following way. Distinguish one of the positive punctures p of � . If p is 1–valent
then orient the edge ending at p away from p . If p is 2–valent then orient the two
edges adjacent to p away from it. Orientations of the edges of � are then uniquely
specified by requiring that at each 2–valent vertex v ¤ p one of the adjacent edges is
oriented toward v and the other away from v , and that at each 3–valent vertex w one
adjacent edge is oriented toward w and the other two away from it.

Consider a tree � with distinguished positive puncture p and equipped with an orienta-
tion as described. Define a function W on its edges as follows. If e is an edge adjacent
to an end or a 1–valent puncture v¤p then W .e/D 1. If v¤p is a 2–valent puncture
with incoming edge e1 and outgoing edge e2 then W .e1/ D W .e2/C 1. If v is a
switch with adjacent edges e1 and e2 then W .e1/DW .e2/. If v is a 3–valent vertex
with incoming edge e1 and outgoing edges e2 and e3 then W .e1/DW .e2/CW .e3/.
This defines W on all edges in � . If v is a vertex of � which is not a distinguished
2–valent puncture then define W .v/ as the maximum of W .e/ over edges e adjacent
to v . If p is a distinguished 2–valent puncture then define W .p/DW .e1/CW .e2/,
where e1 and e2 are the edges adjacent to p .

We are now in position to glue the pieces associated to pieces of � together in the
obvious way. More precisely, start with the regions P�2.0;1/ corresponding to punc-
tures and ends with W D 1 and let them have width slightly smaller than 1 (the exact
width is determined by the size of the slits in our standard domains). These regions
correspond to a segment of an edge in the tree connecting a puncture to an edge point.
We adjoin the corresponding edge point domains with the same widths. We then glue
on regions P�2.T1;T2/ corresponding to flow lines between edge points, still with
the same width. The construction continues until we come to a 3–valent vertex or a
2–valent puncture in which case we glue to �3.T1;T2;T3/ the pieces adjacent to it
respecting the cyclic order. (The complex orientation on �3 induces a cyclic order
on its three end pieces.) The width of �3 should then be slightly smaller than 2 and
the location of its slit is determined by the width of the incoming edges (in this first
step it equals 1). This process can be continued upwards through the tree (against its
orientation) and each time we meet a new region corresponding to a 3–valent vertex
or 2–valent puncture the function W dictates the shape of the region. The result is a
standard domain with p punctures.
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We equip this domain with additional marked points on the boundary. The marked points
in all regions except those corresponding to edge points are considered marked points
also in the domain constructed. The end result of this procedure is a family of standard
domains with p punctures and m marked points which we denote �.0;0/p;m .�; �/, see
Figure 14.

Figure 14: Construction of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ . The top picture shows the tree and
the marking disks, the bottom picture shows the domain.

We introduce notation for some subsets of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/. Fix a sufficiently large number
K > 0. If v is a Y0 –vertex, a Y1 –vertex, or a 2–valent puncture then let B.v/ be the
region around the boundary minimum corresponding to v bounded by vertical line
segments at distance K from it. If p is a switch then let B.p/ be the region bounded
by vertical line segments at distance K from the point in P�2.T1;T2/ which map to
†. If q is an edge point then let R.q/ be the region bounded by vertical line segments
of distance K from the marked point in the region P�2.a; a/ corresponding to q .

6.2.2 An approximately holomorphic map Using local solutions, we define maps

u
.0;0/

�
W �.0;0/p;m .�; �/! T �M

with boundary on yL� , such that u
.0;0/

�
maps @�.0;0/p;m .�; �/ into a small neighborhood

of the cotangent lift of � , such that u
.0;0/

�
is J –holomorphic along most of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/
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and along all of its boundary, and such that

sup
�
.0;0/
p;m .�;�/

jx@J u
.0;0/

�
j DO.� log.��1//:

This map is defined in the natural way: in all regions of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ except in the edge
point regions, take u

.0;0/

�
to agree with the corresponding local solution. In particular,

near the ends and 1–valent punctures we take a local solution which map the vertical
segment on the boundary of P�2.0;1/ to an O.�/–neighborhood of the nearest edge
point.

To complete the definition we extend the map u
.0;0/

�
to the edge point regions (�

Œ�a; a�� Œ0; 1�). Note that by definition of the local solutions and of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ the
restriction of u

.0;0/

�
to an edge point region must interpolate between two maps of

distance O.� log.��1//. It follows from the flow line convergence of holomorphic
disks, see Lemma 5.13 and Remark 5.15, that we can choose u

.0;0/

�
so that

sup
�
.0;0/
p;m .�;�/

ˇ̌
Dkx@J u

.0;0/

�

ˇ̌
DO.� log.��1//; k D 0; 1

and so that x@u.0;0/
�

is supported only in the edge point regions. Moreover, after a
small perturbation we may assume that the restriction of x@J u

.0;0/

�
to the boundary

equals zero. This small perturbation is supported in the edge point regions: in suitable
exponential coordinates, u�.z/ is replaced by u�.z/� �.z/x@J u�.z/, where � is any
smooth function which is 0 on the boundary and which has normal derivative 1 on the
boundary. Chosing the derivative of � bounded we find that the above estimate holds
also after perturbation.

Note that the marked points on @�.0;0/p;m .�; �/ are related to the geometry of the map
u
.0;0/

�
. If p 2 @�

.0;0/
p;m .�; �/ then there is a corresponding marking .n � 1/–disk

Dp �
yL� perpendicular to the cotangent lift of � such that u

.0;0/

�
.p/ 2Dp .

6.2.3 Varying the conformal structure We will consider variations of the conformal
structure of �.0;0/m;p .�; �/. We parameterize nearby conformal structures by fixing one
marked point in a strip region corresponding to an edge segment connecting two edge
points and by moving all boundary minima and all other marked points.

Fix l� l0 , where l0 is as in Remark 6.13. We first describe how to move the boundary
minima. Consider �.0;0/p;m as a subset of C with coordinates � D � C i t and with the
� –coordinate of the fixed marked point equal to 0. We use an auxiliary standard domain
U.�; �/ with p punctures, which has slits of much smaller width than �.0;0/p;m .�; �/,
and with one boundary minimum q0 for each boundary minimum q of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/,
such that if the � –coordinate of q equals �q then the � –coordinate �q0 of q0 equals
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�qC
1
4
l0�
�1 . See Figure 15. Note that U.�; �/ is a neighborhood of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ in

C.

Figure 15: The neighborhood U.�; �/ .

Number the boundary minima of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ from 1 to p � 2. Consider the j th

boundary minimum and assume that its � –coordinate equals �j . Let the � –coordinates
of the nearby marked points be �k

j , k D 0; 1; 2 if the boundary minimum corresponds
to a Y0 – or Y1 –vertex, let them be �r

j , r D 1; 2 if it corresponds to a 2–valent puncture.
We choose notation so that in the former case �0

j < �j , and �k
j > �j , k D 1; 2, and that

in the latter �2
j > �j and �1

j > �j if the puncture is at �1, or �1
j < �j if the puncture

is at C1. By definition of l0 ,
ˇ̌
�j � �

k
j

ˇ̌
�

1
2
l0�
�1 and the distance from any marked

point to the nearest edge point region is bounded from below by 1
2
l0�
�1 as well.

Consider the subdomains Wcl , c D 1; 2, of U.�; �/ which in case the boundary
minimum corresponds to a Y0 – or Y1 –vertex are bounded by vertical line segments
with � –coordinates �0

j �cl��1 , and �k
j Ccl��1 , k D 1; 2, and in case it is a 2–valent

puncture are bounded by vertical line segments with � –coordinates �2
j C cl��1 and

�1
j ˙cl��1 if the puncture is at �1. Pick a function ˛W U.�; �/!C such that ˛D 1

on Wl , ˛ D 0 outside W2l , ˛ is real-valued and holomorphic on @�.0;0/p;m .�; �/, and
such that jDk˛j � 102l�1�, k D 1; 2. Let b D 10�3l and let fj be the vector field
on U.�; �/ given by fj .� C i t/D b��1˛@� . If �s

j , �1 � s � 1 denotes the time s

flow of fj then �s
j

�
�
.0;0/
p;m

�
.�; �/ is a standard domain. Note also that

(6–5) jd�s
j � id j DO.s/

(here we use the canonical trivialization of T C), that the diffeomorphisms �s0

j and �s00

r

commute and that in a 1
2
l0�
�1 neighborhood of the boundary minimum �s

j .� C i t/D
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� C sb��1 C i t . For � D .�1; : : : ; �p�2/ 2 .�1; 1/p�2 , let �� D ��1

1
ı � � � ı �

�p�2

p�2
.

Define
�.�;0/p;m .�; �/D ��.�.0;0/p;m .�; �//;

equipped with marked points which are the images of the marked points under �� .

We next define a map u
.�;0/

�
W �

.�;0/
p;m .�; �/!T �M . To this end we say that �� –images

of the edge point regions of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ are edge point regions in �.�;0/p;m .�; �/. (Note
that the restriction of �� to any edge point region equals the identity.) Let P�2.ak ; ak/

be the edge point region nearest the marked point pk and consider the neighborhood
R.p/ D P�2.ak C K; ak C K/ of it. Let Vj D �.T1;T2;T3/ � �

.0;0/
p;m .�; �/ be

the neighborhood of the boundary minimum where u� equals the local solution s� .
Let ˇW ��.Vj / ! C be a function which equals 1 outside the edge point region
neighborhoods P�2.ak C

1
2
K; ak C

1
2
K/, k D 0; 1; 2 or k D 1; 2, and which equals 0

inside P�2.akC
1
4
K; akC

1
4
K/, k D 0; 1; 2 or k D 1; 2. Also let ˇ be real valued and

holomorphic on the boundary and let jDkˇj D O.1/, k D 1; 2. Define u
.�;0/

�
to be

the map which equals

ˇ.� C i t/ � s�.z� �j b��1
C i t/C .1�ˇ.� C i t// � s�.z/;

on ��.Vj / and equals u
.0;0/

�
everywhere else. Then u

.�;0/

�
is holomorphic outside a

finite neighborhood of the edge points and on the boundary. Moreover, since all sheets
of yL� are subsets of affine Lagrangian subspaces in a neighborhood of each Y0 – and
Y1 –vertex and in a neighborhood of each puncture

u
.�;0/

�
.@�.�;0/p;m .�; �//� yL�:

We consider in a similar way the conformal variations which arise from moving
the punctures. To this end we first note that if p is a marked point of �.0;0/p;m then
u
.�;0/

�
.��.p//D u

.0;0/

�
.p/. It follows in particular that u

.�;0/

�
maps the marked point

p� 2�
.�;0/
p;m .�; �/ corresponding to p 2�

.0;0/
p;m .�; �/ to Dp .

Number the moving marked points in �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ from 1 to m� 1. This induces
a numbering of the moving marked points of �.�;0/p;m .�; �/ for each � 2 .�1; 1/p�2 .
Fix � and consider a the j th marked point pj of �.�;0/

�
.�; �/. Let P�2.T1;T2/ be

a neighborhood of p
j
� which is bounded by two vertical line segments which either

are of finite distance from a boundary minimum or from an edge point region, where
the boundary minimum or the edge point region are the ones closest to p� . As above
we consider a function ˛W P�2.T1;T2/! C which is real valued and holomorphic on
the boundary of �.�;0/p;m .�; �/, which equals 1 on P�2.l�

�1; l��1/, which equals 0

outside P�2.2l��1; 2l��1/, and which has
ˇ̌
Dk˛

ˇ̌
� 102l�. Let  s

j be the time s flow
of the vector field ˛b��1@� and note that  s is a diffeomorphism of �.�;0/p;m .�; �/ with
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differential of distance O.s/ from id. For � D .�1; : : : ; �m�1/ 2 Œ�1; 1�m�1 define
�
.�;�/
p;m .�; �/ to be the disk �.�;0/p;m with marked points at the images of the marked

points under the diffeomorphism  � D  
�1

1
ı � � � ı 

�m�1

m�1
.

We next define a map u
.�;�/

�
which takes the marked points of �.�;�/p;m .�; �/ to the

corresponding marking disks. In order to define the map u
.�;�/

�
we will use a similar

construction as above, interpolating between the local solution and a shifted version of
the local solution in a finite neighborhoods of the edge point regions. In order to define
the interpolation for a marked point in a region connecting two edge points we must
first discuss a certain exponential map. Consider a small ı–neighborhood of an edge
point in � . We scale this ı–neighborhood by �. Note that by definition ��1 yL� is flat
outside a finite neighborhood of the center of these re-scaled coordinate system. Let
h0 be a metric in these re-scaled coordinate neighborhoods such that ��1 yL� is totally
geodesic and such that the space of Jacobi-fields along a geodesic on yL� is closed
under multiplication with J�D J.�x/, and moreover so that the metric is flat outside a
finite neighborhood and such that near †1 the metric is flat in the directions orthogonal
to the cusp. (The form of such a metric can be found in [3, Proposition 4.3].) Outside
the ı–neighborhoods we let h00 be the flat metric. Note that exph0 D � exph00 ��1 for
sufficiently short tangent vectors in a region away from the center of the coordinate
system where these two maps are both defined. Thus they patch together to a map
expW T �M !T �M , defined in a neighborhood of the tree. Note moreover that except
in a �–neighborhood of edge points and points in †1 this exponential map is just
addition.

To define the map u
.�;�/

�
note that there exists a vector field �W P�2.aCK; aCK/!

T .T �M / in a neighborhood of any edge point region P�2.a; a/ such that

s
.�;0/

�
.z� �j b��1/D exps�.z/

.�.�//;

where s� is the standard solution. Fix a cut-off function ˇ equal to 1 on most of
the strip region and becoming 0 in a finite neighborhood of the edge point regions
surrounding it. As above we require its first two derivatives to be bounded and that it is
real valued and holomorphic on the boundary. In the strip region of the j th marked
point we take

u
.�;�/

�
D

(
u
.�;0/

�
.z� �j /D s�.z� �j b��1/ for z … P�2.aCK; aCK/;

exps�.z/
.ˇ.z/�.z//; for z 2 P�2.a; a/:

To define the map u
.�;�/

�
for marked points adjacent to a boundary minimum, or a

switch region, or a 2–valent puncture we use a different construction. Let v be the
vertex in question and let B.v/ denote a finite but large region around the boundary
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minimum or in the case of a switch a finite region outside which the boundary of the
local solution maps to constant lines. Letting ˇ be a cut-off function with derivative
which has support in B.v/ and in the nearest edge point region we define

u
.�;�/

�
D u

.�;0/

�
Cˇ@u

.�;0/

�
� �0j�

�1b@� ;

where �0j is the unique number so that u
.�;�/

�
takes its marked point to Dp .

This completes the definition of u
.�;�/

�
. It takes the boundary of �.�;�/p;m .�; �/ to

yL� . It is holomorphic outside edge point regions and regions of the form B.v/ and
it is holomorphic everywhere on the boundary. Finally, it takes the marked points
 �.p/ 2�

.�;�/
p;m .�; �/ to the marking disk Dp .

The construction above gives a local coordinate system .�1; 1/pCm�3 ! Cp;m on
the space of conformal structures on the disk with p punctures and m marked points
on the boundary around the conformal structure on �

.0;0/
m;p .�; �/. We denote the

image of this coordinate system Bp;m and denote points in Bp;m by their coordinates
.�; �/ 2 .�1; 1/p�2 � .�1; 1/m�1 .

6.3 The x@J –operator as a bundle map

In this subsection we define a bundle of function spaces over Bp;m . Its fibers consists
of sections sW �

.�;�/
p;m .�; �/!

�
u
.�;�/

�

��
T .T �M /. More precisely, each fiber is a direct

sum of an infinite dimensional weighted Sobolev space (see Section 6.3.1) augmented
by a finite dimensional function space (see Section 6.3.2). Once the fibers are described
we give the bundle structure by defining a trivialization (see Section 6.3.3) and thereby
equip its total space with a (Banach–) manifold structure.

Remark 6.14 It seems to the author that some construction involving weighted spaces,
similar to the one discussed below, is necessary also in the case when the singularity
set of the Legendrian submanifold is empty. In fact, the construction below grew out
of the authors attempts to understand a corresponding construction in [14] which is
also used to prove existence of holomorphic disks near flow trees but which does
not involve exponential weights. The details of the argument in [14] are presented
only in the case of 3–punctured disks and it contains misstatements. In particular, the
crucial estimate kQ0k � C9 in [14, Lemma 6.1] is not true as stated: in the proof it
is claimed that there exists a constant C such that for any function uW �3! Cn in
W 1;p such that u.@�3/�Rn , kuk1;p �Ckx@ukp . Consider the sequence of functions
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vN W Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�! Cn ,

vN .�; t/D

8̂<̂
:

N�
p

pC1 �; 0� � �N;

N�
p

pC1 .2N � �/; N � � � 2N;

0; otherwise:

then kvN k1;p �
1

1Cp
and kx@vN kp! 0. This shows that no such C exists. The failure

of this and similar estimates are among the reasons for the introduction of spaces
weighted with somewhat complicated functions below.

6.3.1 Weighted Sobolev spaces We specify weight functions, boundary conditions,
and certain vanishing conditions. Consider a domain �

.�;�/
p;m .�; �/. Note that the

complement of all regions B.v/ and R.q/, where v ranges over 2– and 3–valent
vertices and where q ranges over the edge points in �.�;�/p;m .�; �/, is a collection of strip
regions. For simpler notation below we re-scale any such region to have width 1 and
simply denote it Œ�T1;T2�� Œ0; 1� if it has finite length and Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1� otherwise.
Here we choose T1 and T2 so that the marked point lies at .0; 0/.

We define weight functions w.�;�/W �.�;�/p;m .�; �/! Œ1;1/. These functions will be the
smoothing of an exponential function composed with a piecewise linear function. The
details of the smoothing will not affect any of the arguments below and will therefore
not be discussed. Fix a small ı > 0.

� For z 2�
.�;�/
p;m .�; �/ which lies in B.v/ or in R.p/, for some vertex v or some

edge point p , let w.�;�/.z/D 1.

� For z D � C i t 2 �
.�;�/
p;m .�; �/ which lies in a half infinite strip Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�

(attached to a region of the form B.v/ or R.p/ along f0g � Œ0; 1�) let

w.�;�/.� C i t/D eıj� j:

� For z D � C i t 2 �
.�;�/
p;m .�; �/ which lies in a finite strip Œ�T1;T2� � Œ0; 1�

(attached to a region of the form B.v/ or R.p/ along f�T1g� Œ0; 1� and along
fT2g � Œ0; 1�), let(

w.� C i t/D eı1.T1�j� j/; �T1 � � � 0;

w.� C i t/D eı2.T2�j� j/; 0� � � T2;

where we choose ı1 and ı2 so that w.0; 0/D eıT , where T D 1
2
.T1CT2/.

For k D 1; 2, we let S
.�;�/

k;ı
.�; �/ denote the Sobolev space of sections

sW �.�;�/p;m .�; �/!
�
u
.�;�/

�

��
T .T �M /
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with k derivatives in L2 and weighted by the function w.�;�/ . Let

yV
.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/� S

.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/

be the closed subspace of elements yv such that yv is tangent to yL� along @�.�;�/p;m .�; �/,
and such that the restriction of xrJ yvDryvCJ.ryv/i to the boundary (the trace) equals
0. (Here r is the connection of the metric on T �M and i is the complex structure
on �

.�;�/
p;m .�; �/ inherited from C.) For more background on the requirements in

this definition, we refer to [6, Lemma 3.2], where the analogous conditions specifies
the “tangent space of the space of candidate maps”. Since our study in the present
situation is more local than that in [6] it suffices to work with the tangent space and an
exponential map rather than working with the whole configuration space of candidate
maps. The details of this definition will not be discussed here, we simply note that
since the metric on M is flat in a neighborhood of any rigid tree and we have local
(holomorphic) Cn –coordinates in a corresponding neighborhood in T �M we may
study the x@J –operator following [4]. In particular, the boundary condition xrJ yv D 0

translates into the boundary condition x@yv D 0 where x@ is the usual x@–operator on Cn .

Define V
.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/� yV

.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/ to be the subspace of sections v vanishing at all

marked points in �.�;�/p;m .�; �/. This subspace has finite codimension: each marked
point increases the codimension by n.

Finally, define W
.�;�/

1;ı
� S

.�;�/

1;ı
to be the closed subspace of w such that the restriction

of w to @�.�;�/p;m .�; �/ (the trace) vanishes.

6.3.2 Cut-off solutions We discuss cut-off solutions in the Cn –coordinates corre-
sponding to the flat coordinates on M in neighborhoods of pieces of the rigid trees where
these are defined. The boundary conditions in V

.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/ in regions Œ�T1;T2�� Œ0; 1�

between edge points are of one of the following forms (in standard coordinates � C i t )(
v.�/ 2 Rn;

v.� C i/ 2 Rn;
(6–6) (

v.�/ 2 Rn;

v.� C i/ 2
�
ei��R

�
�Rn�1;

(6–7) (
v.�/ 2

�
ei��R

�
�Rn�1;

v.� C i/ 2 Rn;
(6–8)

where ��! 0 as �! 0. Let p denote the marked point in Œ�T1;T2�� Œ0; 1� and define
yV .p/ to be the n–dimensional space of solutions of the x@–equation on R� Œ0; 1� which
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satisfy these boundary conditions and which converge to constant maps as �! 0. In
case of (6–6) these solutions have the form

v.� C i t/D c; c 2 Rn;

and in case of (6–7),

v.� C i t/D .c1e��.�Cit/; c0/; c1 2 R; c0 2 Rn�1:

The solutions in case of (6–8) are similar. Define yV .p/ to be the vector space spanned
by these solutions. Pick a cut-off function ˇW Œ�T1 � 1;T2C 1�� Œ0; 1�! C which
equals 1 on Œ�T1;T2�� Œ0; 1� and which equals 0 outside

�
�

1
2
�T1;

1
2
CT2

�
� Œ0; 1�.

Consider the functions ˇv , v 2 yV .p/, and note that these functions extend by 0 to
the rest of �.�;�/p;m .�; �/. Define V

.�;�/
sol .p; �/ to be the .n� 1/–dimensional space of

functions of this form which takes values in TDp , where Dp is the marking disk at p .
We endow these spaces with the norm induced by evaluation at p .

Similarly it is easy to find solutions of the (linearized) x@–equation which are bounded
and converges to constants as �! 0, near each 1–valent puncture of the tree. Consider
a negative 1–valent puncture v . Assume that the edge ending at v is a flow line of
some function difference f1� f2 and assume that f1.v/ > f2.v/. Then the negative
sign of the puncture implies that the orientation of the flow line given by the vector
�r.f1�f2/ points toward v . In particular, the flow line lies in the stable manifold
of f1� f2 . The linearized boundary condition for � C i t 2 Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1� in standard
coordinates has the form(

v.�/ 2
�
ei��R�

k
� � � � ei��R

�
�
�
e�i��R�

n�k
� � � � e�i��R

�
;

v.� C i/ 2 Rn;

Here, the k first factors correspond to stable directions at the critical point of f1� f2

and the n�k last to unstable ones. The bounded solutions which converges to constants
have the form v.� C i t/D .v1; : : : ; vn/ where

vj .� C i t/D

(
cei��e���.�Cit/; c 2 R if 1� j � k;

0 if kC 1� j � n:

In particular, the solutions form an k –dimensional vector space, where k is the
dimension of the stable manifold of the positive function difference at the critical point.
The same argument gives an l –dimensional vector space of solutions at a positive
puncture, where l is the dimension of the unstable manifold of the positive function
difference defining the critical point.
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Pick a cut-off function ˇW Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�! C with properties analogous to the cut-
off function discussed above and such that ˇ D 1 on Œ1;1/ � Œ0; 1� and ˇ D 0 on
Œ0; 1

2
�� Œ0; 1�. Define the finite dimensional space V

.�;�/
sol .v; �/ to be the space spanned

by cut-off solutions at a puncture v and endow it with the supremum norm. Note that
if v is a puncture (1– or 2–valent) of a rigid flow tree mapping to a critical point m of
the function difference f1�f2 > 0 then

dim.Vsol.v; �//D

(
dim

�
stable manifold of �r.f1�f2/ at m

�
if v is negative,

dim
�
unstable manifold of �r.f1�f2/ at m

�
if v is positive.

In the region Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1���.�;�/p;m .�; �/ corresponding to an end e , the boundary
conditions in V

.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/ split into a product of a boundary condition in C, tangential

to u�.@�
.�;�/
p;m .�; �//, and a constant boundary condition in Cn�1 . If a function v D

.v1; v
0/ 2 C�Cn�1 is decomposed into components then for � C i t 2 Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�,

(6–9)

(
v0.�/ 2 Rn�1;

v0.� C i/ 2 Rn�1:

In analogy with the above, we let V
.�;�/

sol .e; �/ be the .n� 1/–dimensional space of
cut-off versions of the constant solutions with values in Rn�1 , satisfying these boundary
conditions.

Definition 6.15 Let � be a rigid flow tree of yL� . Let S.�/ be the set of marked
points, ends, and punctures of � . Define

V
.�;�/

sol .�; �/D
M

a2S.�/

V
.�;�/

sol .a; �/:

6.3.3 A trivialization We define bundles V2;ı.�; �/, Vsol.�; �/, and W1;ı.�; �/

over Bp;m such that the fibers over .�; �/ are respectively V
.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/, V

.�;�/
sol .�; �/

and W
.�;�/

1;ı
.�; �/, simply by defining trivializations in the following way.

Consider first the bundle Vsol.�; �/. To trivialize it, note that evaluation at the marked
points or at points near a puncture give canonical identifications of the cut-off solutions
in V

.0;0/
sol .�; �/ and V

.�;�/
sol .�; �/ which we use to define the trivialization.

Consider second the bundle V2;ı.�; �/. To trivialize it we use the map

‰Œ.0; 0/; .�; �/�W V
.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/! V

.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/

given by

(6–10) ‰Œ.0; 0/; .�; �/�v.z/D

�
w.0;0/.��� ı ��.z//

w.�;�/.z/

�|

v
�
��� ı ��.z/

�
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where .f /| denotes a small perturbation of the function f making it holomorphic
on the boundary (and keeping it real valued) and where we use the canonical parallel
translation in the flat coordinates to put the value of ‰Œ.0; 0/; .�; �/� in the right fiber.
Note that an inverse ‰Œ.0; 0/; .�; �/� can be defined similarly and that these maps are
uniformly (as �! 0) bounded isomorphisms. This trivializes our bundle.

We trivialize the bundle W1;ı.�; �/ in a completely analogous way.

6.3.4 Source and target spaces of the x@–operator We consider the x@J –operator in
a neighborhood of u

.0;0/

�
as a bundle map

x@J W V2;ı.�; �/˚Vsol.�; �/!W1;ı.�; �/

We first define an exponential map associating maps Exp.v; f /W �.�;�/p;m .�; �/! T �M

to .v; f / 2 W
.�;�/

2;ı
˚ V

.�;�/
sol .�; �/. To define this map we use the map exp defined

near edge points in Section 6.2.3 and a map near ends defined in the same way: scale
small ı–neighborhoods of the ends by ��1 . By definition ��1 yL� is flat outside a
finite neighborhood of the center of these re-scaled coordinate system. Let h0 be a
metric in these re-scaled coordinate neighborhoods with the properties of h0 in Section
6.2.3 and such that h0 is flat in the directions orthogonal to the cusp edge. Outside the
ı–neighborhoods we let h00 be the flat metric. As before the two exponential maps patch
together nicely and we get a map expW T �M ! T �M , defined in a neighborhood of
the tree. We define

Exp.v; f /D exp
u
.�;�/

�
.z/
.v.z/Cf .z//;

where vCf denotes the sum in the fiber of T .T �M /. The x@J –operator on the bundle
is then defined by

x@J

�
.�; �/; v; f

�
D x@J Exp.v; f /;

where x@J hD dhCJ ıdh ı i , as usual. It is a .J; i/ complex anti-linear map. Since a
complex anti-linear map T��

.�;�/
p;m .�; �/!T

u
.�;�/

�
.�/

T �M is determined by the image
of one nonzero vector and since T�

.�;�/
p;m .�;�/� C is naturally trivialized (by @� for

example), we view x@J ;j Exp.v; f / as a vector field along u
.�;�/

�
and interpret the

x@J –operator as a bundle map

x@J W V2;ı.�; �/˚Vsol.�; �/!W1;ı.�; �/:

6.3.5 The linearization of the x@J –operator We will derive the local expression of
the linearization of the x@J –operator described above. More precisely we will compute
the linearization Lx@J at u

.0;0/

�
in the coordinates on V2;ı.�; �/ around ..0; 0/; 0; 0/

in the coordinate system .�1; 1/pCm�3 � V
.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/˚ V

.0;0/
sol .�; �/ given by the
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trivialization above. A general expression for the the linearization of such a bundle map
can be found in [6]. However, as we have standard Cn –coordinates around the tree we
can use the results of [4] to compute the linearization. We give a brief description.

The partial derivative of x@J with respect to v 2 V
.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/ is

Lx@J v D x@v;

and if f 2 V
.0;0/

sol .�; �/ then
Lx@J f D x@f:

We turn our attention to the conformal variations. We must compute�
w.��;��/.��� ı ��.z//

w.0;0/.z/

�|

x@u
.��;��/

�
.z/�x@u�

to first order in � . Note however that the first term is equal to 1 on the support of
x@u
.0;0/

�
and x@u.�;�/

�
and that these maps differ by a (cut-off) shift in the parameter

domain along a holomorphic map, we find that the linearization is simply

Lx@J .�; �/D .x@ˇ/@u
.0;0/

�
� b��1@� :

This expression agrees with x@
�
ˇ@u� � b�

�1@�
�

since u
.0;0/

�
is holomorphic on the

support of ˇ . We denote the space spanned by the vector fields ˇ@u.0;0/
�
� b��1@�

corresponding to all boundary minima and all moving marked points endowed with the
supremum norm by V

.0;0/
con .�; �/ and we will consider the linearization of x@J as a map

V
.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/˚V

.0;0/
sol .�; �/˚V .0;0/

con .�; �/!W
.0;0/

1;ı
.�; �/:

The advantage of the space V
.0;0/

con .�; �/ over the more abstract tangent space of
conformal structures is that its elements take values in T .T �M / and thus can be acted
on by evaluation maps.

Remark 6.16 Let � be a rigid flow tree determined by yL� . Note that the fact that
u
.0;0/

�
W �

.0;0/
p;m .�; �/! T �M is J –holomorphic in the regions where w< 4 implies

(6–11)
x@J u

.0;0/

�


W1;ı
DO.� log.��1//:

6.4 Constructing all solutions

In this subsection we construct a unique J –holomorphic disk near any rigid flow tree
by applying the following result (often called Floer’s Picard lemma).
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Lemma 6.17 Let F W B1! B2 be a smooth Fredholm map of Banach spaces,

F.v/D F.0/C dF.v/CN.v/:

Assume that dF has a bounded right inverse Q and that the non-linear term N satisfies
a quadratic estimate of the form

(6–12) kN.u/�N.v/kB2
� C.kukB1

CkvkB1
/ku� vkB1

:

If kQf .0/k � 1
8C

, then for � < 1
4C

, F�1.0/\B.0I �/, where B.0I �/ is an �–ball
around 0 2 B1 , is a smooth submanifold diffeomorphic to the �–ball in Ker.dF.0//.

Proof See Floer [13].

In our application of Lemma 6.17, F D x@J , B1 is a neighborhood of ..0; 0/; 0; 0/ 2
V2;ı.�; �/, and B2 is a neighborhood of ..0; 0/; 0/ 2W1;ı.�; �/. We must therefore
establish the existence of a uniformly bounded inverse of Lx@J and produce a quadratic
estimate for the remainder term in the Taylor expansion of x@J .

We find the bounded inverse using an inductive procedure involving partial flow sub-
trees of a given rigid flow tree. More precisely, we associate function spaces analogous
to V

.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/˚V

.0;0/
sol .�; �/ and W

.0;0/

1;ı
.�; �/ and an operator analogous to Lx@J

to partial flow trees. We then explain how to patch these operators and spaces. The
quadratic estimate for the non-linear term follows from a slight modification of the
argument given in [3; 6].

Remark 6.18 The boundary condition for Lx@J converges to constant Rn –boundary
conditions as �! 0, except near ends, switches, and Y1 –vertices, where they con-
verge to constant Rn –boundary conditions with a � –rotation in one direction as in
Section 6.1.3, Section 6.1.4 and Section 6.1.6, respectively. Since we have uniformly
positive exponential weights at the punctures the uniform invertibility of the standard
x@–operator with constant Rn –boundary conditions and � –rotations as just described
for all sufficiently small � > 0 will imply the uniform invertibility of Lx@J with its
boundary condition for the same � > 0. For simplicity, we prove the invertibility in
the former setting below.

6.4.1 Auxiliary spaces of partial trees We consider special partial trees which are
subsets of a rigid flow tree � and associate subdomains of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ to them. More
precisely, the special partial trees � 0 � � are of the following form.

.1/ � 0 has exactly one special puncture in Dp for some marked point p2�
.0;0/
p;m .�; �/

and consists of one of the parts of � obtained by cutting it at this point. The
domain corresponding to � 0 is the corresponding part of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ cut along
the vertical line segment fpg � Œ0; 1� where p is the marked point.
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.20/ � 0 has exactly two special punctures in Dp1
and Dp2

, where pj , j D 1; 2 are
marked points in �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ such that the special punctures are connected by
an edge segment with one edge point q on it. The domain corresponding to � 0

is the region bounded by fp1g� Œ0; 1� and fp2g� Œ0; 1� which contains the edge
point region R.q/.

.21/ � 0 has exactly two special punctures in Dp1
and Dp2

and one switch q . The
domain corresponding to � 0 is the region bounded by fp1g � Œ0; 1� and fp2g �

Œ0; 1�, which contains the region B.q/ corresponding to the switch q .

.22/ � 0 has exactly two special punctures in Dp1
and Dp2

and one 2–valent puncture
q . The domain corresponding to � 0 is the region bounded by fp1g � Œ0; 1� and
fp2g � Œ0; 1� containing the region B.q/ corresponding to 2–valent puncture q .

.30/ � 0 has exactly three special punctures in Dpj , j D 1; 2; 3 and one Y0 –vertex
v . The domain corresponding to � 0 is bounded by fpj g � Œ0; 1� where pj ,
j D 1; 2; 3 and contains the region B.v/.

.31/ � 0 has exactly three special punctures in Dpj , j D 1; 2; 3 and one Y1 –vertex
v . The domain corresponding to � 0 is bounded by fpj g � Œ0; 1� where pj ,
j D 1; 2; 3 and contains the region B.v/.

If � 0 � � is a tree of the form described above we associate a standard domain

x�p0;m0.�
0; �/

to � 0 . Here x�p0;m0.�
0; �/ is the part of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ which correspond to � 0 with

half infinite strips of the form Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1� or .�1; 0�� Œ0; 1� attached to all cuts
fpg � Œ0; 1� in � 0 where p is a marked point in �.0;0/p;m .�; �/. The marked points of
x�p0;m0.�

0; �/ are the marked points it inherits from �
.0;0/
p;m .�; �/ except the marked

points at cuts.

We define the space of functions V2;ı.�
0; �/ on x�p0;m0.�

0; �/ much as V
.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/

was defined for a rigid tree above: the boundary conditions along the part of @x�p0;m0.�
0; �/

which is a subset of @�.0;0/p;m .�; �/ are left unchanged and along the added half infinite
strips the constant boundary conditions (ie the boundary conditions in the limit �! 0)
in a neighborhood of fpg � .@Œ0; 1�/ are continued constantly. Also, we leave the
weight function w.0;0/ unchanged on the subset of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ and let it continue its
exponential growth at the same rate in the infinite half strips added. This gives a weight
function w on x�p0;m0.�

0; �/. We also define the space W1;ı.�
0; ƒ/ in analogy with

W
.0;0/

1;ı
.�; �/ using this weight function.

If p is a marked point where the tree � was cut then we define Vsol.p; �/ as the finite
dimensional space which is spanned by the n cut-off solutions satisfying Rn boundary
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conditions that are defined in the infinite end corresponding to p . Let S.� 0/ be the set
of all marked points, punctures, and ends of � which lie in the part of �.0;0/p;m .�; �/

corresponding to � 0 and define

Vsol.�
0; �/D

X
a2S.� 0/

Vsol.a; �/:

(Note that the marked points p where � was cut belongs to S.� 0/.)

The conformal variations of � 0 are simply the conformal variations inherited from � .
More precisely, let C.� 0/ denote the set of all marked points, 2–valent punctures, and
3–valent vertices which lie in � 0 , except the marked points where � was cut. Define

Vcon.�
0; �/D

M
a2C.�/

Vcon.a; �/:

Here we simply let the vector field @u� � b��1@� continue without being cut off along
added half strips. As in the proof of Proposition 3.14, we use the convention that the
index I.r/ of a special vertex r equals nC 1 if r is positive and equals �1 if r is
negative.

6.4.2 Building rigid flow trees Let � be a rigid flow tree. We will study the x@–
operator on �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ by breaking � (and simultaneously �.0;0/p;m .�; �/) into simpler
pieces. Let � be a rigid flow tree. If � 0 is a partial flow tree of type .1/ then we
call � 0 a rigid flow sub-tree. If � 0 is a rigid flow sub-tree then 1� dim.� 0/� n, see
Remark 3.16.

Lemma 6.19 Any rigid flow sub-tree � of a given rigid flow tree can be constructed
using only the following operations

.20/ Join a partial flow tree of type .20/ to a rigid flow sub-tree � 0 at its special
puncture. Here dim.�/D dim.� 0/.

.21/ Join a partial flow tree of type .21/ to a rigid flow sub-tree � 0 at its special
puncture. Here dim.�/D dim.� 0/� 1.

.22/ Join a partial flow tree of type .22/ to a rigid flow sub-tree � 0 at its special
puncture. Here dim.�/D dim.� 0/� nC 1.

.30/ Join two rigid flow sub-trees � 0 and � 00 at their special puncture to two of the
special punctures of a partial tree of type .30/. Here dim.�/ D dim.� 0/C
dim.� 00/� nC 1.

.31/ Join two rigid flow sub-trees � 0 and � 00 at their special puncture to two of the
special punctures of a partial tree of type .31/. Here dim.�/ D dim.� 0/C
dim.� 00/� n.
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Proof Let � be any rigid flow sub-tree and let s be its special puncture. If the vertex
or marked point in the strip region following s is an edge point or a switch then cut �
at the marked point following this point. If there is no such vertex or switch following
s then cut � at the two marked points closest to the 3–valent vertex of � adjacent to
s . The statement on dimensions are immediate from the definition of dim.�/.

6.4.3 Uniform invertibility Let � be a rigid flow sub-tree and consider the operator

x@W V2;ı.�; �/˚Vsol.�; �/˚Vcon.�; �/!W1;ı.�; �/:

Consider the end Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1� in x�p0;m0.�; �/ corresponding to a special puncture s .
Note that any element v 2 V2;ı.�; �/ has a well defined limit v.s/D limz!1 v.z/,
z 2 Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�. We call the map evsW v 7! v.s/ evaluation at s . The restriction of
evs to Ker.x@/ gives a map evsW Ker.x@/!Rn� TsM . Let Ks.�; �/ denote the image
of this map.

Our transversality assumptions imply that the rigid flow sub-tree � is a smooth point of
a dim.�/–dimensional family � of partial flow trees. There is an obvious evaluation
map T��! TsM , we call the image of that map the flow tree tangent space of �
at s and denote it Fs.�/, see Remark 3.16. Let F 0s.�/ � T �s M be the subspace of
linear functionals hv; �i, v 2 Fs.�/ and note that F 0s.�/ can be viewed as a vanishing
condition at s . We write VF 0s.�/

.�; �/ � V2;ı.�; �/ for the closed subspace of all
elements which satisfy this vanishing condition.

Proposition 6.20 If � is a rigid flow sub-tree then the index of

x@W V2;ı.�; �/˚Vsol.�; �/˚Vcon.�; �/!W1;ı.�; �/

equals dim.�/. Moreover Ks.�; �/ converges to Fs.�/ as �! 0. In particular, there
exists a constant C� such that for all sufficiently small � > 0

(6–13) kvk � C�kx@vk; v 2 VF 0s.�/
.�; �/:

Proof It is a consequence of Proposition 3.18 that this Fredholm operator has index
dim.�/. (The fact that there are conformal variations supported at each marked point,
instead of as in a rigid tree at all but one, is compensated in the dimension formula by
the addition of 1 for the special puncture.)

Note that � is obtained from other rigid flow sub-trees by the operations described
in Lemma 6.19. Moreover, the cutting procedure in the proof of Lemma 6.19 can be
applied repeatedly starting with any rigid flow sub-tree until no further splitting off of
partial trees in the list is possible. The only rigid flow sub-trees which cannot be cut
any further are the following. Rigid flow sub-trees with one special puncture and one
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puncture and rigid flow subtrees with one special puncture and one end. We call such
pieces minimal rigid flow sub-trees. Note that Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.4 imply that
Proposition 6.20 holds for minimal rigid flow sub-trees of the former and latter types
respectively. Thus, by induction the proposition follows from the following claim.

Claim If Proposition 6.20 holds for a rigid flow sub-tree � 0 (for two rigid flow sub-
trees � 0 and � 00 ) then it holds also for the rigid flow sub-tree � obtained from � 0

(from � 0 and � 00 ) by any of the operations described in Lemma 6.19.

We verify this claim by checking all cases. Consider first the case when � D � 0[�0

where �0 has type .20/. Let p denote the marked point where � 0 and �0 are joined
and let q denote the other marked point of �0 . We decompose cut-off solutions and
conformal variations of � into those supported near p and q and those supported far
from these points:

Vsol.�; �/˚Vcon.�; �/

D
�
V 0sol.�; �/˚V 0con.�; �/

�
˚
�
Vsol.p; �/˚Vcon.p; �/

�
˚Vsol.q; �/:

Assume that (6–13) does not hold. Then there exists a sequence of functions v� 2
VF 0q.�/

.�; �/, �! 0, such that

kv�k D 1;(6–14)

kx@v�kW1;ı.�;�/! 0; as �! 0:(6–15)

Write

v� D v
0
�C v

p

�
C v

q

�
;

v0
� 2 V2;ı.�; �/˚V 0sol.�; �/˚V 0con.�; �/;

v
p

�
2 Vsol.p; �/˚Vcon.p; �/;

v
q

�
2 Vsol.q; �/:

Let ŒT1;T2� � Œ0; 1� � x�p0;m0.�; �/ be the region which contains p D .0; 0/. Let
ˇŒ��W x�p0;m0.�; �/!C be a cut-off function which is real valued and holomorphic on
the boundary and with the following properties: ˇŒ��D 1 in the region of x�p0;m0.�; �/

to the left of the vertical segment f1
2
T1g � Œ0; 1�, ˇŒ��D 0 to the right of f0g � Œ0; 1�,

and jDkˇŒ��j DO.�/, k D 1; 2. (Recall that Tj grows like ��1 as �! 0.) Similarly,
let ˇŒC�W x�p0;m0.�; �/!C be a cut off function equal to 1 to the right of f1

2
T2g�Œ0; 1�

and equal to 0 to the left of f0g � Œ0; 1� with jDkˇŒC�j DO.�/.
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Let vp

�
ŒC� 2 Vsol.p; �/ � Vsol.�

0; �/ be the cut off constant function which agrees
with vp

�
at p and let vp

�
Œ�� 2 Vsol.�0; �/ be the cut off constant function which agrees

with vp

�
at p . Note that the function ˇŒ��v0

�
C v

p

�
Œ��C v

q

�
lies in VF 0q.�/

.�; �/ �

V2;ı.�0; �/˚Vsol.�0; �/ and that the function ˇŒC�v0
�
C v

p

�
ŒC� lies in V2;ı.�

0; �/˚

Vsol.�
0; �/˚Vcon.�

0; �/. Moreover,

x@.ˇŒ��v0
�C v

p

�
Œ��C v

q

�
/D .x@ˇŒ��/v0

�CˇŒ��
x@v�;

x@.ˇŒC�v0
�C v

p

�
ŒC�/D .x@ˇŒC�/v0

�CˇŒC�
x@v�:

Thus

kx@.ˇŒ��v0
�C v

p

�
Œ��C v

q

�
/kW1;ı.�0;�/ D o.1/;(6–16)

kx@.ˇŒC�v0
�C v

p

�
ŒC�/kW1;ı.� 0;�/ D o.1/:(6–17)

Identify �2;1.�0; �/ with R� Œ0; 1� where q and p corresponds to �1 and C1,
respectively. It follows from Lemma 6.3 that the x@–operator on the space of functions
HA �H2;ı˚Fsol , where FsolDFsol.q/˚Fsol.p/, F.q/DRn , F.p/DFp.�

0/, and
where the vanishing condition A is given by F 0q.�/ at q is an isomorphism. Thus
there exists a function �� 2HA such that

x@�� D x@.ˇŒ��v
0
�C v

p

�
Œ��C v

q

�
/

and k��kH2;ı˚Fsol � Ckx@.ˇŒ��v0
�
C v

p

�
Œ��C v

q

�
/kH1;ı

. In particular,

x@
�
ˇŒ��v0

�C v
p

�
Œ��C v

q

�
� ��

�
D 0;

and hence ˇŒ��v�Cv
p

�
Œ��Cv

q

�
��� lies in the kernel of the x@–operator on H2;ı˚Fsol .

Moreover the function satisfies the vanishing condition F 0q.�/ at q . Decomposing
�� according to the direct sum decomposition of H2;ı ˚ Fsol.q/˚ Fsol.p/ we get
�� D �

0
�
C �

p

�
C �

q

�
. It follows form the characterization of the kernel in Lemma 6.3

that
evp

�
ˇŒ��v0

�C v
p

�
Œ��C v

q

�
� ��

�
2 Fq.�/

?:

Thus,

(6–18) evp.v
0
�C v

p

�
C v

q

�
/C o.1/ 2 Fp.�

0/?:

(There are two contributions to the error term o.1/: �� of size o.1/ and the difference
between Fq.�/

? and Fp.�
0/? which arises as the tree tangent space is transported

by the flow through the region around the edge point between p and q of size O.�/.)

By assumption the x@–operator on VF 0p.� 0/
� V2;ı.�

0; �/˚Vsol.�
0; �/˚Vcon.�

0; �/ is
an isomorphism. Hence there exists �� 2 VF 0p.� 0/

such that x@�� D x@.ˇŒC�v0
�
C v

p

�
ŒC�/.
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We conclude that x@
�
ˇŒC�v0

�
C v

p

�
ŒC� � ��

�
D 0. Arguing as above and using the

inductive assumption about the kernel of the x@–operator on �p0;m0.�
0; �/ we conclude

that

(6–19) evp.v
0
�C v

p

�
/C o.1/ 2 Fp.�

0/:

Equations (6–18) and (6–19) imply that vp

�
D o.1/. In particular,

kx@.ˇŒ��v0
�C v

q

�
Œ��/k D o.1/;

kx@.ˇŒC�v0
�/k D o.1/;

and we conclude from the estimates for the x@–operator on H2;ı˚Fsol.q/ and VF 0p.� 0/
,

respectively, that kˇŒ��v0
�
k! 0 and vq

�
! 0, and that kˇŒC�v0

�
k! 0.

Finally, let  W ŒT1;T2� � Œ0; 1� ! C be a cut off function which is equal to 1 on
Œ3
4
T1;

3
4
T2� � Œ0; 1�, equal to 0 outside Œ7

8
T1;

7
8
T2� � Œ0; 1� and with jDk j D O.�/,

k D 1; 2. Using Lemma 6.2 with negative exponential weights at both ends we see that
the x@–operator restricted to the n–codimensional subspace of functions vanishing at 0

is an isomorphism. By definition of V2;ı.�; �/, v0
�
.p/D 0 and we conclude from this

and kx@.v0
�
/k! 0 that kv0

�
k! 0. To summarize, (6–14) and (6–15) imply that

kv0
�k � kˇŒ��v

0
�kCkˇŒC�v

0
�kCkv

0
�k! 0

and that
kv

p

�
k! 0; kv

q

�
k! 0:

This however contradicts (6–14) and we conclude that the estimate holds.

It remains to prove the statement on the kernel of � . This is straightforward after
the estimate is established. Pick a function v0

�
D v0

�
C v

p

�
ŒC� in the kernel of x@

on V2;ı.�
0; �/. Continue the function v

p

�
ŒC� constantly to the left in x�p;m.�; �/.

Expressed in terms of the direct sum decomposition used above the continuation is

v
p

�
C ��C v

q

�
;

where �� has finite support near the edge point between p and q . Then

x@.ˇŒC�v0
�C v

p

�
C ��C v

q

�
/D .x@ˇŒC�/v0

�:

By the estimate just established and the computation of the Fredholm index of x@ on
x�p;m.�; �/ we find that there exists a function �� satisfying the vanishing condition
F 0q.�/ at q such that x@�� D x@ˇŒC�v0

�
and k��k DO.�/. The kernel is thus spanned

by functions of the from ˇŒC�v0
�
C v

p

�
C��C v

q

�
��� . The convergence statement for

the kernel follows.
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The proofs in the other cases are similar so we just point out the differences from the
case just given. In the case .21/ of Lemma 6.19 we have � D � 0 [�0 where �0 is
of type .21/. In this case we proceed as above. The main difference from the case
considered is that the kernel of the x@–problem on �0 is smaller. In particular, the
analogue of (6–16) in this case is

evp.v�C v
p

�
C v

q

�
/C o.1/ 2 .Fp.�

0/CW /?;

where W ˝C is the complex line in which the boundary condition rotates, see Lemma
6.7. The estimate is then established using Lemma 6.7 and the inductive hypothesis.
Finally, solutions on x�p0;m0.�

0; �/ with values in W ? can be continued as above.

In the case .22/ of Lemma 6.19 we have � D � 0[�0 , where �0 is of type .22/ with
2–valent puncture r and special punctures p , the special puncture of � 0 , and q . In
this case replace the problem on ŒT1;T2�� Œ0; 1� considered above by the problem on a
3–punctured disk which is the union of two regions of the form ŒT1;T2�� Œ0; 1�, the
region B.r/, and Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1� corresponding to the 2–valent puncture r . Note that
the conformal variation associated to v is given by @s � x@. f̌ /, where f D ��1b@� in
Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1�. In particular, the conformal variation behaves close to the limit (when
�� � ı ) just like a cut off constant solution with value 0 at the 2–valent puncture
and common value at the other two punctures and Lemma 6.7 gives the necessary
information on the x@–operator in this case. To establish the estimate we again argue by
contradiction and write

w� D v�C v
p

�
C v

q

�
C vr

�:

We conclude from Lemma 6.12 and the vanishing condition at q that

evp.w�/D o.1/:

This suffices to establish the desired estimate. The kernel function can be glued as
above.

In case .30/ of Lemma 6.19 we have � D � 0 [�0 [�
00 , where �0 is a tree of type

.30/ with special vertices p , q , and r , where p and q are the special vertices of � 0

and � 00 , respectively. To establish the estimate we again argue by contradiction writing

w� D v�C v
p

�
C v

q

�
C vr

�:

Lemma 6.9 allows us to conclude from the vanishing condition at r that

evp.w�/C o.1/D evq.w�/C o.1/ 2
�
Fp.�

0/\Fq.�
00/
�?
:

On the other hand the inductive hypothesis applied to the x@–operator on �� 0.�/ and
�� 00.�/ shows that

evp.w�/C o.1/ 2 Fp.�
0/
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and
evq.w�/C o.1/ 2 Fq.�

00/:

These together with the above allows us to conclude vp

�
! 0 and vq

�
! 0. The estimate

then follows using the same argument as in the .20/–case. Also, gluing solutions works
much as before.

Finally, the case .31/ of Lemma 6.19 is obtained from a modification of the .30/–case
which is entirely analogous to the modification of the .20/–case needed for the .21/–
case. The information on the x@–operator needed follows from Lemma 6.11.

With Proposition 6.20 established we can now prove the uniform invertibility for rigid
flow trees.

Proposition 6.21 Let � be a rigid flow tree. Then for all sufficiently small � > 0, the
linearization of the x@J –operator at u

.0;0/

�

Lx@J W V
.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/˚V

.0;0/
sol .�; �/˚V .0;0/

con .�; �/!W
.0;0/

1;ı
.�; �/

has a right inverse Q� and there exists a constant C such that for all � > 0 sufficiently
small

kQ�k � C:

Proof It follows by Proposition 3.18 that the Fredholm index of Lx@J equals 0.
Therefore the proposition follows once we establish the estimate

(6–20) kv�k � Ckx@v�kW .0;0/

1;ı
.�;�/

:

In order to establish (6–20) cut the tree at the marked point p where no conformal
variation is supported. This produces two rigid flow sub-trees � 0 and � 00 . We now
argue by contradiction. Assume that (6–20) does not hold then there exists a sequence
of functions v� 2 V

.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/˚V

.0;0/
con .�; �/˚V

.0;0/
sol .�; �/ such that

kv�k D 1;(6–21)

kx@v�kW .0;0/

1;ı
.�;�/

! 0; as �! 0:(6–22)

Write
v� D v

0
�C v

p

�
;

where v0
�
2 W

.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/˚ V 0sol.�; �/˚ V 0con.�; �/ and vp

�
2 Vsol.p; �/. We chose

cut-off functions ˇŒC� and ˇŒ�� as in the proof of Proposition 6.20. It is a consequence
of Lemma 6.3 that there exists ��ŒC� and ��Œ�� which satisfy the vanishing conditions
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F 0p.�
0/ and F 0p.�

00/ respectively such that x@�Œ˙�Dx@.ˇŒ˙�v0
�
Cvp Œ˙�/. We conclude

that x@
�
ˇŒ˙�v0

�
C v

p

�
Œ˙�� ��Œ˙�

�
D 0. It follows from Proposition 6.20 that

evp.ˇŒ˙�v�C v�Œ˙�� ��Œ˙�/C o.1/ 2 Fp.�Œ˙�/:

Since Fp.�ŒC�/\Fp.�Œ��/D l and we have a vanishing condition in direction l we
conclude that vp

�
! 0. Proposition 6.20 then implies that ˇŒ˙�v0

�
! 0. Finally, we

pick a cut-off function  as in the proof of Proposition 6.20 and conclude as there
that kv0

�
k ! 0. This contradicts (6–21) and we conclude that (6–20) holds for all

sufficiently small � > 0.

6.4.4 Existence and surjectivity With the uniform invertibility established we are
in position to prove Theorem 1.3.

Proof of Theorem 1.3 After Proposition 6.21 and Remark 6.16, in order to apply
Lemma 6.17 to the x@J –operator, we must only establish the quadratic estimate

kN.u/�N.v/k � C.ku� vk/.kukCkvk/;

u; v 2 V
.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/˚V

.0;0/
sol .�; �/˚V .0;0/

con .�; �/;

see (6–12). The proof of this quadratic estimate is similar to [4, Lemma 7.16] (see also
[5, Subsection 4.3]). The new ingredient in the present situation is the space of cut-off
solutions and the action of the conformal variations on the function u

.0;0/

�
. The cut-off

solutions and the action just mentioned has the following property: altering u
.0;0/

�
by

adding a cut-off solution or by an element in Bp;m , we obtain a function zu� which is
J –holomorphic except possibly in regions of the form B.v/ or R.p/, where v is a
3– or 2–valent vertex of � and where p is an edge point. Hence, the non-linear term
corresponding to cut off solutions or actions by elements in Bp;m is supported only in
the uniformly finite neighborhoods R.p/ or B.v/ in �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ where the weight
function is small. This together with the fact that the diffeomorphisms corresponding
to elements in Bp;m , used to transport elements in V

.0;0/

2;ı
.�; �/, satisfies (6–5) and the

fact that the trivialization compensates for the change in weight, see (6–10), allow us
to establish the quadratic estimate by repeating the argument in [4].

This quadratic estimate in combination with Proposition 6.21 and Lemma 6.17 imply
that for each sufficiently small � > 0 and each rigid flow tree � , there exists a unique
J –holomorphic disk in a ı–neighborhood of u

.0;0/

�
in W2;ı.�; �/ for some ı > 0. To

finish the proof it remains to show that if w� are any J –holomorphic disks with image
in some small neighborhood of � then for � > 0 small enough w� is in the image of
the exponential map of an element in the ı–neighborhood.
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Let w�W Dm ! T �M be a holomorphic disk in a ı0 –neighborhood of � , where
ı0 > 0 is so small that our metric has the standard form in this neighborhood. It
is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.2 that for small � > 0, w� takes each
edge of its domain to an O.�/–neighborhood of a gradient flow line, and that it takes
log.��1/–neighborhoods of its boundary minima and tangency points to regions of
O.� log.��1//–neighborhoods of points. It follows from our transversality assumptions
for trees that the image of w� lies in an O.� log.��1//–neighborhood of a flow tree.
Moreover, since w� is a rigid disk, the flow tree close to w� is rigid as well. Since the
only rigid tree in a small finite neighborhood of � is � itself it follows that w� maps
to an O.� log.��1// neighborhood of � .

Recall, see Remark 5.35, that the conformal structure on the domain of w� is determined
up to O.log.��1// by the rigid limit tree � . It follows from this that the conformal
structure on �.0;0/p;m .�; �/ is at distance at most O.log.��1// from that of the domain
of w� (where we mark the points where w� intersects Dp ). To see this we start
at the positive puncture: after suitable translations the two maps agree to within
O.� log.��1// at the first marked point. After that we use the fact that both maps stay
at O.�/–distance from the double lift of gradient lines which are separated by at most
O.� log.��1// (arising from variations near vertices and edge points) to conclude that
the marked points in the domain are of distance bounded by O.log.��1//.

There thus exists .�; �/ with j.�; �/j D O.� log.��1// such that the domain of w�
can be taken as �.�;�/p;m .�; �/. We must estimate the distance between the map u

.�;�/

�

and w� . To do this we use the uniqueness up to translation of the local solutions for
estimates in the bounded regions B.v/ near Y0 – and Y1 –vertices, switches, and 2–
valent punctures. In regions complementary to such regions and to edge point regions,
where the weight in V

.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/ is large, we take advantage of the simple boundary

conditions and use Fourier analysis to derive the estimates needed. In the remaining
edge point regions the weight is small and it is straightforward to estimate the distance
using flow tree convergence as in Lemma 5.13.

Consider first a neighborhood of a boundary minimum corresponding to a Y0 –vertex
v of � . More precisely we consider such a neighborhood of the form �3.T1;T2;T3/

which is bounded by vertical segments near the nearest edge point regions. It follows
by the argument given above that w�W �3.T1;T2;T3/! T �M is a holomorphic map
mapping into an O.� log.��1// neighborhood of the image of the local solution at v .
Moreover, as in Section 5, jDw�j DO.�/. It follows by Lemma 5.13 that outside a
log.��1/–neighborhood of the boundary minimum, w� converges at rate O.�/ to a a
flow tree. In particular, the re-scaling ��1w� converges to a holomorphic map w1 on
�3 with the same asymptotics as the local solution. Let c be a constant vector in Rn
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such that ��1w�.p/C c D s.p/ for some p 2�3.T1;T2;T3/ then also ��1w�C c

converges to a holomorphic map which, by uniqueness of the local solution up to
translation in Rn (see Section 6.1.5), must be equal to s . Moreover, since the distance
from w� to � is O.� log.��1// it follows that for sufficiently small � > 0

w�C�c D s�C �
0
�;

where �c DO.� log.��1//, where jDk��j DO.�/, k D 0; 1; 2.

Consider next the difference s��.w�C�c/ restricted to a strip region Œ�1; �2�� Œ0; 1��

�3.T1;T2;T3/ where f�1g � Œ0; 1� lies slightly inside B.v/ and where f�2g � Œ0; 1�

lies near an edge point. The fact that w�C�c converges to s� at rate O.�/ and the
argument in Lemma 5.13 (see also Remark 5.15), imply that there are O.� log.��1//

C 2 –bounds for w�C�c�s� near both vertical lines bounding the region. For simplicity
of notation we assume that ��1 D �2 D �0 . Fourier analysis implies that

.w�C c�/� s� D
X
n2Z

cnen�z :

Denoting this function .x.� C i t/;y.� C i t//, the O.� log.��1// C 0 –bound at the
ends implies thatZ 1

0

D
y.˙�0; t/�y.˙�0; 0/;y.˙�0; t/�y.˙�0; 0/

E
dt DO.�2 log.��1/2/:

However, Z 1

0

D
y.˙�0; t/�y.˙�0; 0/;y.˙�0; t/�y.�0; 0/

E
dt

D c2
0

X
n¤0

.2�n/�1c2
n.e

2�n�0 � e�2�n�0/;

and Z �0

��0

Z 1

0

�X
n¤0

cne�nz

�2

e2ıj�0�� j d�dt

D e2ı�0

X
n¤0

.2�n� 2ı/�1c2
n.e

.2�n�2ı/�0 � e.�2�n�2ı/�0/:

Therefore the weighted L2 –norm of the non-constant terms in the Fourier expansion
is small. Applying a similar argument using the bounds on the higher derivatives
at the ends we conclude that w�Du

.�;�/

�
Cv0

�
Cv1

�
in �3.T1;T2;T3/ where the norm

of .v0
�
; v1
�
/ 2 V

.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/˚V

.�;�/
sol .�; �/˚V

.�;�/
con .�; �/ is O.� log.��1//. Here the

function v1
�

is determined by the constant Fourier components above and by the
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difference between s� and u
.�;�/

�
. Its norm is therefore O.� log.��1//. The function

v0
�

is determined by the non-constant Fourier components which was estimated above
and the “remainder” of the constant Fourier components supported in B.v/ and hence
also its norm is O.� log.��1//.

The distance between w� and u
.�;�/

�
in subsets corresponding to Y1 –vertices, switches,

and 2–valent punctures bounded by vertical segments near nearby edge points can
be bounded in much the same way. The main difference is that in these cases there
appear restrictions on the translation vector c above. (For 2–valent punctures and
switches it must be parallel to the cusp edge, for 2–valent punctures it equals 0.) We
thus have a bound on the distance in such regions. The remaining parts of the disk
are a finite number of strip regions. Here the distance can be bounded applying the
argument used in the strip region considered above: Flow tree convergence implies
a C 2 –bound near the vertical segments bounding the region. Fourier analysis then
gives bounds on the cut-off solutions corresponding to the constant Fourier modes and
also weighted L2 –estimates for higher Fourier modes corresponding to elements in
V
.�;�/

2;ı
.�; �/. (Note that if the boundary conditions are as in (4–10) then we multiply

the the first component of the difference w�� s� by e�i��t and then use the Fourier
analysis argument above, where �� ! 0 is the angle between the two lines in the
boundary condition.)

In regions of the form Œ0;1/� Œ0; 1� corresponding to 1–valent punctures and ends,
the local solutions in the limit are unique up to pre-composition with translation in the
source and addition of cut-off solutions. By flow tree convergence, the maps u

.�;�/

�

and w� maps points near the closest edge point at most O.� log.��1// apart, so we
conclude that w� D u

.�;�/

�
C v0

�
C v1

�
as above.

Finally, in a region R.p/ around an edge point p the distance between the maps
are at most O.� log.��1// since both are close to the same flow tree, see Lemma
5.13 and Remark 5.15, and since the size of any change arising above has this size.
We conclude that w� D Exp.�;�/.v; f / where j.�; �/j D O.� log.��1// and where
kvkCkf k DO.� log.��1//. This finishes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 (b) The theorem follows from Theorem 1.1 (a), Theorem 1.2
and Theorem 1.3.

7 An example

In this section we consider an elementary and local example where we see all vertices of
rigid flow trees appearing. Consider two fronts in J 1.R2/. The first one F1 is simply
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the 0–section and the second one F2 is a sheet given by the function z.x1;x2/DK�x1 ,
where K � 0. We consider the parts of these fronts in a square �R � jxj j � R,
j D 1; 2. There is an obvious 1–parameter family of holomorphic strips in T �R2DC2

with boundary of the Lagrangian submanifolds corresponding to the two fronts, given
by .x1C iy1;x2C iy2/D .� C i t; s/, where �R� s �R. The corresponding family
of gradient flow lines is as easily described, see Figure 16.

1

1

Figure 16: The family of trees before isotopy. The flow line 1 is determined
by the sheets F1 and F2 .

We next change the 0–section by a Legendrian isotopy into F 0
1

as shown in Figure 17.
Label the pieces of the front F 0

1
by A, B , and C as shown in Figure 17, and label the

front of F2 by D .

B

B

A A

A A

C C

C C

Figure 17: A Legendrian isotopy of the 0–section, top view and cross-section.

We will use the following notation for trees. Vertices are labeled by Greek letters and
edges by numbers. If n is a number and X;Y 2 fA;B;C;Dg we write nD X jY if
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the edge labeled n is a flow line of the gradient determined by the sheets X and Y . If
˛ is the label of a vertex then we write ˛ D Yj , j D 0; 1 if the vertex is a Yj –vertex,
˛ D S if it is a switch, ˛ DE if it is an end, and ˛ DO if the vertex is some other
kind of vertex (which does not appear in rigid trees). The first half of the 1–parameter
family of flow trees corresponding to the simple 1–parameter family is schematically
sketched in Figures 18–24. (The second half is a copy of the first half reflected in
a horizontal line through the center of the circles.) There are three critical instances
in the family where we find trees with vertices which does not appear in rigid trees.
Also the geometric dimension of these critical trees are one smaller than their formal
dimension.

Finally, imagine that the gradient line labeled 1 in all figures continues to a minimum.
Then the partial tree obtained by cutting, for example, the tree in Figure 22 in the
middle of the edge labeled 5, cannot be part of any rigid tree since its formal dimension
equals 3 > 2. Also, this partial tree is an example of a tree for which the evaluation
map at the special puncture is not injective, see the proof of Proposition 3.14.

1

Figure 18: Initially members of the family looks as before the isotopy; 1DAjD .

1 ˛ 2

Figure 19: The first critical moment; 1D 2DAjD ; ˛ DO .
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1 ˛

2

3 

ˇ

4

Figure 20: After the first critical moment; 1D AjD , 2D AjC , 3D C jD ,
4DAjD ; ˛ D Y0 , ˇ DE ,  D S .

1 ˛ 3

2
ˇ

 4

Figure 21: The second critical moment; 1 D AjD , 2 D AjC , 3 D C jD ,
4DAjD ; ˛ DO , ˇ DE ,  D S .

1 ˛ 3

2
ˇ



ı
4

5 � 6

Figure 22: After the second critical moment; 1DAjD , 2DAjC , 3DBjD ,
4D BjC , 5D C jD , 6DAjD ; ˛ D Y1 , ˇ DE ,  D Y0 , ı DE , � D S .
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1 ˛ 3

2
ˇ



4

ı

5
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1 ˛ 3

2 ˇ


4
ı

5
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